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Online auctions have become a popular method for business transactions. The variety of different auction rules, the restrictions in supply or demand, and the agents’ combinatorial preferences for the different commodities, have led to the creation of a very complex multi-agent “environment” and a number of strategic tradeoffs. Designing an agent that deals efficiently with these tradeoffs has been a multi-pronged effort. Using game-theoretic approaches, some equilibria have been computed for relatively simple auctions. However, since these equilibria have limited practical application, due to the significant number of varying auctions that take place simultaneously, empirical approaches and experimental evaluations of various strategies have also been used.

Furthermore, progress has been made into designing better agent architectures.

This dissertation presents results in all of these directions (theoretical and empirical). We present a methodology for designing trading agents, and deciding their bidding strategy, when they participate in a large number of simultaneous auctions with a variety of rules. We use a modular, adaptive, scalable and robust agent architecture, combining principled methods and empirical knowledge. We decompose the problem faced by the agent into several components, and restrict communication between them. This allows to analyze each component individually. The “optimizer” coordinates the effort of the entire system and determines the set of commodities that maximizes the utility of the
agent. We provide a principled way of generating strategies for each bidding module. We then use rigorous experimentation to explore the strategy space and determine the best combination of strategies. This allows the agent to perform efficiently against any opponent agents. We also expand this methodology to include design decisions based on the equilibria computed for particular auctions. Furthermore, we present several novel Bayes-Nash equilibria for $m^{th}$ price multi-unit auctions with multiple possible closing times, one of which is chosen randomly, and therefore multiple rounds of bidding can occur.

We applied this methodology when creating WhiteBear, the agent that won most of the Trading Agent Competitions held between 2001 and 2005 and had the best performance overall. We also present the “complete” set of experiments for determining an overall best strategy in TAC, which guided the design of WhiteBear. We show that exploring the strategy space allows the creation of more efficient and more flexible agents than any other approach, e.g. using learning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Auctions are becoming an increasingly popular method for business transactions either over the Internet (e.g. eBay) or even between businesses and their suppliers. While a good deal of research on auction theory exists, this is mostly from the auction mechanisms point-of-view (for a survey, see [43]). Strategies for bidding in an auction for a single item are also known. However, in practice, agents (or humans) are rarely interested in a single item; even on eBay someone would look for the same item in several auctions. They wish to bid in several auctions in parallel, for multiple interacting goods. In this case, they must bid intelligently in order to get exactly what they need. For example, a person may wish to buy a TV and a VCR, but if (s)he does not have a flexible plan, (s)he may end up acquiring only the VCR. On the other hand, if (s)he bids for more than one TV, (s)he might end up with 2 different TVs. It is apparent that even in this simple scenario, it is necessary for a human, or an agent who acts on your behalf, to bid intelligently in such auctions, in order to get what they wish and maximize their utility (i.e, happiness or profit). The complexity of the problem in this case comes from the fact that an agent (or human) has a different valuation (or preference) for a combination of items compared to their valuations independently. Therefore, we call these items complementary (or substitutable), depending on whether their combined valuation is higher (or lower). If we set $V(S)$ to be the valuation of a set of items $S$, then we can give the following two definitions.

Definition 1. Two goods $a, b$ are called complementary, if their valuation as a set is higher than the sum of their individual valuations:

$$V(\{a, b\}) > V(\{a\}) + V(\{b\})$$
An example of this is the case of an agent wishing to buy a TV and a VCR; the value of the VCR by itself is very low, and thus, the agent gets the highest utility when it acquires both.

**Definition 2.** Two goods $a, b$ are called *substitutable*, if their valuation as a set is lower than the sum of their individual valuations:

$$V(\{a, b\}) < V(\{a\}) + V(\{b\})$$

An example of this is the case of an agent wishing to buy a computer and not caring whether it is a Dell or Gateway manufactured unit. If the agent bids and gets both, its utility is only slightly higher than buying just one of the two computers.

Similar problems arise when the agent bids for required resources sequentially. In this case, the agent also needs to be careful in order to get what it needs, however once some auctions have closed, an agents’ strategy becomes easier to compute. One of the most convincing approaches found in the literature for this problem is presented in [6]; the authors develop a dynamic programming model for agents to compute bidding policies based on estimated distributions over winning bids, which are represented with a fully observable MDP. In this way, agents limit their exposure from earlier bids that cannot be retracted.

The alternative mechanism for selling resources to agents with combinatorial preferences is through a combinatorial auction. In this case, each agent bids for resource bundles, and therefore is guaranteed to get exactly what it wants if it wins. This reduces the computation needed in order to determine an agent’s bid, but increases the computation needed on the part of the auctioneer in order to determine the bids that maximize its profit. Another issue in this case is the problem of preference elicitation, as the agents need to submit their utilities for several sets of items (and the total number of possible sets is exponential in the number of goods).
We concentrate our attention to the problem of several different parallel auctions, rather than the combinatorial auction variant, because these are more readily available to the general public (e.g. eBay), and the design of an agent that would bid intelligently in this case. It should be noted that simple agents are available for bidding on eBay, like the proxy bidder that eBay itself provides, and which is a simple program that bids progressively up to a predetermined value, or the sniping program available from esnipe.com, which places a proxy bid on eBay a few seconds before an auction would close. However, these types of agents are not the intelligent agents that we are interested in designing. It is prudent to give, at this point, a formal definition for what constitutes an agent. This information is taken primarily from [102].

**Definition 3.** An agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment, which is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its design objectives.

This definition does not guarantee, though, that the agent will be intelligent. A simple UNIX demon would also be considered an agent. An *intelligent agent* should be capable of flexible autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives, where flexibility means:

- **reactivity**: an intelligent agent should be able to perceive its environment, and respond in a timely manner to changes that occur in it;

- **pro-activeness**: an intelligent agent should be able to exhibit goal-directed behavior by taking the initiative in order to satisfy its design objectives;

- **social ability**: capable of interaction with other agents (some of which may be humans)
1.1 General Problem Setting

The general problem setting that we deal with in this dissertation involves several autonomous agents, which wish to trade commodities in order to acquire the goods that they need. There is a predefined time window during which the trades can take place (defining the duration of each “game”), after which each agent calculates the payoff to itself. The agents are not allowed to cooperate in any explicit way (even though implicit cooperation might arise from their behavior), and they are also assumed to be self interested. In particular, each agent $i$ is trying to maximize its own utility function

$$U_i(\theta_i, C_i, t_i)$$

where $\theta_i$ is the type of the agent, that is a group of parameters which are selected randomly from a given distribution and influence the utility function,

$C_i$ is the set of commodities that the agent owns, and

$t_i$ is the net monetary transfer, that is the algebraic sum of payments for selling goods minus the cost of buying goods.

In most cases we can assume that the utility is *quasilinear*, i.e., linear in the monetary transfers $t_i$; thus

$$U_i(\theta_i, C_i, t_i) = u_i(\theta_i, C_i) + t_i$$

This is a reasonable assumption for a trading agent, given that usually they are risk-neutral and their goal is to maximize their profit, hence their utility is linear with respect to monetary gain.

The utility function of each agent should include several complementary and substitutable goods in order for the game to be interesting. Otherwise, one would probably be able to find an equilibrium to the game analytically; e.g. in the case that the value of a set of goods is equal to the sum of the values of each good, the optimal strategy can be found by analyzing the procurement (or sale) of each item individually.
The mechanism used in order to exchange the various commodities is a number of different auctions, during which units of certain commodities are traded in exchange for monetary payments. This means that a single good is traded for money; we have not examined, in this dissertation, the possibility of bartering items, i.e., trading one good directly for another. We will assume that there is no discriminatory pricing in these auctions, which means that if two agents wish to buy the same good at the same time, they will have to make the same payment. We will also assume that similar goods are sold in auctions with similar rules.\footnote{We make these assumptions because this usually makes reasoning about bidding strategies easier. However, there are several cases in which our methodology would work even if discriminatory pricing exists or similar goods are sold in auctions with different rules.} Other than, that we allow the auctions to have a wide variety of rules, the most important of which are:

1. Agents may act as buyers only, sellers only or both in the auctions, so we can have single-sided and double-sided auctions. In case e.g. they act as buyers, then an external source would have to provide (input) goods into the system and remove money from it.

2. There can be a finite or an infinite number of units for each commodity. In the extreme case, only 1 unit exists.

3. Auctions can clear continuously, several times or only once. The first case means that trades can take place at any time, while the last that trades takes place exactly once, when the auction closes.

4. Each auction can close at a known preset time, at one of several possible closing times, or at unspecified times (e.g. determined by a period of inactivity or some random parameters).
5. Clearing prices can be determined only by the bids of the agents or by external parameters as well (e.g. set by an external seller). Pricing in the first case, in particular, can follow any pricing scheme (e.g. \(N^{th}\), \((N + 1)^{th}\) highest bid, where \(N\) is the number of identical goods for sale in the auction).

**Definition 4.** A bid \(b_i\) placed at an auction that sells a particular commodity is a tuple \((q_i, p_i, T_i)\) where:

- \(q_i\) is the quantity of the commodity to be bought (if it’s negative, this indicates a desire to sell),
- \(p_i\) is the price at which to buy (or sell), and
- \(T_i\) is the time that the bid should be placed.

The agent must determine what set \(B\) of bids to place at each game. Therefore, it must determine all of the bids (quantity, price and time of bid placement) that it wishes to submit for all of the possible auctions in order to maximize its utility at the end.

1.2 Motivating Example: The TAC Game

To make the presentation more concrete, we now discuss an example domain where our methodology is needed. We use this domain throughout the thesis.

In the Trading Agent Competition, an autonomous trading agent competes against 7 other agents in each game. Each agent is a travel agent with the goal of arranging a trip to Tampa for \(CUST = 8\) customers, and the trips can be scheduled over a period of \(DAYS = 5\) days. To do so, it must purchase plane tickets, hotel rooms, and entertainment tickets. This is done in simultaneous online auctions. The agents send bids to the central server\(^2\) and are informed about price quotes and transaction information. Each type of commodity (tickets, rooms) is sold in separate auctions. Each game lasts for a

\(^2\)Originally the game was organized and run by the University of Michigan agent group, whereas now it is run by SICS (Swedish Institute of Computer Science).
preset amount of time: until the 2003 competition this was 12 minutes (720 seconds), and since 2004 it has been reduced to 9 minutes (540 seconds). Figure 1.1 illustrates the tasks of each individual agent.

There is only one flight per day each way with an unbounded number of tickets offered by the airline company, which is represented in the marketplace by an agent that sets prices according to a stochastic function. Tickets for these flights are sold in single seller, continuous one-sided auctions, with one auction for each day and direction (in or out). These auctions close at the end of the game. Since all clients must stay at least one night in Tampa, there will be no inflights on the last day, nor outflights on the first day. The auctions will clear continuously and any buying bids that are at least as high as the current asking price, which is set by the airline agent, will match immediately at the asking price. Once purchased, flight tickets cannot be resold or cancelled.

There are two hotels in Tampa: the Tampa Towers and Shoreline Shanties. The

---

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the environment a TAC agent operates within. (taken from www.sics.se/tac)

3The first 3 minutes of the game were removed, since there was little actual trading that took place during that time.
Tampa Towers is cleaner, more comfortable, more convenient and all-around a nicer place to stay. For this reason, we would expect the Towers to cost more, because of the clients preference for this hotel and the fact that each client is willing to pay an extra sum (bonus) to the trading agent if her booking is at this hotel. Note that a client cannot move between hotels during their trip and (s)he must be given a hotel room for every night. There are $m = 16$ rooms available each night at each of the two hotels. Since clients need hotels only from the night of their arrival and through the night before their departure, no hotels will be available (or needed) on the last day. Rooms for each of these days are sold by each hotel in separate, ascending, open-cry, multi-unit, 16th-price auctions (standard English auctions), except they close at randomly determined times in the last 8 minutes of each game. More specifically, exactly 8 minutes before the end of the game (that is 4:00 for TAC01-TAC03 and 1:00 for TAC04-TAC05) a randomly selected auction closes, then another one a minute later, etc., until exactly one minute before the end of the game (that is 11:00 for TAC01-TAC03 and 8:00 for TAC04-TAC05), the last one closes. A hotel auction clears and matches bids only once, when it closes. Price quotes are only generated once per minute, on the minute. Agents may submit buy bids, but not sell bids. Only the hotel owners may submit sell bids. The hotel owners submit bids to provide up to 16 rooms at each hotel type on each night, for a minimum price of $0$. No prior knowledge of the closing order exists and agents may not resell rooms they bought, or subtract bids. In the case of a tie between bids, the earliest bids are awarded the rooms.

There are $ET = 3$ different entertainment events. Tickets for these events are traded (bought and sold) among the agents in continuous double auctions (stock market type auctions) that close when the game ends. The travel agents can act both as buyers and sell bids.

---

4The agent must always offer to buy in any subsequent bids to the auction at least the number of rooms that it is currently winning (i.e. the rooms that it would win if the auction closed at this point) at a price higher than the current price $Q$. 
sellers in these markets. There is one auction for each event-night combination. Bids match as soon as possible, because the auctions clear continuously; so when a buyer is willing to pay more than the price a seller asks for, a trade takes place. There are a total of 8 tickets available for each event type on each day and each agent starts with an endowment of 12 random tickets from these. The initial tickets are the only available in the game, and therefore, the only way to procure a particular ticket is to trade with an agent who possesses it. Price quotes are issued immediately in response to new bids that are not matched. The price quote is specified as the bid and ask price. The bid price is the price of the highest standing buy bid. The ask price is the price of the lowest standing sell point. As with the hotels, a client cannot use an entertainment ticket on the day of departure.

Each customer $i$ has preferences for specific dates, staying at the good hotel and attending entertainment events. The more accurately the assigned trip matches these preferences, the higher the monetary value of the trip to the customer, and the higher the profit of the agent. The total utility of the agent is in fact, the sum of the money that the trips are worth to their customers. The preferences of the customers are also those of the agent. For more details on the actual formula of this utility, see Chapter 4.

1.2.1 The TAC Game as a Competitive Benchmark

The TAC game encapsulates most of the issues of the general problem presented in section 1.1, and is thus, an appropriate test-bed for evaluating our agent design.

- Each auction has rules which cover the various options discussed in the previous section: some auctions are single-sided and others double-sided, some offer a finite and some an infinite number of identical goods, some clear continuously and others only once, some close at preset times and some at random times, some auctions’ clearing prices are determined by the agents bids and others by outside
• There are 28 auctions running in parallel (and, in fact, our strategies and methodology scales well and would also work for a larger TAC game with many more auctions). This setting is too complex to allow for analytical derivation of equilibrium (or optimal) strategies.

• A number of different tradeoffs are present in this game, which makes the determination of an appropriate bidding strategy a difficult design problem. For a detailed analysis of these tradeoffs, see Chapter 5.

• The TAC setting is designed to model a realistic marketplace setting, as might be encountered by, for example, a travel agent. It also includes several complementary and substitutable goods and a complex utility function.

It is also the most comprehensive and competitive benchmark available for agents and multi-agents research, in general. In earlier work, e.g. [1, 34, 42, 72], ideas about agent design were tested in smaller market games that the researchers designed themselves. The Trading Agent Competition (TAC) was designed and organized by a group of researchers at the University of Michigan [101] in order to allow researchers to spend their time on research, rather than implementing markets. It also provides a common market scenario to compare strategies and agent designs. It is a challenging benchmark domain which incorporates several elements found in real marketplaces. In [32, 7], it is shown that the utility maximization problem faced by a TAC agent is isomorphic (under certain conditions) to variants of the winner determination problem in combinatorial auctions.
1.3 Thesis Statement and Contributions

In this thesis, we are providing a principled way of determining the design and the strategies used by an agent with combinatorial preferences when it participates in a large number of parallel auctions with different rules. The contributions of this thesis are:

- We provide a novel methodology accompanied by a corresponding agent architecture for this problem. The main benefit of decomposing the problem into several sub-problems and restricting the information that is passed among the various components is that we can analyze each component individually and furthermore, the optimization problem that the agent faces becomes relatively easy to solve. Despite initial skepticism from some of our peers that decomposing the problem to such a degree would have a devastating effect on the performance of the agent, due to the obvious inter-dependencies between the various components that our methodology suppresses, it is shown that this methodology leads to the design of extremely competent agents.

- We design all modules of our agent with scalability, speed, and adaptability in mind. We show that the use of sub-optimal (approximate) algorithms to various elements of the agent do not affect its performance. We also base a very limited part of the agent on learning the behavior of other agents, and thus the agent should be able to perform competitively no matter what other agents it faces, despite rather inaccurate predictions of closing prices for various auctions.

- We propose a way to generate candidate strategies for the various bidding components of the agent in a more systematic way than the mostly “heurisitic” approaches that were prevalent in the literature. This way we can generate enough strategies to cover, to a sufficient degree, the entire strategy space. Domain knowledge can
still be incorporated to some extent, and in fact, it is desirable in order to con-
centrate the experimentation on the part of the strategy space where the most efficient
candidate strategies lie.

• We provide novel Bayes-Nash equilibria for the case of an auction with a set of
multiple possible closing times, one of which is selected at random. We extended
our methodology to incorporate candidate strategies based on such equilibrium
strategies.

• We propose a systematic method for exploring the entire strategy space (for all
auctions) and determining the best combination of strategies for the agent. We
limit, to some extent, the large number of experiments that are needed in order to
accomplish this. We also provide a complete set of experiments for determining a
very competitive agent for both versions of the TAC game.

During the development of our methodology and the experimentation, we learned
some important lessons:

• The decomposition of the problem, which is done according to our methodology,
is a major benefit of our approach, as it makes it easy to analyze each component
independently and determine possible strategies. Furthermore by rigorously ex-
ploring the strategy space through experimentation, we are able to select the best
strategy for the agent, and this leads to its success.\(^5\)

• We have also observed that agents, who depend too much on learning the bidding
patterns of other agents, can be quite inefficient, if those patterns change. Our
agents, on the other hand, are able to participate successfully in any game, against

\(^5\)In fact the second most successful agent in TAC this year (after our agent, which re-
mains the most efficient and successful agent in the competition), Walverine, is another
agent who explores the strategy space in order to find the best strategy.
any combination of other agents. This happens because their strategy is selected so that it performs well no matter what strategy the other agents use, and they do not rely on learning specific bidding patterns of specific agents; in fact we intentionally do not allow the agent to learn information specific to particular agents, but we do allow it to learn general information, that is not specific to a particular combination of agents.

- One final lesson that we learned is that the components of the agent need not be optimal as long as they are reasonably efficient. For this reason we design them to be fast, scalable and adaptive. One example of this is that we decided to use a non-optimal solution to the optimization problem, which is solved by the optimizer, in order to make it fast, scalable and non-domain specific. We have observed that the agent is *better than the sum of its individual components*, as long as those components are designed to be efficient; they don’t have to be the best components possible. One other design decision that helps in this direction is that our agent is completely modular, so individual components can be replaced by other modules with ease.

If we were to summarize our objective in one statement it would be this:

By fully decomposing the problem faced by an agent participating in several auctions, it is easier to analyze each component individually, generate strategies for it in a systematic way and through rigorous experimentation determine the design of a competent, flexible and scalable agent, despite any shortcomings of individual agent components. We show that this approach leads to the design and implementation of extremely efficient agents. After all, our agent WhiteBear won the Trading Agent Competitions on most of the years that it participated and was the most successful agent in the competi-
1.4 Guide to the Thesis

The rest of the thesis structure as is follows:

- **Chapter 2 - Background and Overview.** In this chapter, we present the basic knowledge from game theory and auction theory necessary to understand our work. We also discuss work in various areas related to agent design, auctions, and bidding strategies.

- **Chapter 3 - Methodology and Agent Architecture.** In this chapter, we present our methodology for dealing with the general problem, which was presented in section 1.1. We describe our agent architecture, the methodology for generating strategies and the experimental process through which the strategies are evaluated.

- **Chapter 4 - Optimizer.** In this chapter, we formulate the optimization problem faced by our agent and the work we did on the optimizer component of our TAC agent.

- **Chapter 5 - Generating Strategies and Dealing with Tradeoffs.** In this chapter, we elaborate on how strategies for the various strategic tradeoffs that the agent faces may be generated in a systematic way. We present the strategies generated for the various TAC games.

- **Chapter 6 - Using Equilibrium Analysis to Generate Strategies.** In this chapter we present several novel Bayes-Nash equilibria for \( m^{th} \) price auctions when the closing time is randomly selected from a set of possible closing times. We compute these equilibria under various assumptions. We then proceed to describe
how this theoretical work is applied, in order to generate a bidding strategy for the hotel room bidding component of our agent.

- **Chapter 7 - Experiments.** In this chapter we apply the experimental setup that is described by our methodology and analyze the performance of each strategic combination in the face of opposition from various agent mixtures. We provide complete sets of experiments on the strategies provided in chapters 5 and 6. We also examine the performance of our agent compared to agents used by several other teams in the TAC competition.

- **Chapter 8 - Conclusions.** In this chapter, we conclude our work with a review of our contributions along with a brief discussion of future work that extends the results of this thesis.

Much of the work in this thesis is presented in [85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91].
Chapter 2

Background and Overview

2.1 Game Theory and Solution Concepts

Game theory studies the strategic interactions in systems of self-interested agents. This section provides some basic game-theoretic solution concepts from non-cooperative game theory, that we use in our work. For more information on Game Theory there is a large number of books and other literature, e.g. [20] and [5]. [68] also has a very detailed introduction to game theory, as well as a much more detailed one about mechanism design and combinatorial auctions.

2.1.1 Basic Definitions

It is useful to introduce the idea of the type of an agent, which determines the preferences of an agent over different outcomes of a game. Let $\theta_i \in \Theta_i$ denote the type of agent $i$, from a set of possible types $\Theta_i$. An agent’s preferences over various outcomes can be expressed in terms of a utility function, that is parameterized on the type $\theta$ of the agent.

The fundamental concept of agent choice in game theory is expressed as a strategy. A strategy can loosely be defined as:

**Definition 5.** A strategy is a complete contingent plan, or decision rule, that defines the action an agent will select in every distinguishable state of the world.

Let $s_i(\theta_i) \in \Sigma_i$ denote the strategy of agent $i$ given type $\theta_i$, where $\Sigma_i$ is the set of all possible strategies available to an agent. Sometimes the conditioning on an agent’s type is left implicit, and in that case, we simply write $s_i$ for the strategy selected by agent $i$ given its type. In addition to pure, or deterministic strategies, agent strategies can also be mixed, or stochastic. A mixed strategy, written $\sigma_i \in \Delta(\Sigma_i)$, defines a probability
distribution over pure strategies. For example, if this probability distribution is 40% and 60%, for an agent $i$ with available strategies $s_1$ and $s_2$, then this agent executes strategy $s_1$ with probability 60% and strategy $s_2$ with probability 40%. In the case of an auction, the possible strategies define what formula each agent uses in order to calculate its bid.

A game would normally define the set of actions available to an agent (e.g. valid bids, legal moves, etc.), and a mapping from agent strategies to an outcome and a corresponding utility. Therefore, in each game, we can express an agent’s utility as a function of the strategies of all the agents to capture the essential concept of strategic interdependence.

**Definition 6.** Let $u_i(s_1, \ldots, s_N, \theta_i)$ denote the utility of agent $i$ at the outcome of the game, given preferences $\theta_i$ and strategy profile $s = (s_1, \ldots, s_N)$, where $N$ is the total number of agents and $s_i$ is the strategy selected by agent $i$.

For example, in an auction that sells one item, an agent $i$ with strategy $s_i$ that instructs the agent to place bids at price $v_i = g_i(u'_i)$, where $u'_i$ is the agent’s inherent value for the item in question and depends on the type $\theta_i$ of the agent. The utility of the agent is

$$u_i(s_i, s_{-i}, \theta_i) = u'_i - g_i(u'_i),$$

if it wins, that is if its bid is the highest, otherwise $u_i(s_i, s_{-i}, \theta_i) = 0$.

Note that we use the notation $s_{-i}$, to indicate the strategy profile of all the agents except of agent $i$. Thus $s_{-i} = (s_1, \ldots, s_{i-1}, s_{i+1}, \ldots, s_N)$. Let us also use the notation $\theta_{-i}$ to denote the set of types of all agents except $i$.

The basic model of agent rationality in game theory is that of an *expected utility maximizer*. An agent will select a strategy that maximizes its expected utility, given its preferences $\theta_i$ over outcomes, beliefs about the strategies of other agents, and structure of the game.
2.1.2 Solution Concepts

Game theory provides a number of solution concepts to compute the outcome of a game with self-interested agents, given assumptions about agent preferences, rationality, and information available to agents about each other. We are going to discuss the three most commonly used solution concepts: dominant strategies, Nash equilibrium and Bayes-Nash equilibrium.

The strongest solution concept in game theory is the dominant strategy equilibrium. In a dominant strategy equilibrium, every agent has the same utility-maximizing strategy, no matter what strategies the other agents use.

**Definition 7.** Strategy $s_i$ is a dominant strategy, if it maximizes the agent’s expected utility for all possible strategies of other agents. This means that for $\forall s'_i \neq s_i, s_{-i} \in \Sigma_{-i}$ it is:

$$u_i(s_i, s_{-i}, \theta_i) \geq u_i(s'_i, s_{-i}, \theta_i)$$

In other words, a strategy $s_i$ is a dominant strategy for an agent with type (preferences) $\theta_i$, if it maximizes expected utility, whatever the strategies of other agents. If this equation holds with equality, then the strategy is called weakly dominant.

For example, in a sealed-bid second-price (Vickrey auction), the item is sold to the highest bidder for the second-highest price. If the items is valued by agent $i$ for $u'_i$, bidding strategy $g_i(u'_i) = u'_i$ is a dominant strategy for this agent. For more details on this and other auctions see the next section.

This definition can be extended to the case of mixed strategies easily enough:

**Definition 8.** Strategy $s_i$ is a dominant strategy in mixed strategies, if it maximizes the agent’s expected utility for all possible strategies of other agents. This means that for $\forall \sigma'_i \in \Delta(\Sigma_i) : \sigma'_i \neq \sigma_i$, and for $\forall s_{-i} \in \Sigma_{-i}$ it is:

$$u_i(\sigma_i, s_{-i}, \theta_i) \geq u_i(\sigma'_i, s_{-i}, \theta_i)$$
Note that it is sufficient that the other agents’ strategies are selected from their set of pure strategies, since, if they use a mixed strategy, the utility of agent \( i \) is the expectation of the utility conditional on each of the strategies that make up the mixed strategy of every other agent.

Dominant-strategy equilibrium is a very robust solution concept, because it makes no assumptions about the information available to agents about each other, and does not require an agent to believe that other agents will behave rationally to select its own optimal strategy. However, the drawback is that it is not guaranteed that a game will have a dominant strategy.

Another solution concept, probably the best-known one, is the Nash equilibrium [64, 63], which states that in equilibrium every agent will select a utility-maximizing strategy given the strategy of every other agent.

**Definition 9.** A strategy profile \( s = (s_1, \ldots, s_N) \) is in Nash equilibrium, if every agent maximizes its expected utility, assuming that the strategies of the other agents do not change. Thus, for \( \forall i \):

\[
u_i(s_i(\theta), s_{-i}(\theta_{-i}), \theta_i) \geq u_i(s'_i(\theta), s_{-i}(\theta_{-i}), \theta_i), \forall s'_i \neq s_i, s_{-i} \in \Sigma_{-i}\]

In other words, every agent maximizes its utility with strategy \( s_i \), given its preferences and the strategy of every other agent. This definition can be extended in a straightforward way to include mixed strategies.

Although the Nash solution concept is fundamental to game theory, it makes very strong assumptions; it assumes that the other agents will not deviate from the equilibrium strategy, which is by no means guaranteed. It also loses power in games with multiple equilibria. To play a Nash equilibrium in a game, every agent must have perfect information (and know every other agent has the same information, etc., i.e., common knowledge) about the preferences of every other agent, agent rationality must also be
common knowledge, and agents must all select the same Nash equilibrium.

The last solution concept is the Bayes-Nash equilibrium, which is an extension of the Nash equilibrium. This is mainly due to Harsanyi. In a Bayes-Nash equilibrium, every agent is assumed to share a common prior about the distribution of agent types, $F(\theta)$, such that for any particular game, the agent profiles are distributed according to $F(\theta)$. In equilibrium, every agent selects a strategy to maximize expected utility in equilibrium with expected-utility maximizing strategies of other agents.

**Definition 10.** A strategy profile $s = (s_1, \ldots, s_N)$ constitutes a Bayes-Nash equilibrium, if for every agent $i$ and all preferences $\theta_i \in \Theta_i$

$$E\{u_i(s_i(\theta), s_{-i}(\theta_{-i}), \theta_i) | \theta_{-i}\} \geq E\{u_i(s'_i(\theta), s_{-i}(\theta_{-i}), \theta_i) | \theta_{-i}\}, \forall s'_i \neq s_i, s_{-i} \in \Sigma_{-i}$$

Comparing the Bayes-Nash equilibrium with the Nash equilibrium, the key difference is that agent $i$ does not necessarily play a best-response to the actual strategies of the other agents. Its strategy $s_i(\theta_i)$ must be a best-response to the expected outcome given the other agents’ strategy distributions and the distribution $F(\theta)$ from which the preferences of the other agents are drawn.

Bayes-Nash makes more reasonable assumptions about agent information than Nash, but is a weaker solution concept than dominant strategy equilibrium. In fact, any dominant strategy will be a Nash equilibrium by default; the opposite does not hold.

**Algorithms for computing Nash Equilibria**

Computing Nash equilibria in general is a hard task; in fact additional properties are required (e.g. maximal support), this is known to be an NP-hard problem. However, there are some algorithms capable of computing them for 2-player and $N$-player games. For a survey on the topic see [93]. For 2-player games, the Lemke-Howson algorithm [50] was still the state of the art, until recently. This, and other algorithms, are implemented
in GAMBIT [60], which is a state of the art solver for finding Nash equilibria for games in matrix form. However, some better algorithms have since been proposed. For example in [70], the authors propose a search algorithm for finding Nash equilibria for both the 2-player and the $N$-player game. They use the fact that computing whether a Nash equilibrium with a particular support (i.e., particular pure strategies that are used in the equilibrium with non-zero probability) exists for each player is a relatively easy feasibility program. They design an algorithm that explores the space of support profiles using a backtracking procedure to instantiate the support for each player separately. After that, they check for actions in a player’s support that are strictly dominated, given that the other agents will only play actions in their own supports and delete them. Experimental validation confirms that this algorithm outperforms older algorithms. The experimental data that they use are from GAMUT [67], which is a suite of game generators designed for testing game-theoretic algorithms, and particularly algorithms for finding Nash equilibria. This suite includes a large number of different games that have been analyzed in the economics and the multi-agent systems literature.

In [57], the authors compute what they call an $\epsilon$-approximate Nash equilibrium. This is an extension of the classical definition of the equilibrium that requires the equilibrium strategy to either be better than every other strategy given the opponent’s strategy profile, or to be within $\epsilon$ of the best strategy. They show that this $\epsilon$-approximate Nash equilibrium, can be computed in quasi-polynomial time.

### 2.2 Auction Theory

Auction theory analyzes protocols and agents’ strategies in auctions. An auction consists typically of an auctioneer and potential bidders. Since all the agents involved, including the auctioneer, are self-interested, the auctioneer wishes to sell its items at the
highest possible price, while the agents wish to buy them at the lowest possible cost. In this section, we will discuss some of the most basic knowledge that is useful for understanding our own work. For more information on auctions, see [44], or [77]. In addition, there are also several review papers like [59] and [43].

There are different strategies for the various auctions depending on the assumptions made about the private valuations that agents have about the items being sold. In particular, we can have the following cases:

1. In private value actions, the value of the good depends only on the agent’s own type $\theta$. This is usually the case if the agent is going to keep the items and use them himself, but not resell them.

2. In common value actions, the value of the good depends entirely on the other agents’ types and valuations. This is usually the case if the agent is going to buy the items and then resell them, in which case its profit depends on the amount it will get from other agents.

3. In correlated value actions, the value of the good depends on the types of all agents. This is the intermediate case of the previous two cases. This case would be encountered if the agent is planning on either using the items itself, or reselling if the price is right.

In most of the examples that follow, we will assume private valuations.

There are various auction protocols used in practice even for selling a single item. The most common of these are:

1. The English (or first-price open-cry) auction. In this auction, each bidder is free to raise her bid at any point. When no bidder is willing to raise her bid, then the

---

1These are sometimes also called common value auctions.
auction ends and the agent who placed the highest bid wins the item at a price equal to her bid. The optimal strategy for each bidder is to keep increasing her bid by an small increment $\epsilon$, until the bid reaches her private valuation, at which point she should stop bidding. For a small $\epsilon$, and under a few other assumptions, this auction is strategically equivalent to the second-price sealed-bid auction.

2. **The Dutch (or descending) auction.** In this auction, the bidder starts at a high price and gradually reduces the bid until a bidder bids at some price and gets the item while paying that particular price. This auction is strategically equivalent to the first-price sealed-bid auction under a few assumptions.\(^2\)

3. **The first-price sealed-bid auction.** In this auction, each bidder places a bid in secrecy without knowing the other agents’ bids. The bids are revealed, and the highest bidder gets the item at a price equal to her bid. The dominant strategy for each bidder, in this case, under any assumptions is to bid less than her true valuation. Given the fact that we deal with extensions of this auction in our work, we give more information on equilibrium strategies under various assumptions in Section 2.2.1.

4. **The second-price sealed-bid (or Vickrey) auction.**\(^{[92]}\) In this auction, each bidder places a bid in secrecy without knowing the other agents’ bids. The bids are revealed and the highest bidder gets the item at a price equal to the second highest bid. The dominant strategy for each bidder in this case is to bid her true valuation, if this is known. A quick reason for this is that there is no reason to bid more than her true value, since otherwise she might get an item at a price higher than her valuation. In addition, there is no reason to bid below her valuation, because if she wins, the price she pays depends on the price of the next highest bid, and if

\(^2\)Sometimes people call erroneously a multi-unit English auction Dutch, e.g. at eBay.
she were to do so she might miss an opportunity to win and make a profit.

All these auctions give the same expected revenue to the auctioneer, despite the different rules and bidding strategies. This is a result of the revenue equivalence theorem. We present a brief version of it here that pertains only to the four auction types that we just presented, but for more details one may see [61].

**Theorem 1. Revenue Equivalence**

The four protocols we presented produce the same expected revenue to the auctioneer in private value auctions where the values are independently distributed, and bidders are risk-neutral.

If the bidders are risk-averse, then the first-price sealed-bid auction will generate more income than the second-price auction, because risk averse bidders will bid more in the former case than they would if they were risk-neutral. A bidder is called risk-neutral, if she is indifferent between any two events that have the same expected payoff. A bidder is called risk-averse, if she prefers to get a certain payoff to any lottery that has the same expected payoff; so a risk-averse bidder would prefer to get $100 to a lottery that would give her a 10% chance at $1000, whereas a risk-neutral bidder would be indifferent between these two payoffs.

### 2.2.1 First-price Sealed-Bid Auctions

We assume that $N$ agents wish to buy 1 unit of a certain good each. An independent seller sells 1 unit of the desired good in a first price sealed-bid auction, i.e., the good is sold to the agents which submitted the highest bid at a price equal to its bid price. The agents have valuations (utilities) $u_i$ which are i.i.d. with probability distribution $F(u)$. Each agent knows its own valuation and the distribution $F(u)$. In the case that the agents are risk-neutral (i.e., utility is equal to the monetary profit), then each agent $i$
with valuation $u_i$ should bid (see for example [44])

$$g(u_i) = u_i - \frac{1}{(F(u_i))^{N-1}} \cdot \int_0^{u_i} (F(\omega))^{N-1} \cdot d\omega$$

and in the case that $F(u)$ is a uniform distribution between 0 and 1, then the equilibrium strategy is to bid

$$g(u_i) = \frac{N-1}{N} \cdot u_i$$

Therefore, the larger the number of bidders that participate in an auction is, the larger the expected revenue of the auctioneer. It should be noted that while in the second price auction, the risk attitude of the bidders does not change the equilibrium strategy in a first price auction it does: a risk-averse agent would wish to bid higher and thus increase the probability that it will get the item.

**Collusion between agents**

All the equilibrium strategies that were presented for the various auctions in this section, do not account for the possibility that the bidders might wish to collaborate if this will help their utility. In fact, it can be shown that if the bidders are allowed to collaborate, they would not wish to follow the equilibrium strategies presented earlier. One way to do this is to form a cartel, i.e., a group of agents, that would bid for the item at a reduced price and then the members of the cartel would split the items among themselves. In the general problem setting that we discussed, explicit collaboration between agents is strictly forbidden, so we did not have to deal with this problem. However, there is a growing literature on this subject, e.g. [56].

### 2.3 Combinatorial Auctions

In this section, we discuss Combinatorial Auctions and present the work done on this subject. As it was mentioned in the introduction, the winner determination problem of
Combinatorial auctions is isomorphic (under certain assumptions) to the optimization problem in TAC, and in related problems where there are combinatorial preferences on the part of the agents. The combinatorial auction setting shifts the computational cost to the auctioneer, instead of the agents, since there are protocols (e.g. VCG) that allow the agents simply to submit their valuations, without need for any additional computation. For a survey of combinatorial auctions, see [14]. The thesis of Professor Leyton-Brown is mostly dealing with this problem as well, and is thus, a good general reference.[51]

Combinatorial auctions have been applied to certain real-world situations. The best known example of this is the FCC spectrum auctions, where bidders could desire licenses for multiple geographical regions at the same frequency band, while being indifferent to which particular band they receive [62]. Another example is presented in [8]. This is an auction for the right to use railroad segments, and a bidder desires a bundle of segments that connect two particular points; at the same time, there may be alternate paths between these points and the bidder needs only one.

2.3.1 Formal Definition

In a combinatorial auction, a seller is faced with a set of price offers for various bundles of goods, and her aim is to allocate the goods in a way that maximizes her revenue. The winner determination problem (WDP) is choosing the subset of bids that maximizes the seller’s revenue, subject to the constraint that each good can be allocated once, at most. In this case, each agent pays the sum of her winning bids.

Definition 11. Let $C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_m\}$ be a set of commodities to be sold, and let $B = \{b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n\}$ be a set of bids. Bid $b_i$ is a pair $(p(b_i), g(b_i))$ where $p(b_i) \in \mathbb{R}^+$ is the price offer of bid $b_i$ and $g(b_i) \subseteq G$ is the set of goods requested by $b_i$. For each bid $b_i$ define an indicator variable $x_i$ (which takes values 0 or 1) that encodes the inclusion or exclusion of bid $b_i$ from the allocation.
The single-unit winner determination problem can be formulated as:

$$\max_{x_i} \sum x_i \cdot p(b_i)$$

with the constraints:

$$\sum_{i : c \in g(b_i)} x_i \leq 1, \forall c \in C$$

$$x_i \in \{0, 1\}, \forall i$$

In the case that there are multiple identical units of each commodity for sale, let us define $q(c_i)$ as the number of units of commodity $c_i$. The multi-unit winner determination problem can be formulated as:

$$\max_{x_i} \sum x_i \cdot p(b_i)$$

with the constraints:

$$\sum_{i : c \in g(b_i)} x_i \leq q(c), \forall c \in C$$

$$x_i \in \{0, 1\}, \forall i$$

It should be noted that the definition only allows bidders to describe complementarities in their valuations. However, it does not explicitly allow the expression of substitutabilities. To alleviate this problem, in [21] the authors propose the use of “dummy goods”. This means that the agents can insert non-existent commodities in their bids; any bids that should be mutually exclusive, because the commodities in them are substitutable, ask for the same dummy commodity from the auctioneer. Since any dummy commodity $c_{dummy}$ is assumed to have a quantity $q(c_{dummy}) = 1$, the auctioneer can only satisfy one of the bids at most. More generally, it is possible to introduce $n$-unit dummy commodities to enforce the condition that no more than $n$ of a set of bids may be allocated.
2.3.2 Solving the Winner Determination Problem

The WDP is equivalent to weighted set-packing and is, therefore, NP-hard even in its single-unit variant.[75] Furthermore, it is known that the WDP is inapproximable within any constant factor.[76] However, there has been work that identifies subcases of the winner determination problems, which are solvable in polynomial time (e.g. bids contain no more than two goods).[75, 65, 83, 14] Another case solvable in polynomial time, is when the commodities are infinitely divisible; then the problem becomes a linear constraint problem (without the requirement of integrality constraint), which can be solved in polynomial time with any number of available linear programming packages (e.g. CPLEX).

Despite the fact that this problem cannot be approximated with guarantees, there has been work on approximate solutions, most of which use some sort of local search. For some examples see [40] and [105]; these algorithms are shown to perform well in most experiments. There has also been work on alternative economic mechanisms that are built around approximation algorithms to this problem, e.g. [66] and [49].

There has also been a substantial amount of work on optimal solutions to this problem. In most of the early cases, the algorithms involve a search (usually “branch-and-bound” search) with pruning, while branching on the different commodities, e.g. CASS.[55] Later Tuomas Sandholm reported a better performance by branching on the available bids, which is the CABOB algorithm.[79] These algorithms do a number of tricks in order to reduce the solution time, e.g. reducing the number of bids, by removing dominated bids\(^3\), or caching parts of the search space. There has also been work on other approaches, e.g. primal-dual methods, which continuously compute tighter bounds until they find the actual solution. For other work on optimal solutions see

\(^3\)A bid is called dominated, if a combination of other bids offer a better price for a subset of the original bid.
also [21, 76, 28, 65, 78, 29]. Some other interesting work, which has been done by the multi-agent group of Stanford University, explores techniques that have been widely used in Constraint Programming problems. They create portfolios of algorithms and learn through experimentation, and learning, which of the available solvers is likely to perform best in each case. Using this information, they can make an intelligent decision on which algorithm (or algorithms) to use in order to solve each case in the minimum expected time. For more information on this, see [53, 52]. Furthermore, they also provide test cases that can be used for testing of combinatorial auctions winner determination algorithms, which they call CATS [54]. Other interesting combinatorial auctions, which are variations of this are presented in [69, 103].

A problem that exists in this setting is the method in which the agents submit their preferences. This problem is usually called “preference elicitation”. In the worst case, each agent should submit its valuation for all possible subsets of the set of commodities, which is exponential in the number of commodities. For some of the work done to alleviate this problem, see [41, 11].

This mechanism assumes that the payments are equal to the submitted bids. However, this forces agents to compute a bid that would maximize their profit. The most celebrated mechanism in game theory concerning combinatorial auctions is the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism. For more information see [58] or [84].

**Definition 12. Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism**

Let $B_i$ be the set of all bids $b_k \in B$, that were submitted by agent $i$. Let $A = \{i : x_i = 1\}$ be the allocation of the optimal solution in the winner determination problem with input the set of bids $B$, and let $A_{-i}$ be the optimal allocation in the case that agent $i$ does not participate.

The auctioneer allocates the commodities according to allocation $A$, and each agent $i$
must pay:

\[ t_i = \sum_{j \neq i} \left( \sum_{k : k \in B, x_k \in A_{-i}} p(b_k) \right) - \sum_{j \neq i} \left( \sum_{k : k \in B, x_k \in A} p(b_k) \right) \]

This means that each agent pays to the auctioneers the difference between what the auctioneer would make if this agent did not participate, minus what it would make from all the other agents in the case that it does participate.

This mechanism is incentive-compatible, meaning that is a dominant strategy for the agents to submit their true utilities for each bundle of commodities, only if the winner determination problem can be solved to optimality, and can give rise to arbitrarily bad outcomes when agents suspect that there is any possibility that any non-optimal solution to the WDP will be used.[66]

### 2.4 Multiple Auctions

In this section, we present several attempts to design sophisticated and efficient bidding strategies for agents participating in multiple (online) auctions.

#### 2.4.1 Single-Sided Auctions

In the vast majority of the papers referenced in this section, the analysis is for substitutable goods, and in particular, for the case that the same good may be purchased from several different auctions. In addition, the simulation is based on rather simple cases of multiple auctions with the same rules in most cases.

In [42], the authors propose BiddingBot, which is a multi-agent system that supports users in attending, monitoring, and bidding in multiple auctions through a process called co-operative bidding. The whole system is composed of one leader agent, and several bidder agents, where the leader agent acts as the coordinator of the whole bidding process. Several messages are exchanged between the user, the leader agent, and the bidder
agents. However, this system is not autonomous as the user must make the final decision. It might be appropriate, though, in order to facilitate the introduction of agents to the general public, where there seems to be an amount of discomfort about relocating the complete decision process to an agent, i.e., a program, whose strategy the average user does not understand.

In [72, 71], an algorithm is proposed for the design of agents that participate in multiple, simultaneous English auctions. They propose a coordination algorithm to be used in the environment, where all the auctions terminate simultaneously, and a learning method to tackle auctions that are terminating at different times. This work is not applicable in an environment where multiple auctions with multiple protocols are used, as it is designed for the case of multiple English auctions.

In [33, 34] the authors present and analyze the behavior of several strategies, i.e., myopic, based on Q-learning, based on a simple Nash equilibrium etc., when the shopbot wishes to buy a certain item or certain items, from a number of available online auctions. This is very interesting work from the point-of-view that the different strategies are tested against each other, and conclusions are drawn from their performance. In addition, it shows that equilibrium strategies can do a decent job in practice, even if other strategies outperform them.

In [1], the authors present the design of an autonomous trading agent that participates across multiple online auctions (English, “Dutch”, and Vickrey auctions) in order to get one or more particular items. The decision on how much to bid in the auctions, in which the agent decides to participate, is made based on a series of “heuristic” tactics and strategies. These take into account the number of auctions left, the time left, and other factors. The bidding algorithm that they proposed was evaluated in a simulated marketplace environment. What is rather interesting about this paper is that their heuristic strategy displays a number of clever features; e.g. the prices increase with the
passage of time, and the decrease in the number of auctions remaining, which is a simple strategy that works well even in the more complicated problems presented in this dissertation.

Other approaches are based on beliefs that the agents have about other participating agents. In [25], the authors propose the Recursive Modeling Method. According to this, an agent makes decisions based on what it thinks the other agents are likely to do, and what the other agents think about the agent’s beliefs and so on. In practice though, little or no information might be available for the agent, and this limits the application of this method.

In [22, 23] the strategies are considered as a decision made under uncertainty. They model a buyer agent’s behavior; they do this by generating a possibility distribution based on previous similar market situations that their agent has observed.

### 2.4.2 Double-Sided Auctions

In this section, we summarize some of the work done on continuous double sided auctions, a.k.a. stock-market type auctions. In most cases, the analysis is done on a single auction, but since it is usually assumed that there are no interdependences between goods, the approaches generalize trivially to multiple auctions.

Probably the best-known and also most simplistic approach to this problem is the Zero-Intelligence (ZI) strategy.[26] This strategy essentially ignores the state of the market (i.e., the prices it has observed) when forming its bid, both for buying and selling, and submits a random value drawn from a uniform distribution. Despite its simplicity, if all agents participating in the market adopt this strategy, the market efficiency is close to optimal. An improvement of this strategy is the Zero-Intelligence Plus (ZIP) strategy.[10] Bidding slightly more intelligently than the ZI strategy, the ZIP strategy places bids at its valuation for the good, plus or minus a certain margin. This margin represents the
profit of the agent, and is adapted to the prevailing market conditions through a learning mechanism, so that the trader can submit sell and buy bids that remain competitive. In experimentation, this agent outperforms the ZI strategy.

In [94] the authors propose what they call a “risk-based” strategy. Essentially the agent has an adaptive layer that learns the risk factor of the market, and thus, computes a competitive equilibrium price. This is done by using a set of updated rules, which move the price up or down depending on the bids that are placed in the market, and the transactions that occur. This price is then used in the bidding component of the agent, in order to place bids and accept offers that offer at least a small margin of profit over the computed competitive equilibrium price. They show that their agent outperforms both the ZI and ZIP agents in experimentation. Other approaches involve using a belief function for price formation, called the GD strategy [24], and using fuzzy logic to decide on the buy and sell bids, based on the median of the previous transaction prices, called the FL strategy.[39]

A more real-life scenario is examined in [104, 18]. The authors examine automated stock-trading agents, which they test in the context of a real-data market trading simulator. The first agent they propose devises a market-making strategy exploiting market volatility without predicting the exact direction of the stock price movement. In particular, the agent places a pair of buy and sell bids for each stock it wishes to trade, at prices which are respectively lower and higher than the current price by a certain margin. The second agent uses what the authors call the “reverse” strategy. It might seem natural to buy when the market is on the rise, and sell when it’s on the decline, but the second agent does exactly the opposite: it buys when the prices are dropping and sells when they are rising. Both strategies work well, under the assumption that there are no prolonged periods of rising or falling prices in the stocks. If this is not the case, then the strategies will perform poorly, because both strategies will need to buy or sell at disadvantageous
prices in order to cover their previous trades.

An experiment that is interesting not so much from the point of agent strategies for the continuous double auction, but rather for validating our belief that agents are necessary in order for humans to be competitive in electronic marketplaces is presented in [13]. A number of controlled experiments, where human traders interact with software agents were performed, and the authors observed that the agents consistently obtained higher profits than their human counterparts.

2.4.3 Sequential Auctions

When the agent bids for required resources sequentially, it needs to be careful in order to get what it needs. However, once some auctions have closed, an agents’ strategy becomes easier to compute. One of the most convincing approaches found in the literature for this problem is presented in [6]; the authors develop a dynamic programming model for agents to compute bidding policies based on estimated distributions over winning bids, which are represented with a fully observable MDP. In this way, agents limit their exposure from earlier bids that cannot be retracted.

An alternate approach is available, if one does not wish to analyze the bidding patterns of its competitors; it can approximate it by taking the expected utility from the next auctions, if the opponents bid according to the optimal (equilibrium) strategy. In [17, 15, 16], the authors analyze the case that there are several objects to be sold in sequential auctions. In most cases, they examine the case that similar objects are sold in each of the sequential auctions, and that each bidder is interested in acquiring one of them. They give equilibrium strategies for the bidders under three different auction types, that is first-price sealed-bid, second-price and English auction, and they prove something similar to the revenue equivalence theorem, i.e., that the various auctions give the same expected revenue to the auctioneer under certain assumption (e.g. risk-
neutral agents). In addition, they compute how the auctioneer can increase his revenue, by selecting carefully the order with which items are auctioned off, and other issues, like increasing efficiency by having the auctioneer reveal his private information about the object being sold. This work significantly extends previous work that was done on this setting, e.g. in [27], where the items being sold had either private valuations for each agent, or common valuation, but not both.

2.4.4 Strategies Used by TAC agents

This section describes, very briefly, several different strategies used by various TAC agents. This information is primarily taken from [31], which is a survey paper of the different strategies that agents used in TAC 2002, which were contributed to a large part by the respective research teams. For a survey of the first competition see [30]. This information is provided to complement the algorithms and agents that have been presented so far in Section 2.4, and to show the various “heuristic” strategies that agents used. It should be noted that each agent normally implements one, or just a handful, of very similar strategies, which even though they are, in a lot of cases, based on general techniques (e.g. learning, POMDPs, etc.), they only cover a very small part of the strategy space. This is to contrast with our approach, which selects a large number of candidate strategies and experiments with them in order to determine the best. The only other agent that does something similar to this is WALVERINE, which was developed by the University of Michigan multi-agent research group.[99, 100]

This agent aims to bid optimally, based on a competitive equilibrium analysis of the TAC travel economy. WALVERINE predicts hotel prices by calculating the Walrasian competitive equilibrium for the game. This is presented further in Chapter 4, as we evaluated this feature in our agent. By sampling outlier values around the predicted prices, the prediction is used to compute an "outlier hedged" set of optimal travel dates.
(hence, flight purchases) and marginal values for the available hotel rooms. During each hotel-bidding round, WALVERINE constructs bids that maximize expected value, taking into account its marginal value of each room unit, the probability of winning for a given bid, the probability that this bid will actually be the sixteenth (and, thus, set the price), and the expected price if it does not bid. These probabilities are derived from an expected distribution of other agents’ valuations, as well as a competitive analysis of the trading domain.

It should be noted, that this approach uses a specific strategy as well. Their approach to selecting strategies is, therefore, limited to selecting appropriate parameters for some of the components in their agent. In this way, they generate a number of candidate strategies which they evaluate experimentally. Since this process is very relevant to our work, it is presented independently in section 2.5.

Other agents used a variety of other strategies:

- **ATTAC [81, 82]**

  The core of ATTAC’s approach is a learning algorithm that builds a model of price dynamics based on empirical data, and utilizes this model to compute bids. ATTAC uses a distribution-based approach, relying on a general boosting-based algorithm for conditional density-estimation problems of this kind, that is, supervised learning problems in which the goal is to estimate the conditional distribution of a real-valued label. Given posted prices for goods, one can compute a set of sales, purchases, and an allocation of goods to clients that maximizes profits. However, the utility of this approach is very sensitive to the accuracy of predictions.

- **ROXYBOT [32, 7]**

  ROXYBOT focused its approach on building an optimal solver to the optimization problem faced by the agent. They do this by incorporating a lot of clever heuristics
into their search algorithm. In order to form their optimization problem, they relied on a set of price point estimates, called “pricelines”. They later extended this by computing policies not simply from price point estimates, but rather from estimated price distributions, and furthermore, by using a Monte Carlo simulator to generate the price point estimates by sampling from estimated price distributions.

- **LIVINGAGENTS [19]**
  LIVINGAGENTS divided their agent into various sub-agents. The main of these are a manager agent, which is responsible for starting and stopping the other agents, and 8 agents representing the clients, which are responsible for the calculation of the best combination of tickets for their respective clients. Then other agents are responsible for getting the information from auctions and placing bids. What was remarkable about their strategy, was that it made most of its decisions at the very beginning of each game, and only decisions to buy or sell entertainment tickets can occur later in the game. Its strategy is reminiscent of one of the strategies we experimented with in Chapter 7.

- **PACKATAAC [12]**
  The PACKATAAC agent is a hybrid open-loop, closed-loop agent that commits to some aspects of packages at the beginning of the game, and later completes packages by optimizing over current and predicted states of the game. In fact, it is rather similar in some aspects to our own entry in TAC 2001, before we implemented most of our methodology.

- **SOUTHAMPTONTAC [37, 38]**
  SOUTHAMPTONTAC is an adaptive agent that varies its bidding strategy according to the prevailing market conditions. To be more specific, it classifies TAC game instances into noncompetitive, semi-competitive, and competitive, depend-
ing on how much competition it expects, while purchasing the limited resources in the game (i.e., hotel rooms). The agent makes this classification based on the outcomes of the most recent games and the current prices of the hotels in the various auctions. Depending on the classification, the agent uses a different strategy that is most appropriate. SOUTHAMPTONTAC uses fuzzy reasoning techniques to predict hotel clearing prices. It uses several fuzzy rules and the factors considered in the prediction are the prices observed in various auctions and the latest price changes.

- PAININNEC

PAININNEC’s strategy incorporates a combination of heuristics, including a genetic algorithm-based optimization technique. This optimization routine takes, as input, the auctions’ expected clearing prices, as well as the clients’ preferences, and outputs a set of goods to buy and sell. In the genetic algorithm, each client’s package is represented by a six-digit string. The various strings are evaluated and are selected for reproduction using the tournament method; that is, two strings are selected at random, and with high probability, the string with the greater objective value reproduces, although errors occur with low probability.

- TOMAHACK

The TOMAHACK team’s goal was to model TAC as a sequential decision process, specifically a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP). Although TAC is a multiagent domain that might more accurately be modeled as a partially observable Markov game, the TOMAHACK team made the simplifying assumption that the other agents are part of the environment. In the TOMAHACK formulation, the state of the game encompassed elapsed time, client preferences, current quotes, outstanding bids, and the agent’s holdings. A key difficulty in this
choice of representation was how to best determine the underlying state-transition function. In an attempt to uncover the state-transition function, the TOMAHACK team built models of the bidding behavior of each of its opponents. The models were constructed offline. Each opponent was modeled as a function from observed state to active bids and neural network regression was used to approximate this function.

- THALIS

In its initial allocation, an optimizer decides on the best package for each client. They use a very limited form of Strategic Demand Reduction to defer purchases and increase their utility, but their algorithm is nowhere as sophisticated as the related bidding strategies in our agent. The most interesting feature of its bidding component is that it issues its initial bids for the limited resources (i.e., hotel rooms) at relatively high prices to buy some learning time for the optimizer.

A number of other agents (e.g. SICS [3], KAVAYAH, CUHK, TNITAC, UMBC-TAC, ZEPP) used algorithms that were overall similar to the ones that have already been presented here. For this reason, they are not presented here, but one may find further information on the web at TAC related sites:

www.sics.se/tac
tac.eecs.umich.edu

2.5 Experimental Equilibria

In the previous sections, we presented several approaches to the problem of bidding in several auctions. Common to all these approaches was the use of one or more “heuristic strategies”, which define the actions an agent will take within each auction. Each one of these strategies, although based on principled approaches, only covers a single point
of the space of strategy spaces. Even though in practice they are quite efficient, in most cases, there is no reason to believe that more efficient strategies do not exist. Our methodology presents a more systematic way for selecting strategies across the whole space of possible strategies (see Chapter 5).

However, once these candidate strategies are selected, it is necessary to determine which strategy works best. This is difficult even for a very small number of candidate strategies. For this reason, there is work on what is commonly called an “experimental equilibrium”. A heuristic payoff table is formed, based on the performance of the candidate heuristic strategies when they participate against each other. This table is similar in essence, to the matrix form of a game. Thus it has been used as the basis for several forms of analysis, including computation of the Nash equilibria with respect to the restricted strategy space, and the market efficiency at those equilibria. Since we allow the players to use only the set of “heuristic strategies” provided, finding the equilibrium is usually easy once the payoff matrix has been computed. There is, in fact, a rich tradition in performing experiments with automated trading agents.[95, 98]

However, creating the payoff table is not a trivial task. The expected payoff to each agent in the auction for all strategy profiles must be measured through usually a very large number of games. To get just one entry of this table, a number of samples from the distribution of agent types is taken, and the game is run with a particular profile of candidate strategies for all these samples. The distribution of scores for each agent gives the average score for each agent under this strategy profile and its variation. Especially in the case of complex real-time games, like TAC, generating the matrix is much more costly than computing the equilibrium.

In [96], the authors propose an information-theoretic methodology to the sampling problem, and thus, address the problem of selecting simulations more intelligently. They describe methods to interleave the sampling of the payoff in the underlying market game.
with the calculation of Nash equilibrium. Using the information again, that they expect
to get from each new sample based on their current beliefs, they sample the strategy
profile that is expected to provide the most value of information.

2.5.1 Hierarchical Reduction of Large Symmetric Games

An approach that is much closer to our own work was proposed by the University of
Michigan multi-agent research group, led by Professor Wellman.[99, 73] In fact, the ex-
perimental section of our methodology has been influenced by their approach, especially
the part where the effect of the random parameters is computed, and an effort is made
to adjust the agents’ scores appropriately. Furthermore, the latest directions of their
work were heavily influenced by our approach, since we were the first research team
participating in TAC to perform a comprehensive and exhaustive search over candidate
strategies, and also by our decision to run agents in pairs, in order to reduce the number
of games needed, which influenced, to some degree, their methodology of hierarchical
reduction of large symmetric games.

The idea behind their research is that although an agent’s payoff does depend on the
play of other agents, it may be relatively insensitive to the exact numbers of other agents
playing particular strategies. So in the case of a game where \( m \) of the other agents play
a particular strategy \( s \), it is expected that the payoff of their agent will vary smoothly
with the number \( m \). Therefore, they can restrict their attention to subsets of profiles,
for instance those with only even numbers of any particular strategy (like we do in most
of our experiments). This transforms the \( N \)-player game to an \( \frac{N}{2} \)-player game over the
same set of heuristic strategies. These two games are assumed to be reasonably similar,
and the second one needs a far smaller number of games in order to form the payoff
matrix.\(^4\) They make the following definitions:

\(^4\)The new number of games can be as low as \( \sqrt{z} \), where \( z \) is the original number of
Definition 13. \( \Gamma = \langle N, \{S_i\}, \{u_i()\} \rangle \) is an \( N \)-player normal form game, with strategy set \( S_i \) the available strategies for player \( i \), and the payoff function \( u_i(s_1, \ldots, s_N) \) giving the utility accruing to player \( i \) when players choose the strategy profile \((s_1, \ldots, s_N)\).

Definition 14. A normal-form game is symmetric if the players have identical strategy spaces \((S_i = S)\) and \( u_i(s_i, s_{-i}) = u_j(s_j, s_{-j}) \), for \( s_i = s_j \) and \( s_{-i} = s_{-j} \) for all \( i, j \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \). Thus, we can denote a symmetric game by \( \langle N, S, \{u()\} \rangle \), with \( u(t, s) \) the payoff to any player playing strategy \( t \) when the remaining players play profile \( s \).

Definition 15. Reduced game

Let \( \Gamma = \langle N, S, \{u()\} \rangle \) be an \( N \)-player symmetric game, with \( N = p \cdot q \) for integers \( p \) and \( q \). The \( p \)-player reduced version of \( \Gamma \), written \( \Gamma \downarrow p \), is given by \( \langle p, S, \{\tilde{u}()\} \rangle \), where

\[
\tilde{u}_i(s_1, \ldots, s_p) = u_{q i}(s_1, \ldots, s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_2, \ldots, s_p, \ldots, s_p)
\]

In other words, the payoff function in the reduced game is obtained by playing the specified profile in the original \( q \) times.

As an example of this approach, they compute the Bayes-Nash equilibrium for the reduced game of the first-price sealed-bid auction, which they denote \( FPSB_N \), where \( N \) is the number of bidders. We know that the equilibrium strategy for \( FPSB_N \), when the bidders’ valuations are drawn from a uniform distribution \( U[0, 1] \) is \( g(u_i) = \frac{N - 1}{N} \cdot u_i \).

They compute the unique symmetric equilibrium for the reduced game \( FPSB_N \downarrow p \) to be

\[
g(u_i) = \frac{N \cdot (p - 1)}{p + N \cdot (p - 1)} \cdot u_i
\]

They apply their technique to the TAC game by starting with game \( TAC \downarrow 1 \). They have 35 candidate strategies and, therefore, in \( TAC \downarrow 1 \) they need to examine 35 strategy profiles; note that in each profile all the agents use the same strategy. Then they use this games needed.
information to restrict the number of strategies at the next level, that is the reduced game $TAC \downarrow 2$, and then at $TAC \downarrow 4$, etc. They do not need to examine strategy profiles that are similar to strategy profiles for which it is known that a certain strategy is performing poorly. They spent almost a year of run time in order to collect enough games in order to analyze the game $TAC \downarrow 4$. They decided not to analyze $TAC = TAC \downarrow 8$, because of the extreme amount of games that they would need. Even this approach, which reduces considerably the number of games required in order to compute an experimental equilibrium, takes an extremely large number of games compared to our methodology, but it has the potential of being a bit more accurate.

### 2.6 Other Interesting Auction Related Work

**Computationally Bounded Agents**

The results from game theory and auction theory that we presented earlier in this chapter (see Section 2.2) ignore the fact that in many multi-agent systems, the agents are not fully rational. Since, in reality, agents tend to have restrictions in the amount of time or other resources that they have available, they are computationally bounded; this means that they may be unable to compute the optimal strategies in the case that these are available or even their utilities. In cases like this, the equilibrium for computationally bounded agents are not necessarily the same as the ones computed for fully rational agents. Thus, the computationally bounded agents will not performed in the desired way. Although in this dissertation we do not have to deal with this problem, because in the case that we have to compute an equilibrium (see Chapter 6), we pre-compute the solution at our leisure and then input the equilibrium strategy in the agent in matrix form. We do keep in mind that our agent has limited resources. In fact, we chose scalable and fast methods, even if they are sub-optimal wherever possible.
A considerable amount of work on this subject was done by Professor Larson.[45, 46, 47] In her work, she introduces a model of bounded rationality where agents must compute in order to determine their preferences. She presents a fully normative model of deliberation control, the performance profile tree, and a new game-theoretic solution concept, the deliberation equilibrium. She computes the social welfare that is lost due to the computation limits imposed on the agents and analyzes some negotiation protocols for computationally limited agents. Among other things, she computes the deliberation equilibrium for various auctions and, in particular, she shows that the Vickrey auction is no longer incentive compatible, but rather that the agents need to strategically deliberate, that is use computing resources in order to (partially) determine their competitors’ valuations. She also examines what mechanisms would be appropriate for computationally bounded agents.

There is also a considerable amount of work on anytime algorithms, that is algorithms that can be stopped at any time and would provide a solution, whose quality depends on the amount of time the algorithm was allowed to run. For more information see e.g. [35].

**Fairness in Assigning Chores**

There is a large number of other extremely interesting work on auctions, and its intersection with various other fields. We present a few of these in this section.

In [80], the authors propose an auction that achieves a notion of “fairness” for dividing chores among agents. Each agent provides its cost for performing each chore. Fairness is defined, as assigning the jobs in such a way that no agent gets a much larger share than the others. They give a mechanism that is budget balanced and incentive compatible, and each chore is assigned to the agent with the minimum bid, so this mechanism is efficient. But in order to achieve this, they make each agent pay a sum to the
agents that get the chores that is related to the bids of the agents for the chores that they
were assigned. This, in turn, means that if one agent should happen to have the lower
cost for doing most (or all) the chores, it is going to be forced to do them all, and all the
other agents will be forced to pay large sums of money to that agent.

In [4], a different notion of fairness is presented. The authors define the notion of
“min-max fairness”, as minimizing the maximum total cost of any agent. They proceed
further to define the notion of “lex min-max fairness”: according to this notion, not only
should the maximum total cost of any agent be minimized, but also the second highest
total cost, and then the third highest, etc. until the total cost for all agents is as small as
it can possibly get. The authors prove that even determining a min-max fair allocation
is an NP-hard problem, and give an empirical study of the hardness of the problem;
they identify subcases that are tractable and critical parameters for the hardness of the
problem. Even though this is a much better notion of fairness than the one presented
in [80], this mechanism does not achieve incentive compatibility.
Chapter 3

Methodology and Agent Architecture

An agent facing the general setting described in section 1.1 receives as input:

1. its type $\theta$, which is determined by the random parameters that affect its utility function, and which is received once (at the beginning of each game); and,

2. the various messages it receives from each auction, concerning quantities bought and sold, current ask and bid prices, closing times, etc.

The output messages of the agent are the set of bids $B$ that it submits.

The goal of the agent is to maximize its utility from selling the trips to its customers minus expenses.

If the prices at which goods would be bought or sold were known, then the agent would have a rather simple task; it would have to find the set of goods that maximizes its profit, and then it can get them, by bidding at those prices. However, this is not the case, as prices can be quite unpredictable and vary a lot between different instances of the same game. This is the reason why a lot of research has been devoted to learning bidding patterns and predicting auction closing prices. It is also counterintuitive, to some degree, to split the problem into many parts and then to optimize each one independently. However, by splitting the problem, we are able to analyze the various components independently. This approach, which proceeded in the opposite direction from the one taken by most other researchers in the field, is the general idea of our methodology. Figure 3.1 presents the decomposition of the problem (and the agent design), according to our methodology; the type $\theta$ of the agent is not presented as input there, because it is assumed to be already incorporated into the utility function of the agent.
To elaborate further, there are two main parts in our methodology. Initially, we decompose the problem into sub-problems, identify the tradeoffs present in each component, and decide on the range of possible strategies that can be applied for each component. We then used rigorous experimentation to evaluate all of the strategic combinations, and to determine the “best strategy” overall.

3.1 Problem Decomposition

According to our methodology, we must decompose the problem as much as possible. This involves two different component types:

3.1.1 Optimization Module

**Input** The “optimizer” module takes information about the current bid and ask prices, the status of each auction (open or closed etc.), as well as the quantities that the agent currently possesses from the bidding modules. It then proceeds to generate price predictions, based on this information.

**Output** It determines the quantities to be bought (or sold) for each commodity, but not
the price that the bid should have or the time of the bid placement. The desired quantities to be traded are computed by maximizing the utility of the agent, assuming that all the goods are traded at the predicted prices (even if we know that the predictions are inaccurate), and that every unit will be bought instantly. These quantities are then sent to the corresponding bidding components for acquisition of the commodities.

**Optional Output** It should be noted that the optimizer may also provide to the bidding components information on the marginal utility of each unit, of each commodity needed by the plan that it has formed.

**Definition 16.** The marginal utility $u^i_c$ of the $i^{th}$ unit of commodity $c$ is defined as follows:

$$u^i_c = U(\tilde{S}^{-c} \cup \{c, \ldots, c\}^{i \text{ units}}) - U(\tilde{S}^{-c} \cup \{c, \ldots, c\}^{(i-1) \text{ units}})$$

(3.1)

where $U(S)$ is the maximum utility that the agent can get if it acquires the set of goods $S$,

$\tilde{S}$ is the set of goods that the optimizer’s plan calls for, and

$\tilde{S}^{-c}$ is the set $\tilde{S}$ without any goods of type $c$.

It should be noted that $i$ can take any value between 1 and the number of units of the commodity $c$ that are part of set $\tilde{S}$, and that $c$ can be any commodity which is part of $\tilde{S}$.

For more information on how this module of our TAC agent WhiteBear is implemented, see Chapter 4.

### 3.1.2 Bidding Modules

**Input** The quantity of each commodity that is to be bought or sold, which was computed by the optimizer, is input into the corresponding bidding module responsible for the auction in which that commodity is traded.

**Output** Each bidding module must determine the price and the time that the bid will
be placed. It must do so intelligently, as to maximize the probability that the desired quantity will be acquired, while minimizing the expense. It should also consider the fact that failure to acquire a certain good will impact on the performance of other components and the agent as a whole, and also that purchasing a good that cannot be sold later will commit the optimizer module to using this good, and thus, restrict its flexibility.

**Additional Output** The bidding modules also provide the optimizer module with the information on current prices, quantities bought (and what would be bought at current prices), and the status of auctions that it needs to formulate the optimization problem.

As we consider each module separately, we compute the space of possible “partial strategies” for each auction type. We called these strategies partial because they only deal with one particular type of auction. Initially, we compute the extent of this space by setting “boundary partial strategies”, that is strategies that place bids at the lowest or highest prices that a rational agent would consider possible for this setting, and at the earliest or latest time possible. This defines the boundaries of the strategy space for each auction type. Having accomplished this, it is necessary to generate “intermediate strategies”, which together with the boundary strategies, will be used in the experiments. If the boundary strategies will place bids at price $p_{low}$ and $p_{high}$ in a certain case, then the intermediate strategy should place its bid at price $p : p_{low} \leq p \leq p_{high}$; the same should be the case for the time of bid placement. Naturally, we cannot consider all possible strategies available, as there is an infinite number of these. We can generate intermediate strategies systematically by

- computing equilibrium strategies for each auction (making some relaxations, if necessary) and then using our observations about the equilibrium to select a strategy.

- combining the boundary strategies, e.g. by bidding as low as possible in some
cases, and the highest possible in others\textsuperscript{1}, and

- modifying the boundary strategies using empirical knowledge from the domain and strategies that work well in other domains, e.g. using the idea of strategic demand reduction to modify the “buy all tickets at the beginning of the game” strategy in the TAC game.\textsuperscript{2}

It should be noted that in some cases we might wish to change one of the boundary strategies. For example, it could become obvious from experimentation, or from analysis of the game, that a certain boundary strategy is clearly inefficient; in this case we choose to “move” the boundary strategy and change it to something more appropriate. For example in the TAC 2001 game, it is not at all efficient to wait until the last possible minute to buy all the plane tickets, and thus, we chose to use a different boundary strategy in that case. For more details and the specifics of how this part of the methodology is applied to the TAC domain, see Chapter 5.

3.2 Experimental Setup

The number of possible combinations of partial strategies, coupled with the fact that each strategy can behave differently based on the mixture of agents that participate in the game, leads to a prohibitive number of experiments that need to be performed in order to get the “overall best strategy”. We propose one possible way of exploring this space: we determine how the behavior of the multi-agent system changes when exactly one of the partial strategies is varied (different) between the participating agents. This means that the agents in each experiment have the same combination of partial strategies for all auctions, except the one we are examining.

\textsuperscript{1}This is essentially a mixed strategy of the boundary strategies.

\textsuperscript{2}This case can also be considered a mixed strategy of one of the boundary strategies and some other (most likely intermediate) strategy.
To do this in a systematic way, we use several sets of experiments, each of which is designed to evaluate one particular partial strategy in different mixtures of agents. This is important since the performance of each strategy depends on the strategies used by the other agents.

In each experiment set, we keep a fixed number of agents who are using the intermediate strategies, while systematically changing the mixture of agents using the boundary cases. This will sufficiently explore the different multi-agent environments that the agents can participate in, since the behavior caused by the intermediate strategies is within the bounds of the behavior caused by the boundary strategies. Using statistical tests, we can evaluate the performance of the agent and determine whether some agent performs significantly better than the others. Therefore, each experiment set explores the strategy space in one dimension.

There are a couple of details to note concerning this step. In order to guarantee that the strategy space is explored sufficiently, we need to have at least half of the total number of agents to be using the boundary strategies; this means that at most, half of the total number of agents would be the fixed agents using the intermediate strategies, which remain fixed in number in all of the experiments of that particular set. In case we have more intermediate strategies to experiment with than the number of slots available in each experiment set, then we organize a “tournament”; this means that we split the intermediate strategies into groups, experiment on each group, and promote the winners to compete in the next group. The second point of note is that it is probably better to use agents in pairs; the reason for this is because we can compare the performance of more agent pairs, and thus, get statistically significant results faster.

In order to explore the whole strategy space, we run several experiment sets, varying different partial strategies in each set; the partial strategies that are not varied are set to the best strategy (or strategies found so far). In the case that our experiments show that
the fixed strategy we used for one particular sub-problem was not the best one, then we vary this partial strategy in the next experiment. After a sufficient number of experiment sets, we reach an “optimal strategy”; if any one of its partial strategies is changed, the agent using this modified strategy cannot do better than the optimal strategy.

In addition, if we want to explore a feature that would improve the performance of the optimizer, we set half of the agents to use this feature and half not to, while all agents use the best partial strategy combinations that we have found thus far. However, in this case, we can also be a bit less strict about the composition of agents, if we have a reason to examine the possible improvement of a less efficient agent, when it uses this new feature.

An extra benefit of this methodology is that it allows us to derive general observations about the behavior of certain strategies in different domains. For a description of the experiments necessary in order to determine an “overall best strategy” in both instances of the TAC game, see Chapter 7.

### 3.3 Agent Architecture

This methodology and the desire to have a scalable and general system, imposes some requirements on the agent architecture that we must use. For an agent architecture to be useful in a general setting, it must be *adaptive, flexible* and *easily modifiable*, so that it is possible to make changes on the fly, and adapt the agent to the system in which it is operating. In addition, as information is gained by participation in the system, the agent architecture must allow and *facilitate the incorporation of the knowledge obtained*. The architecture should support interchangeable parts, so that different strategies are easy to implement and change, otherwise running experiments with agents using the different strategies would be quite time consuming, and also the incorporation of domain specific
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Figure 3.2: The agent architecture used by our methodology.

knowledge would be an arduous task. These were lessons that we incorporated into the design of our architecture. The general architecture that we used follows the “Sense Model Plan Act (SMPA)” architecture (it was presented and so named by Brooks [9],) also known as the “subsumption” architecture. Other trading agents, e.g., [32], have used a similar global design. Including the decomposition in the bidding section of the architecture that we introduced, the overall architecture is summarized in Figure 3.2.

After the initial data, such as the type of the agent, are received, then the agent runs the same loop continuously until the end of the game. The first step is to “sense”, that is to get price information, quantities bought, and other information on the auctions (e.g. if some have closed) from the server. Then the agent “models”, which means that it generates price predictions and updates various other statistics and models that it uses. The next step is to “plan” its action, to determine what quantities to buy or sell, which is the optimizer’s job. The last step is to transfer the quantity information to the individual bidding components which will bid (“act” to implement the plan).

This architecture is quite modular, and each component of the agent can be replaced or modified by another. In fact, parts of the components themselves are also substi-
tutable (e.g. the partial strategies). One last highly desirable requirement is to design the modules of the agent to be as fast and adaptive as possible, without sacrificing efficiency. Speed is not an absolutely crucial issue in the current implementation of the TAC game, since each agent can spend several seconds deciding its next bids. But it is important, nonetheless, due to the limited period of time that the game lasts, and the fact that the agent needs to complete each loop faster than price information is updated, in order to be able to keep accurate models of various game elements. But in general, in other instances of games that fall in the general problem setting that we examine, it would be crucial to react fast (within a couple of seconds), to domain information and other agents’ actions; therefore, we design the agent with speed as a main objective as well.
Chapter 4

Optimizer

In this chapter we present the work that was done on the optimizer component of our agent. In Section 4.1, we present the idea of Price Estimate Vectors, which are used by the optimizer to form the utility function. In Section 4.2, we present the way that the optimizer module chooses to perform its task, i.e., to maximize the utility function, and generate the marginal utilities.

4.1 Price Estimate Vectors

In order to formulate the optimization problem that the optimizer solves, it is necessary to estimate the prices at which commodities are expected to be bought or sold. We started from the "priceline" idea presented in [32], and we simplified and extended it where appropriate (e.g. we use only one vector per auction). We implemented a module, within the optimizer module, which calculates price estimate vectors (PEV). These contain the value (price) of the \( x^{th} \) unit for each commodity. For some goods, this price is the same for all units, but for others it is not; e.g. buying more hotel rooms usually increases the price one has to pay.

This vector has price estimates for all units of a particular commodity, both those that are already bought and those that are not. The reason for this is that, if an already owned unit \( i \) of a commodity can be sold for a price \( p_i \), then, if the optimizer decides that the agent should use this unit, it loses the sale value of that item. Therefore, the PEVs have the utility loss that would be incurred, if the agent were to use a particular unit of a commodity, regardless of the fact that it is currently owned by the agent or not.

In Section 4.1.2, we discuss the implementation of this idea in our TAC agent, White-Bear. However, prior to that, we need to discuss some methods for improving the price
prediction that is inserted into the PEVs; this is presented in Section 4.1.1.

4.1.1 Prediction Improvements

Initially, we put very little effort into generating the PEVs for the hotel rooms, since we simply used a linear function

\[ PEV = (\alpha + i \cdot \beta) \cdot Q + \gamma \cdot i + \delta \quad (4.1) \]

where \( Q \) is the current price of the auction, \( i \) is the number of the unit of the particular commodity, and \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta \) are constants that were set to certain values so that the prediction would be reasonably (but not extremely) accurate for a few minutes (but not much beyond that); these parameters vary slightly depending on the type of hotel and the day in question.

However, it became obvious as the agent became more competent, that these predictions, which are quite inaccurate over the length of the whole game, were not good enough to guarantee a good performance of the agent, no matter how much the strategies were improved. Therefore, we decided to use the historical averages of the hotel prices over several hundreds (or thousands) of games, in order to bias the price predictions. This was accomplished as follows:

\[
PEV^{new} = \begin{cases} 
  w \cdot PEV^{old} + (1-w) \cdot P_H, & \text{if } PEV^{old} < P_H \\
  PEV^{old}, & \text{if } PEV^{old} \geq P_H 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( P_H \) is the historical average for that particular hotel room type, and \( w \) is a weight parameter that begins low (around \( 1/3 \) at the very beginning of the game), until the first hotel room auction closes. Then it increases as a linear function of elapsed time, until after half of the hotel auctions have closed.\(^1\) It then becomes 1, and from that point on, 

\(^1\)At that point, the hotel room prices have increased sufficiently and reached close (in most cases) to their final values, so the PEVs are more accurate. The accuracy issue exists mainly in the beginning of the game.
the PEVs are calculated based solely on the current price $Q$ of the auction. As it will be
demonstrated in Chapter 7, this simple change had a very obvious positive effect on the
performance of the agent.

Perhaps the most innovative approach we have seen in the literature about price
predictions, in this case, is the one presented in [100]. Their agent computes the price
predictions based on an equilibrium in prices that is achieved through a process of taton-
ment. To this effect, the agent computes the demand that would exist, if the prices were
set at a certain level, assuming for the demand of the other agents, which is not known,
that it is equal to the expectation of the demand over the distribution of all possible types
$\theta$ for the other agents, given that we know the distribution from which the agent’s types
are drawn. If the supply exceeds the demand, then the prices should drop; if there is
more demand than supply, then the prices should increase. This process, called taton-
ment, is continued until an equilibrium is reached, where demand and supply are equal.
At that point, the prices which caused the supply and demand to balance are used as the
predicted prices by the agent. The authors prove that this method is at least as accurate,
as the more specialized methods of other researchers, which used some kind of learning
to predict the prices.

We implemented this algorithm for our agent as well. However, because this al-
gorithm takes a considerable amount of time to run (over 15 seconds most times), we
decided to use it at the beginning of the game only, and fall back to our previous ap-
proach, the historical averages, for the later stages of the game. In experimentation, we
observed that the new agent did not perform better than the unmodified version. For
more details and a discussion of possible explanations see Chapter 7.
4.1.2 Implementation in our TAC Agent

Let $O_{d, arr}$, $O_{d, dep}$, $O_{d, goodh}$, $O_{d, badh}$, $O_{d, ent}$, $PEV_{d, arr}(x)$, $PEV_{d, dep}(x)$, $PEV_{d, goodh}(x)$, $PEV_{d, badh}(x)$, $PEV_{d, ent}(x)$ be, respectively, the quantities owned and the price estimates of the $x^{th}$ unit for the plane tickets (inbound and outbound flights respectively), the hotel rooms (that is the Tampa Towers, or “good” hotel, and the Shoreline Shanties, or “bad” hotel, respectively) and the entertainment tickets for each event $t$ for each day $d$. Let us also define the operator $\sigma$, which sums the values of a function $f(i)$ for $i = 1, \ldots, z$, as follows:

$$\sigma(f(x), z) = \sum_{i=1}^{z} f(i)$$

The price estimate vectors must take values:

$$PEV_{d, ent}(x) \begin{cases} \leq \text{current bid price}, & \text{if } x \leq O_{d, ent} \\ \geq \text{current ask price}, & \text{if } x > O_{d, ent} \end{cases}$$

(4.3)

$$PEV_{d, type}(x) \begin{cases} = 0, & \text{if } x \leq O_{d, type} \\ = \text{current ask price}, & \text{if } x > O_{d, type} \end{cases}$$

(4.4)

where $\text{type} \in \{\text{arr, dep}\}$, and

$$PEV_{d, type}(x) \begin{cases} = 0, & \text{if } x \leq O_{d, type} \\ \geq \text{current ask price}, & \text{if } x > O_{d, type} \end{cases}$$

(4.5)

where $\text{type} \in \{\text{goodh, badh}\}$.

Since, once bought, an agent cannot sell plane tickets nor hotel rooms to anyone else, this means that their value for resale is 0 for the agent; it has to treat the money that it has already paid for them as a “sunk cost”. Therefore, the PEV should have values of 0 for all units of hotel rooms and flight tickets that have been purchased. The agent must buy all hotel rooms that it is currently winning, if the auction closes at the current price, so these are also considered owned by the planner. For the plane tickets, the PEVs are
equal to the current ask price, for tickets not yet bought, but for hotel rooms, it is higher than that. The price of each room are calculated with a function of the type presented in Equation 4.1; the parameters are set a bit higher for rooms on days 2 and 3, or in the good hotel, since they are estimated to cost more than rooms on days 1 and 4, or in the bad hotel.

For the entertainment tickets’ PEVs, the choice is more clear. Since all we are certain from observing the current ask and bid prices is that there is at least one ticket up for buy and sale respectively at those prices, but we’re not sure if there are any more, we set the PEVs as follows:

\[
PEV_{d,t}^{ent}(x) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } x < O_{d,t}^{ent} \\
b \text{current bid price}, & \text{if } x = O_{d,t}^{ent} \\
b \text{current ask price}, & \text{if } x = O_{d,t}^{ent} + 1 \\
200, & \text{if } x > O_{d,t}^{ent} + 1 
\end{cases}
\]

(4.6)

Note that 200 is the maximum benefit from using any entertainment ticket, so this is an appropriate estimate of cost for any tickets that we are not certain that we can buy. Also note that entertainment tickets owned by the agent do not have a value of 0, since they can be sold. By using them, the agent loses a value equal to the price at which it could have sold them. Therefore, the PEV of owned tickets is equal to the price at which they are expected to be sold.

4.2 Optimizer

The planner uses the Price Estimate Vectors to generate the customers itineraries that maximize the agent’s utility. In order to do this, the planner must formulate the utility function. The first step in this process is to compute the agent’s profit, which is the sum of the money (utilities) that it gets from each of its clients.
Let $DAYS = 5$ be the total number of days and $ET = 3$ the number of different entertainment types. Each customer $i$ has a preferred arrival date $PR_{i}^{arr}$, and a preferred departure date $PR_{i}^{dep}$; each arrival and departure combination is equally likely, and therefore, the middle days (days 2 and 3) are the ones during which there is a larger demand for hotel rooms. (S)He also has a preference for staying at the good hotel represented by a utility bonus $UH_{i}$, which is drawn from a uniform distribution $[50, 150]$, as well as individual preferences for attending each entertainment event $j$ represented by utility bonuses $UENT_{i,j}$, which are drawn from a uniform distribution $[0, 200]$.

The parameters concerning each customer $i$’s itinerary, that the optimizer has to decide upon, are the assigned arrival and departure dates, $AA_{i}$ and $AD_{i}$ respectively, whether the customer is placed in the good hotel $GH_{i}$ (which takes value 1 if she is placed in the Towers, and 0 otherwise) and $ENT_{i,j}$, which is the day that a ticket of the event $j$ is assigned to customer $i$ (this is e.g. 0 if no such ticket is assigned).

The utility that the travel plan has for each customer $i$ is:

$$\text{util}_i = 1000 - \text{travel\_penalty} + \text{hotel\_bonus} + \text{entertainment\_bonus}$$

The base value of each trip is $1000$ minus $100$ for each day that the arrival and departure dates are different from the preferred dates, plus the bonuses for staying at the good hotel and for attending entertainment events. Thus

$$\text{util}_i = 1000 + UH_{i} \cdot GH_{i}$$

$$\quad + \sum_{d=AA_{i}}^{AD_{i}} \max_{j} \left\{ UENT_{i,j} \cdot I(ENT_{i,j} = d) \right\}$$

$$\quad - 100 \cdot \left( |PR_{i}^{arr} - AA_{i}| + |PR_{i}^{dep} - AD_{i}| \right)$$

if $1 \leq AA_{i} < AD_{i} \leq DAYS$, otherwise

$$\text{util}_i = 0$$

because the plan is not feasible.
It should be noted that only one entertainment ticket can be assigned each day, and this is modeled by taking the maximum utility from each entertainment type on each day. We assume that an unfeasible plan, means no plan (e.g. \( AA_i = AD_i = 0 \)).

We define the function \( I(bool_{expr}) \) to be 1, if the \( bool_{expr} = \)TRUE, and 0 otherwise.

The total income for an agent is equal to the sum of its clients’ utilities. The optimizer searches for a set of itineraries (represented by the parameters \( AA_i, AD_i, GH_i \) and \( ENT_{i,j} \)) that maximize this profit minus its expenses. Therefore,

\[
\max_{AA_c,AD_c,GH_c,ENT_{c,t}} \left\{ \sum_{c=1}^{CUST} util_c - COST \right\} \tag{4.8}
\]

where the cost of buying the resources can be computed by summing the PEVs for all items used:

\[
COST = \sum_{d=1}^{DAYS} \left[ \sigma \left( PEV_d^{arr}(x), \sum_{c=1}^{CUST} I(AA_c = d) \right) + \sigma \left( PEV_d^{dep}(x), \sum_{c=1}^{CUST} I(AD_c = d) \right) + \sigma \left( PEV_d^{goodh}(x), \sum_{c=1}^{CUST} [GH_c \cdot I(AA_c \leq d < AD_c)] \right) \right. \\
+ \sigma \left( PEV_d^{badh}(x), \sum_{c=1}^{CUST} [(1 - GH_c) \cdot I(AA_c \leq d < AD_c)] \right) \\
\left. + \sum_{t=1}^{ET} \sigma \left( PEV_{d,t}^{ent}(x), \sum_{c=1}^{CUST} I(ENT_{c,t} = d) \right) \right]\tag{4.9}
\]

Once the problem has been formulated, the next step is solving it. This problem is NP-complete, but for the size of the TAC problem, an optimal solution usually can be produced fast (within 5 seconds in most cases, in a system similar to our test system). In order to create a more general algorithm, we realized that it should scale well with the size of the problem, and should not include elaborate heuristics applicable only to the TAC problem. Thus, we chose to implement a greedy algorithm: the order of customers is randomized and then each customer’s utility is optimized separately, using
a Depth First Search algorithm with pruning of paths that are probably not optimal. This is done several hundred times, with a different random client ordering each time, so as to maximize the chances that the solution will be optimal. It should be noted, that even if we took all \(8! = 40320\) possible orderings of customers, the solution might still not be optimal. A case in which this happens is when two clients have similar itineraries, and both wish to get the same two entertainment tickets; in each step of the algorithm, whichever customer is examined first would get both tickets, and thus, the overall solution would be to give the tickets to the customer who has the highest sum of valuations for them. However, the optimal solution might be to give one ticket to each customer. Situations like this, however, do not happen too often, and furthermore, we are able to explore a very large number of customer orderings between several runs of the optimizer.

In practice, we have found the following additions to be quite useful:

1. We compute the utility of the plan (or set of itineraries) \(\mathcal{P}_1\) from the previous loop before considering other plans. Thus, the algorithm always finds a plan \(\mathcal{P}_2\) that is at least as good as \(\mathcal{P}_1\) and there are relatively few radical changes in plans between loops. We observed empirically that this prevented some radical bid changes and improved efficiency. The reason for this is that without this improvement, the agent might not consider any customer ordering that provides at least as good an itinerary as the plan \(\mathcal{P}_1\). In that case, the agent’s bidding would tend to be inconsistent, as far as the items that it wishes to acquire. Furthermore, by using this improvement, we have a fairly high chance of finding the ordering of customers that maximizes the utility.

2. We added a constraint that dispersed the bids of the agent for resources in limited quantities (hotel rooms in TAC). Plans, which demanded a single day, more than 4
rooms in the same hotel, \(^2\) or more than 6 rooms in total, were not considered. This leads to some utility loss, in rare cases. However, bidding heavily for one room type means that overall demand will very likely be high, and therefore, prices will skyrocket. This will, in turn will lower the agent’s score significantly. We observed empirically that the utility loss from not obtaining the best plan tends to be quite small, compared to the expected utility loss from rising prices. This improvement was inspired by the idea of Strategic Demand Reduction. [97]

**Marginal Utilities**

The second output of the optimizer is the marginal utilities of the goods that it wishes the agent to acquire. To compute the marginal utility \(u^i_c\) of the \(i^{th}\) unit of commodity \(c\), the optimizer must do the following:

1. Set the PEV for the auction in which this commodity \(c\) is traded equal to \(\infty\) for any good after the \(i^{th}\); this essentially means that the optimizer is unable to acquire more than \(i\) units of \(c\).

2. Compute the optimal itinerary in that case, that gives utility \(U^c_i\).

3. Set the PEV for the auction for commodity \(c\) equal to \(\infty\) for any good after the \((i - 1)^{th}\); this essentially means that the optimizer is unable to acquire more than \((i - 1)\) units of \(c\).

4. Compute the optimal itinerary in that case, that gives utility \(U^c_{i-1}\).

5. The marginal utility is \(u^i_c = U^c_i - U^c_{i-1}\).

\(^2\)To enforce this rule, we only had to change the PEVs so that any unit after the fourth has a PEV equal to \(\infty\).
However, since this would involve computing the optimal allocation several times in each loop of the agent, we decided that it was more appropriate to compute an approximate value of the marginal utilities that can be computed very fast (in milliseconds). We examine for each client whose itinerary requires a particular resource (hotel room), what is the effect on the utility of that itinerary when that room becomes unavailable. To be more precise, we used the following algorithm to compute the marginal utility $u^c_i$ in the case that a client $j$ is using the $i^{th}$ unit of commodity $c$:

1. Set the PEV for the auction for commodity $c$ equal to $\infty$ for any good after the $(i - 1)^{th}$; this way the client cannot get that unit.

2. Assume that all clients other than $j$ have the same itineraries as in the optimal plan.

3. Compute the optimal itinerary just for client $j$, that gives total (for all clients) utility $U'_j$.

4. The marginal utility is $u^c_i = U - U'_j$, where $U$ is the utility of the optimal itinerary.

Although we examine the effect on only one client when resources are denied, this is fairly close to the “true” marginal utility, that we would get from running the complete algorithm twice, since our algorithm for solving the full optimization problem examines a random ordering of clients and optimizes each client independently.

**Performance**

We have also verified that this randomized greedy algorithm gives solutions, which are often optimal and never far from optimal. To verify this, we compared the itineraries at the end of the game, that were provided by the optimizer in 100 randomly selected runs of the agent, against the optimal allocations that the server generated for our agent. We
observed that over 50% of the itineraries were indeed optimal and on average, the utility loss was about $15 out of $9800 to $10000 usually,\(^3\) namely close to 0.15%. Compared to the average utility of about $3000 that our agents scored in most games, they achieved about 99.5% of optimal. These observations are consistent with the ones about a related greedy strategy in [81]. Considering that at the beginning of the game the optimization problem is based on inaccurate values, and since the closing hotel prices are not known, an 100%-optimal solution is not necessary and can be replaced by our almost optimal approximation. As commodities are bought and the prices approach their closing values, most of the commodities needed are already bought and we have observed empirically that bidding is rarely affected by the generation of approximately optimal solutions, instead of optimal ones.

This algorithm takes approximately 1 second\(^4\) to run through 500 different randomized customer orderings, and compute an allocation for each. Our test-bed was a cluster of 8 Pentium III 550 MHz CPU’s, with each agent using no more than one CPU. This system was used for all our experiments and our participation in the TAC.\(^4\) Hence, it is verified that our goal to provide an optimizer that is fast, and not domain specific, is accomplished without sacrificing the agent’s overall performance.

\(^3\)These were the scores of the allocations at the end of each game without considering expenses.

\(^4\)During the competition, only one processor was used, but during the experimentations we used all 8, since 8 different instantiations of the agent were running at the same time.
Chapter 5

Generating Strategies and Dealing with Tradeoffs

In this chapter, we present the work that was done on the bidding modules of our agent. Once the optimizer has generated the desired types and quantities of each good, the bidding modules place separate bids for all these goods; each module must determine the time of bid placement and the price offered in each bid. According to our methodology, we need to find strategies for each different set of auctions, and this procedure is described in this chapter. Our methodology provides a more structured and systematic way of generating strategies than previous other approaches, which were mostly “heuristic”. However, there is still a fair amount of freedom for researchers to incorporate empirical knowledge and observations into the strategies together with principled approaches, where applicable. In fact, every participating team in the TAC competition, including ours, used empirical observations from the games it participated in (several thousands of games between the 2001 and 2005), in order to improve its strategy. In the next sections, we examine the tradeoffs that exist in the various auctions and generate strategies for each bidding component, that will later be evaluated in experiments.

5.1 Paying for Flexibility: The Flight Auctions

The purchase of flight tickets presents an interesting dilemma. Under the rules of the TAC game, the prices will vary according to a random walk. In TAC 2000, the expected increase was 0, so it was a dominant strategy to wait until the end of the game in order to buy the tickets needed.

However, in TAC 2001, the random walk was changed so that the prices would
increase and, in fact, we have calculated (based on the model of price change described in the rules) that ticket prices are expected to increase approximately, in proportion to the square of the time elapsed since the start of the game. This means that the more one waits, the higher the prices will get, and the increase is more dramatic towards the end of the game. From that point-of-view, if an agent knows accurately the plan that it wishes to implement, it should buy the plane tickets immediately. On the other hand, if the plan is not known accurately (which is usually the case), the agent should wait until the prices for hotel rooms have been determined. This is because buying plane tickets early restricts the flexibility (adaptability) that the agent has in forming plans: e.g. if some hotel room that the agent needs becomes too expensive, and if it has already bought the corresponding plane tickets, it must either waste these, or pay a higher price to get the room. An obvious tradeoff exists in this case, since delaying the purchase of plane tickets increases the flexibility of the agent, and hence, provides the potential for a higher income at the expense of some monetary penalty. One way to solve this is to use a cost-benefit analysis. In this case, the cost of deferring the purchase can be computed, but in order to estimate the benefit from delayed buying, one must use models for the opponent agents, which are not easy to obtain. It is, however, easy to compute that the cost is prohibitively high if a lot of ticket purchases are deferred until the end of the game.

In TAC 2004, the rules changed once more and the price increase became rather limited (on expectation), so the pressure to buy the flight tickets early was relieved. In 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, we present the strategies for dealing with this tradeoff.

5.1.1 Tradeoffs in TAC 2001 Game

The model of the random walk for the ticket prices in TAC 2001 generated significant increases in prices over time. The prices are perturbed every 24 to 32 seconds by a value
drawn uniformly from $[-10, x(t)]$, where $x(t) = 10 + (t/720) \times (x - 10)$, and $t$ is the elapsed time from the beginning of the game.

The only unknown variable is the maximum change $x$, which is drawn uniformly from $[10, 90]$. But we can compute the most likely values of $x$, by computing the probability of $x = z, z \in [10, 90]$ as is demonstrated in Section 5.1.3. Using these probabilities, we can compute an estimate of the expected price increase at any point.

**Boundary Strategies**

The first step, according to the methodology, is to decide the boundary strategies. Since the only issue is the time of bid placement, the two obvious strategies are:

- to buy everything at the beginning of the game, or
- to defer all the tickets purchases to the end of the game.

However, after a relatively short number of runs, it became obvious that the second strategy is quite clearly inefficient. A cost analysis reveals that the agent would have to pay at least several thousands of dollars more, if it leaves all the ticket purchases for the end of the game, which is clearly a lot more than any benefit that is derived. To this effect, we changed that boundary strategy to:

- Defer all the tickets purchases to a much later time.

Initially, we set this later time to be right after 2 (out of the 8) hotel auctions have closed. The reason for this is that at that time, the intentions of the other agents can be partially observed by their effect on the auctions’ bid prices, and thus after this time, the room prices approximate sufficiently to their potential closing prices. Hence, a plan generated at that time is usually quite similar to the optimal plan, when the closing prices are
known. Another reason is that since ticket prices are expected to increase approximately in proportion to the square of the time elapsed, the price increases after this point tend to be prohibitive.

However, this is still not a very good boundary case. It became apparent quite fast that a limited number of tickets could be bought at the beginning of the game without noticeable loss of flexibility on the part of the optimizer. Therefore, a further improvement to this boundary strategy is to buy some tickets at the start of the game. We buy about 50% of the tickets at the beginning: these are the “almost certain to be used” tickets. These tickets are bought based on the prices and the preferences of the customers (preference is given to tickets on days 1 and 5, to cheaper tickets, and to customers with shorter itineraries). About 50% of the tickets are bought in this way, and we have observed that these tickets are almost never wasted.

Another improvement that we did to this strategy is to bid for 2 less tickets per flight than required by the plan, until the first hotel auction closes and for 1 less until the second hotel auction closes. This provides greater flexibility and it is highly unlikely that the final optimal plan will not make use of these tickets. Although it is rather rare that more than 2 tickets would be needed on any day, in addition to the “almost certain to be used” tickets that are already bought in the beginning, this can happen; having more than 2 unpurchased tickets of one type gives almost no extra flexibility compared to having just two, even when the price estimate (and the plan that the optimizer forms) are highly inaccurate. The reason for leaving only 1 ticket unpurchased between the first two hotel auctions’ closing times, is that the price predictions become a lot more accurate after some bids have been placed, and all agents place bids for everything they need before the first closing time. Therefore, the optimizer requires less flexibility and 1 unpurchased ticket accomplishes just that.

Thus, the boundary strategies we used in the experiments are:
• Buy everything at the beginning of the game, and

• Buy at the beginning of the game only the tickets that are almost certain to be used, and defer all other ticket purchases to a later time; after the first hotel auction closes, buy all except one ticket of each type, and buy everything immediately after 2 hotel room auctions have closed.

Intermediate Strategies

Given these boundary strategies, we first obtained an intermediate strategy by modifying the second boundary strategy as follows:

• Buy at the beginning of the game only the tickets that are almost certain to be used, and then all the tickets except one of each type; buy everything immediately after the first hotel room auctions closes.

Another intermediate strategy is a modification of the first boundary strategy (“buy everything at the beginning”), and comes from the idea of strategic demand reduction [97]: we compute the minimum number of tickets which, if left unpurchased, will allow the agent to complete its itineraries, even if it fails to buy a hotel room on days during which it wishes a lot of rooms (a day when such a problem exists is one in which the agent wishes either 4 rooms of one kind, or 6 in total). A “small” optimization problem is solved to determine these tickets. In fact, an optimal solution with the minimal number of unpurchased tickets can be found by using a greedy algorithm; the only condition is that we wish the tickets to be exactly on the date that there is a problem, and not before if possible. We run through the days in increasing order and once a problem day is found, we remove an inbound flight for that day. We then take the minimum of the longest trip starting on that day and the continuous number of days for which there is a problem with the particular hotel of the same type (days for which the problem
is 6 total tickets count as both types), and continue the process from the next day. A
similar algorithm is run for the outbound flights, but backwards as far as the days are
concerned. 80% to 100% of the tickets are now bought at the beginning and usually it is
over 90-95%. Therefore, this boundary strategy can be summarized as:

- Buy at the beginning of the game the maximum number of tickets that allow no
  resources to be wasted (flight tickets or hotel rooms), even if the agent fails to
  buy, at most, one hotel room in each day where the demand of hotel rooms for the
  agent’s plan is at its highest limit.

General Improvements

An improvement, especially for agents who defer the purchase of some tickets, was
obtained by estimating the likelihood of price increases using the estimates of the hidden
parameter $x$ of each flight, that it already computes. In practice, we have observed that
just the knowledge of the smallest value of $z$ for which $p_z > 0$ is enough to estimate
the price increase, and that we obtain this knowledge quite fast, that is well before the
first hotel auction closes. This information is then used to bid earlier for tickets whose
price is very likely to increase, and to wait longer, for tickets whose price is expected
to increase little or none; these are bought when their usefulness for the agent is almost
certain. We calculated that the agent approximately halves the cost it would otherwise
pay for the deferred purchases.¹

¹If this procedure is not used, then the agent pays an average extra cost of 240 to 300
because it waits until the 4th or 5th minute (after the first two hotel auctions close), to
buy the last tickets and this doubles the cost.
5.1.2 Tradeoffs in TAC 2004 Game

The rule changes in 2004 eliminated the tradeoff in the purchase of plane tickets. In fact, it can be shown that it is a dominant strategy not to buy any tickets whatsoever at the beginning of the game. The reason for this is that until after the middle of the game, there is no increase in the expected price of the plane tickets, so the agent can defer these purchases, and has more flexibility in its planning. The model of the random walk for the ticket changes is known, since the prices are perturbed every 10 seconds by a value drawn uniformly from

- $[-10, x(t)]$, if $x(t) > 0$
- $[x(t), 10]$, if $x(t) < 0$
- $[-10, 10]$, if $x(t) = 0$

where $x(t) = 10 + (t/540) \times (x - 10)$, and $t$ is the elapsed time from the beginning of the game. The only unknown variable is the hidden parameter $x$, which is drawn uniformly from $[-10, 30]$. But we can compute the probability of $x = z$, $z \in [-10, 30]$ as is demonstrated in Section 5.1.3. Using these estimates, we can compute the expected price increase at any point. Therefore, we modified the strategy used in the agent as follows:

We decide how many plane tickets to buy depending on their expected price increase, and the time elapsed since the beginning of the game; the higher the increase is, the larger the percentage of desired tickets that the agent buys. Our agent is relatively risk averse in the fact that if the expected price increase is definitely positive (i.e., we know that $P[x \leq 10] = 0$), then it buys most of what it needs at an early time and buys every needed unit of that commodity right after the middle of the game. In addition, a case of special interest is when the probability that the hidden parameter $x < 0$ for that flight
becomes high, an event that only occurs in the second half of the game; in this case our agent buys all desired tickets for that particular flight immediately. This is done not only because there is a definite and significant price increase predicted in this case, but also because by that time, the agent has secured most of the needed hotel rooms. Based on the performance of our agent in the competition, it is clear that this strategy works extremely well.

It should be noted that we also tried other variations of this strategy, e.g. buying all desired quantity of a certain plane ticket when its price would reach the minimum price possible. However, based on the experiments the we ran, it did not appear that such changes improved the performance of the agent, therefore, they were not used in our agent that participated in TAC 2004, nor in our experiments.

5.1.3 Flight Price Models

In this section, we compute the hidden parameter of each flight auction in the both the TAC 2001 and the TAC 2004 game.

TAC 2001

Let \( \{ y_i, t_i \}, \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \) be the pairs of the price changes \( y_i \) observed at times \( t_i \), and let \( N \) be the number of such pairs.

Let \( A = x - 10 \). Then \( A \in \{0, \ldots, 80\} \) and

\[
P[A = z] = \frac{1}{81}, \forall z \in \{0, \ldots, 80\}
\]

and

\[
P[A = z] = 0, \forall z \notin \{0, \ldots, 80\}
\]
since \( x \) is uniformly chosen among the integers in \([10, 90]\).

Since \( A \) is independent of the times \( \{t_i = T_i\} \) when the changes occur, therefore,

\[
P[A = z] = P[A = z|\bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)]
\]

Also \( y_i \) is uniformly chosen in \([-10, \ldots, 10 + \lfloor \frac{A}{T_i} \rfloor] \), therefore,

\[
P[y_i = Y_i|(A = z) \land (t_i = T_i)] = \frac{1}{\lfloor \frac{A}{T_i} \rfloor + 21}
\]

if \( Y_i \) is an integer in \([-10, 10 + \frac{A}{T_i}] \), otherwise it is

\[
P[y_i = Y_i|(A = z) \land (t_i = T_i)] = 0
\]

In addition, the price change \( y_i \) only depends on time \( t_i \) and is independent of all \( t_j, \forall j \neq i \), therefore,

\[
P[y_i = Y_i|(A = z) \land (t_i = T_i)] = P[y_i = Y_i|(A = z) \land \bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)]
\]

Given the observations made so far, the probability that \( A = z \) for any \( z \in \{0, \ldots, 80\} \) is

\[
P[A = z|\bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i) \land \bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(y_i = Y_i)] =
\]

\[
\frac{P[\bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)] \cdot P[z]}{\sum_{\zeta = 0}^{80} \{ P[A = \zeta|\bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)] \cdot p_{\zeta} \}} \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad \sum_{\zeta = 0}^{80} \frac{P[A = \zeta|\bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)] \cdot P[z]}{\sum_{\zeta = 0}^{80} P_{\zeta}}
\]

\[
P[A = z|\bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i) \land \bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(y_i = Y_i)] = \frac{P[z]}{\sum_{\zeta = 0}^{80} p_{\zeta}}
\]

where

\[
p_z = P[\bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(y_i = Y_i)|\bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(A = z) \land \bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)]
\]

Given the value of \( A \), \( \{y_i = Y_i\} \) are independent of each other, thus

\[
p_z = \prod_{i=1}^{N} P[y_i = Y_i|(A = z) \land \bigcap_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)] = \prod_{i=1}^{N} P[y_i = Y_i|(A = z) \land (t_i = T_i)]
\]
Since \( p_z \) is a product, that means that if any conditional probabilities that make up the product is zero then \( p_z = 0 \), as well. Therefore, for \( p_z \neq 0 \) it must be that

\[ \forall i, -10 \leq Y_i \leq 10 + \frac{A \cdot T_i}{720} \iff \forall i, A \geq \frac{720 \cdot (Y_i - 10)}{T_i} \iff A \geq \max_i \frac{720 \cdot (Y_i - 10)}{T_i} \]

Therefore,

\[ p_z = \prod_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{\left\lfloor \frac{A \cdot T_i}{720} \right\rfloor + 21} \]

if \( A \geq \max_i \frac{720 \cdot (Y_i - 10)}{T_i} \), otherwise it is \( p_z = 0 \).

Thus, we conclude that

\[ P[x = z | \{ \bigwedge_{i=1}^{N} (t_i = T_i) \} \land \{ \bigwedge_{i=1}^{N} (y_i = Y_i) \}] = \frac{P_z}{\sum_{\zeta=10}^{90} P_\zeta} \]

where

\[ p_z = \prod_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{\left\lfloor \frac{(z-10) \cdot T_i}{720} \right\rfloor + 21} \]

if \( z \geq \max_i \frac{720 \cdot (Y_i - 10)}{T_i} + 10 \) and \( z \leq 90 \).

Otherwise \( p_z = 0 \).

Using these formulas, we can compute the probability \( P[x = z] \) that the hidden parameter \( x \) is equal to a specific number \( z \) and use this in the agent’s strategy for bidding in flight ticket auctions.

**TAC 2004**

Let \( \{ y_i, t_i \}, \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \) be the pairs of the price changes \( y_i \) observed at times \( t_i \), and let \( N \) be the number of such pairs. It is

\[ P[x = z] = \frac{1}{41}, \forall z \in \{-10, \ldots, 30\} \]

and

\[ P[x = z] = 0, \forall z \notin \{-10, \ldots, -30\} \]
Since \( x \) is independent of the times \( \{ t_i = T_i \} \), when the changes occur, therefore,

\[
P[x = z] = P[x = z|\bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)]
\]

In addition, the price change \( y_i \) only depends on time \( t_i \) and is independent of all \( t_j, \forall j \neq i \), therefore,

\[
P[y_i = Y_i|(x = z) \land (t_i = T_i)] = P[y_i = Y_i|(x = z) \land \bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)]
\]

Given the observations made so far, the probability that \( x = z \) for any \( z \in \{-10, \ldots, 30\} \) is

\[
P[x = z|\bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i) \land \bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(y_i = Y_i)] = \frac{P[x = z|\bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i) \land \bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(y_i = Y_i)]}{\sum_{z=-10}^{30} P[x = z|\bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)] \cdot p_z} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{30} P[x = z|\bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)] \cdot p_z}{\sum_{i=1}^{30} P[x = z|\bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)]} = \frac{1}{41} \cdot p_z
\]

where

\[
p_z = P[\bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(y_i = Y_i)|(x = z) \land \bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)]
\]

Given the value of \( x \), \( \{ y_i = Y_i \} \) are independent of each other, thus

\[
p_z = \prod_{i=1}^{N} P[y_i = Y_i|(x = z) \land \bigwedge_{i=1}^{N}(t_i = T_i)] = \prod_{i=1}^{N} P[y_i = Y_i|(x = z) \land (t_i = T_i)]
\]

This probability is known; we know that

\[
x(z, T_i) = 10 + \frac{(z - 10) \cdot T_i}{540}
\]

and thus, we have that
• if \( x(z, T_i) > 0 \) then
\[
P[y_i = Y_i|(x = z) \land (t_i = T_i)] = \frac{1}{\left\lceil \frac{(x-10)T_i}{540} \right\rceil + 21}
\]
when \(-10 \leq Y_i \leq x(z, T_i)\), otherwise
\[
P[y_i = Y_i|(x = z) \land (t_i = T_i)] = 0
\]
• if \( x(z, T_i) = 0 \) then
\[
P[y_i = Y_i|(x = z) \land (t_i = T_i)] = \frac{1}{21}
\]
when \(-10 \leq Y_i \leq 10\), otherwise
\[
P[y_i = Y_i|(x = z) \land (t_i = T_i)] = 0
\]
• if \( x(z, T_i) < 0 \) then
\[
P[y_i = Y_i|(x = z) \land (t_i = T_i)] = \frac{1}{1 - \left\lceil \frac{(x-10)T_i}{540} \right\rceil}
\]
when \( x(z, T_i) \leq Y_i \leq 10\), otherwise
\[
P[y_i = Y_i|(x = z) \land (t_i = T_i)] = 0
\]
Using these formulas, we can compute the probability \( P[x = z] \), and use this in the agent’s strategy for bidding in flight ticket auctions.

5.2 Bid Aggressiveness: The Hotel Room Auctions

In the initial TAC game (2000), the hotel room auctions would close at the end of the game, unless they was a period of inactivity, which was randomly selected. However, the research teams figured out that by placing minimal bids at regular intervals, they could keep the auctions open until the end of the game, at which point the auctions
became sealed bid auctions, closing at the end of the game. Therefore, an optimal strategy was to place bids as close to the marginal utility, at the last seconds of the game. This strategy is also supported by the theoretical equilibria we compute in Chapter 6, when there is only one round left (round 8).

In TAC 2001 and later, the rules changed to what was described in Section 1.2. Bidding for hotel rooms poses some interesting questions under these rules. The main issue in this case is how aggressively each agent should bid, i.e., the level of the prices it submits in its bids. If it bids low, it might get outbid, and in that case, a significant loss of utility will occur. This is due to the fact that some other commodities that have already been purchased and cannot be sold back will be wasted, and to the fact that the new itinerary for the clients will give a lesser utility to the agent (otherwise it would have been selected by the optimizer as the optimal itinerary). On the other hand, if it bids high (aggressively), it is likely to enter into price wars with the other agents, and this will cause prices to skyrocket. The utility of all the agents going to suffer significantly in that case. Furthermore, assuming that the rising prices are the result mainly of the agent’s bidding, this means that the commodities this particular agent wants mostly will be the ones whose price increases the most, and thus, it is the agent itself who is going to have the largest drop in utility compared to the other agents. This tradeoff must be addressed by the strategy selected for the hotel bidding modules.

As far as the timing of the bids is concerned, there is little ambiguity about what the optimal strategy is. The agent waits until the first hotel auction is about to close to place its first bid. The reason for this is that it does not wish to increase the prices earlier than necessary, and to allow other agents to respond to its bid in the current round of bids.
**Boundary Strategies**

The first step according to the methodology is to decide the boundary strategies. Since the only issue is the level of the price offered in each bid, the two obvious strategies are:

- to place a bid at the current bid price, plus a small increment $\epsilon$, or
- to place a bid at the marginal utility ($u^i_c$).

In practice, it makes more sense to modify these boundary strategies a bit. The first boundary strategy, which is to place low bids, is modified so that the agent also bids progressively higher for each consecutive unit of a commodity for which it wants more than one unit. E.g. if the agent wants to buy 3 units of a hotel room, it might bid 210 for the first, 250 for the second and 290 for the third. This is the lowest possible level of aggressiveness, since the agent will never wish to bid less.

The other boundary strategy can be modified, so that the agent bids progressively closer to the marginal utility $u^i_c$ of the $i^{th}$ unit of commodity $c$ that is traded in that auction as time passes.\(^2\) Since the agent will likely lose money, if it bids above the marginal utility, this is the highest possible level of aggressiveness.

Thus, the boundary strategies we used in the experiments are:

- **[Lowest Aggressiveness]** Place a bid at the current bid price plus an increment, and bid progressively higher for each additional unit.

- **[Highest Aggressiveness]** Place a bid at progressively closer to $\frac{u^i_c}{\sqrt{z}}$ as time passes, where $u^i_c$ is the marginal utility, and $z$ is the number of rooms, which are still

\(^2\)The marginal utility $u^i_c$ for a particular hotel room of type $c$ is the change in utility that occurs if the agent using the $i^{th}$ desired unit fails to acquire it. In fact, for each customer $i$ that needs a particular room, we bid $\frac{u^i_c}{\sqrt{z}}$ instead of $u^i_c$, where $z$ is the number of rooms which are still needed to complete her itinerary. We do this, based on empirical observations, in order not to drive the prices up prematurely.
needed in order to complete the itinerary of the client who uses the \( i^{th} \) room of type \( c \).

**Intermediate Strategies**

Once the boundary strategies are set, our methodology suggests that we try to combine these into intermediate strategies. We, therefore, selected the following intermediate strategy:

- Bid like the agent of highest aggressiveness for rooms that have a high marginal utility, and bids like the agent of lowest aggressiveness otherwise.

This is the agent of “medium” or intermediate aggressiveness. This is a reasonable strategy, because it bids low for rooms that are not crucial, and bids high for rooms that will have a large negative impact on the utility if they are not purchased.

Another way of combining the boundary strategies is to take a weighted sum of these. An appropriate weight seems to be the probability that a next round exists. In fact, if we observe the equilibria strategies in Chapter 6, we notice that they advocate bidding low initially (early rounds), and close to the marginal utility in the last rounds. Therefore, we decided on the following intermediate strategy:

- Place a bid equal to the weighted sum of the highest aggressiveness agent’s bid with weight \((1 - \rho_r)\) and of the lowest aggressiveness agent’s bid with weight \(\rho_r\), where \(\rho_r\) is the probability that the auction will not have any more rounds of bidding.

The final intermediate strategy we used was:

- Use the equilibrium strategy for the case of an \( m^{th} \) price auction with multiple possible closing times.
This is computed in the next chapter and graphed in Figures 6.34, 6.35, 6.37, 6.39, 6.41, 6.43, 6.45 and 6.47.

**General Improvements**

We observed empirically that an added feature which increases performance is to place bids for a small number of rooms at the beginning of the game, at a very low price (whether they are needed or not). In case these rooms are eventually bought, the agent pays only a very small price and gains increased flexibility in implementing its plan. However, this mainly works only against agents of lesser competence; in a fully competitive game (e.g. finals of the TAC competition), the other agents are less likely to allow our agent to buy hotel rooms that cheaply.

One further improvement, which was deemed necessary for the 2002 TAC competition and beyond, is to use historical data to determine the price of the hotel auction which closes first; if our bids are lesser than that price, then we increase them to become equal to this price, and we only do this just before the first hotel auction closes. We used this improvement in all of our strategies (boundary and intermediate), because we observed that our agent was often getting outbid at the first hotel auction, which closed while the bids were still low. The marginal utility just for that case was probably misleading as it is still low, since there is a lot of flexibility in the optimizer, because of the fact that a lot of commodities are still not purchased. However, the agent can’t afford to lose too many rooms and let the other agents purchase them, even if the optimizer can deal with this issue.
5.3 Entertainment

The entertainment tickets do not present us with a challenging tradeoff. Therefore, we only used the following strategy. The agent buys the entertainment tickets that it needs for implementing its plan at a price equal to the current price, plus a small increment. It also sells the entertainment tickets that it does not need for implementing its plan at a price equal to the current price, minus a small increment.

The only exceptions to this rule are:

1. At the game’s start and depending on how many tickets the agent begins with, it will offer to buy tickets at low prices, in order to increase its flexibility at a small cost. Even if these tickets are not used by the agent, it is highly likely that the agent will sell them for a profit.

2. The agent will not buy at a high price, and it will not sell at a low price, even if this is beneficial to its utility, because it helps other agents. This restriction is somewhat relaxed at the last minute of the game, in order for the agent to improve its score further, but it will still avoid some beneficial deals, if these would be very profitable for another agent.\(^3\)

It places those bids immediately after the information is received from the optimizer. Therefore the entertainment tickets are traded, for the most part, at the prices that the optimizer expected when it solved the optimization problem.

\(^3\)This is introduced because in the competition the agent is interested in maximizing not just its own utility, but also the difference between its utility and the utilities of the other agents.
Chapter 6

Using Equilibrium Analysis to Generate Strategies

In this chapter, we compute Bayes-Nash equilibria for first price single unit auctions and $m^{th}$ price multi-unit auctions, when the auction has a set of possible closing times, one of which is chosen randomly for the auction to end at. Thus, the auctions have one or more rounds of sealed bids. We compute such equilibria for a wide range of assumptions, and give the algorithm used by an agent to generate these strategies. We then proceed to compute these equilibria for both a uniform probability distribution of the agents’ utilities, and for a distribution sampled from the utilities that hotel rooms have for our agents in a large number of simulated games.

The part of the TAC game that we are interested in are the hotel room auctions. There are $m = 16$ rooms available each night at each of the two available hotels. Rooms for each of the days are sold by each hotel in separate, ascending, multi-unit, $16^{th}$-price auctions. These auctions close at randomly determined times and, more specifically, a random auction will close every minute throughout the game. No prior knowledge of the closing order exists, and agents may not resell rooms. Between closing times the agents may place bids, but these are not opened until the next possible closing time; hence, each round that takes place between consecutive closing times is a sealed bid auction. Each agent wishes to buy, at most, 8 units. To simplify this game, we assume that each agent has 8 sub-agents, each of which is tasked with the purchase of a single hotel room; each agent $i$ thus places a single bid $v_i = g(u_i)$ for one room, when its valuation is $u_i$. Therefore, each auction can be considered an $m^{th}$ ($m = 16$) price auction with $N = 64$ agents participating, and with 8 possible closing times.
In the next sections, we will compute the equations that derive the equilibrium solution \( g_r(u_i^r, Q_r) \) at round \( r \), at which point the current price for the auction is \( Q_r \). In Section 6.1, we only write this as \( g(u_i) \), because we are interested in the solution of the first of only two rounds, when the price \( Q \) remains the same.

6.1 Equilibria For a Two Round Auction

Initially, we examined the problem in the case that there were only two possible closing times. We used the equilibria we computed in the 2-round case later, in order to compute equilibria for the \( R \)-round case.

6.1.1 Formal Definition of the Problem

We assume that \( N \) risk-neutral agents wish to buy 1 unit of a certain good each. An independent seller sells \( m \) units of the desired good in an \( m^{th} \) price auction, i.e., the good is sold to the agents which submitted the \( m \) highest bids at a price equal to the lowest winning bid. The agents have valuations (utilities) \( u_i \), which are i.i.d. with probability distribution \( F(u) \) in the first round. Each agent knows its own valuation and the distribution \( F(u) \). There can be a second round with probability \( (1 - p) \), where \( p \) is known. If a second round does exist, the agents have new i.i.d. utilities \( \tilde{u}_i \) drawn from some distribution \( H(u) \), and can submit new bids as long as they are greater or equal to the bid price from the end of the first round. The assumptions about what each agent \( i \) knows about its utility \( \tilde{u}_i \) at the start of the game determine the different cases that we examine.

- \( \tilde{u}_i \) can be assumed to be similar to the utility of the first round \( u_i \). This is reasonable in the case of TAC, because usually there is a correlation between the valuation of the same room over the course of the game. However, even though
\(\tilde{u}_i\) is similar to \(u_i\) (\(\tilde{u}_i \simeq u_i\)), they are not equal in reality. Theorem 7 provides the most general equilibrium for this case.

- The agent might not know anything about \(\tilde{u}_i\) other than that it is drawn from \(H(u)\) (this is the same information that it has about the other agent’s valuations). Theorem 8 provides the most general equilibrium for this case, when one substitutes \(G(u)\) with \(H(u)\).

- The agent might know something about \(\tilde{u}_i\). In TAC, knowing the utilities at the previous rounds can allow the agent to compute that \(\tilde{u}_i\) is drawn from a more “tight” and accurate distribution \(G(u)\) instead of \(H(u)\). One example of this is that the utility at a later round is highly unlikely to decrease, so values \(\tilde{u}_i < u_i\) can be discarded. Theorem 8 provides the most general equilibrium for this case.

We would like to point out that, even in the case that we assume that \(\tilde{u}_i \simeq u_i\), knowledge of an agents bid, does not lead to the information of the agent’s utility \(\tilde{u}_i\) in the second round, since in reality \(\tilde{u}_i \neq u_i\), even if they are assumed to be similar in some of the cases we analyze. Therefore, we do not have to consider the effect of information revelation in this multi-stage game.

The last rule of the auction is that agents may not subtract bids. This means that, if its utility drops in a later round below the current bid price (which we will denote \(Q\)), the agent cannot withdraw its previous bid, but it can adjust it to the current bid price. The effect of this is that if the price \(Q\) is high enough that fewer than \(m\) agents have utilities \(\tilde{u}_i \geq Q\), the rest of the rooms are sold to a random selection of the winners of the previous round which have \(\tilde{u}_i < Q\), and these agents lose money. This may seem, at a first glance, to be different from the TAC rules for hotel auctions, but it is exactly what happens. The reason for this is that, in the case of ties, the bids that win are the earlier ones, and the agents will all try to bid as late as possible, if there is a chance that they
will have to buy some room at a loss. This means that every agent that is in this situation has the same probability of being a “winner”, and forced to buy an undesired room. Therefore, the unwanted rooms are sold to a random selection of the agents which were winners of the previous round and now (in the current round), their utility has dropped and is less than the current price $Q$.

We will use the following functions in the theorems: (multi-unit case)

$$
\Phi(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} C(N - 1, i) \cdot (F(x))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1 - F(x))^i
$$

$$
Y(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-2} C(N - 1, i) \cdot (F(x))^{N-1-i} s \cdot (1 - F(x))^i
$$

$$
\tilde{\Phi}(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} C(N - 1, i) \cdot (H(x))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1 - H(x))^i
$$

$$
\tilde{Y}(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-2} C(N - 1, i) \cdot (H(x))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1 - H(x))^i
$$

In the case that $m = 1$, it is

$$
\Phi(x) = (F(x))^{N-1}
$$

$$
\tilde{\Phi}(x) = (H(x))^{N-1}
$$

and

$$
Y(x) = \tilde{Y}(x) = 0
$$

### 6.1.2 Useful Mathematical Knowledge

Before we proceed with our analysis, we need the following information found in numerical analysis textbooks (see [2]).

**Theorem 2.** Let $f(x, z)$ and $\frac{\partial f(x, z)}{\partial z}$ be continuous functions of $x$ and $z$ at all points $(x, z)$ in some neighborhood of the initial point $(x_0, Y_0)$. Then there is a unique function
\( Y(x) \) defined on some interval \([x_0 - \alpha, x_0 + \alpha]\), satisfying
\[
Y''(x) = f(x, Y(x)), \quad \forall x : x_0 - \alpha \leq x \leq x_0 + \alpha \quad \text{and}
\]
\( Y(x_0) = Y_0 \)

All the equilibria when \( p \neq 1 \) are the solutions of differential equations of the form described by Theorem 2. This theorem guarantees the existence and unique solvability of the initial value problem for those differential equations, which in turn, means that the equilibrium does exist and is unique. We may not know a closed form solution, but a numerical solution can be easily calculated. The method that we decided to use is a Runge-Kutta method with variable step size; this is one of the most commonly used methods. More specifically, we used method \texttt{ode45} in \texttt{Matlab}. The requirement for a Runge-Kutta method in general is that the function \( f(x, z) \) and several (this depends on the order of the Runge-Kutta method) of its derivatives be continuous in the interval for which the solution is computed.

We will also make use of the following lemmas:

**Lemma 1.** If random variables \( X_i, \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \) are i.i.d. with probability distribution \( f(x) = \text{Prob}[X_i \leq x] \) and \( Y_N^{(k)} \) denotes the \( k \)-th order statistic of the variables \( X_i \), then
\[
\text{Prob}[Y_N^{(k)} \leq y] = \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} C(N, i) \cdot (f(y))^{N-i} \cdot (1 - f(y))^i
\]
where \( C(N, i) \) is the total number of possible combinations of \( i \) items chosen from \( N \).

**Lemma 2.** If random variables \( X_i, \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \) are i.i.d. with probability distribution \( f(x) = \text{Prob}[X_i \leq x] \), then the probability \( p_k \) that exactly \( k \) of these variables \( X_i \geq T \) is
\[
p_k = C(N, k) \cdot (f(T))^{N-k} \cdot (1 - f(T))^k
\]
Proof. Both of these lemmas can be found in any probabilities book (e.g. [74]).

Lemma 3. \( \forall k, N, M \geq 0 \) (non negative integers), such that \( k \leq M \leq N \) the following formula holds

\[
C(N, M) = \sum_{j=0}^{k} C(k, j) \cdot C(N - k, M - j)
\]

Proof. Basic combinatorics lemma.

Lemma 4. A function \( g(u) \) that satisfies the equation

\[
(u - g(u)) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(u)}{g'(u)} = T(u)
\]

is the following

\[
g(u) = u - \frac{\Omega(u)}{T(u)} \cdot \int_{C}^{u} \frac{T(\omega)}{\Omega(\omega)} \cdot d\omega
\]

where \( \Omega(u) = e^{\int_{D}^{u} \frac{\Phi'(x) - \Phi'(x)}{T(x)} d\omega} \), \( C \) depends on the boundary conditions and \( D \) can have any value.

Proof. All that is needed to do is to replace \( g(u) \) in the differential equation with the formula provided and check that the two sides of the equation are indeed equal.

6.1.3 Bayes-Nash Equilibria For a Single Unit Auction

Before analyzing the general case, we will compute equilibria for the first price auction. Therefore, in this section \( m = 1 \) and the single unit is sold to the agent which submitted the highest bid at a price equal to his bid. For Theorem 4, we assume that in the second round, the utilities are drawn from \( F(u) \) and that \( \tilde{u}_i \simeq u_i \). Each agent \( i \) submits a bid \( v_i \) in the first round. It is \( Q = 0 \), if no bids were placed, which is the case at the beginning of the first round, whereas \( Q > 0 \) equals the current bid price in the beginning of the second round. We compute a Bayes-Nash equilibrium \( g(u) \) that maps utilities \( u_i \) to bids \( v_i \).
In the case of $p = 1$ (only one round), and $Q = 0$, we know from auction theory (e.g. [44]) that each risk-neutral agent $i$ with valuation $u_i$ should bid

$$g(u_i) = u_i - \frac{1}{(F(u_i))^{N-1}} \cdot \int_{0}^{u_i} (F(\omega))^{N-1} \cdot d\omega$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

**Theorem 3.** If the starting price is $Q \geq 0$ and the bidding lasts for exactly one round $(p = 1)$, the equilibrium strategy is

$$g(u_i) = u_i - \frac{\int_{Q}^{u_i} (F(\omega))^{N-1} \cdot d\omega}{(F(u_i))^{N-1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

**Proof.** Since some bids have already been placed, then the current price $Q > 0$ and thus (i) some agents might have stopped participating in the auction, since the current price $Q$ exceeds their private valuation $u_i$, and (ii) the probability distribution of the valuations $F(u)$ has changed, since now we know that the valuation of agents that still participate is $u_i \geq Q$. The new probability distribution is

$$F_Q(u) = \frac{Prob[U \leq u \land U \geq Q]}{Prob[U \geq Q]} = \frac{F(u) - F(Q)}{1 - F(Q)}$$

Therefore,

$$F_Q(u) = \frac{F(u) - F(Q)}{1 - F(Q)}, \text{ if } u \geq Q \text{ & } F_Q(u) = 0, \text{ if } u < Q \tag{6.3}$$

We also know the probability $\pi_k$ of the event that exactly $k$ agents participate in the auction at price $Q$; it is the probability that exactly $k - 1$ of the other agents’ valuations\footnote{Because from the point-of-view of a participating agent, it does not know whether the other $N - 1$ agents participate.} $u_i$ are $u_i \geq Q$, which is (see lemma 2).

$$\pi_k = C(N - 1, k - 1) \cdot (F(Q))^{N-k} \cdot (1 - F(Q))^{k-1} \tag{6.4}$$

Let us assume that it is a Bayes-Nash equilibrium for each agent $i$ to bid $v_i = g(u_i)$ and $g(u)$ is non-decreasing in $u$, meaning that higher valuations lead to higher bids. Each
agent submits its bid $v_i \geq Q$ and then the auction closes and the high bidder pays its bid and gets the item. Then the expected utility $EU_i(v_i)$ of agent $i$, when it places a bid of $v_i$, can be computed by taking the expected utility conditional on the number of agents $k$ that participate at the auction at price $Q$. If $k$ agents participate, then the utility of agent $i$ is 0, if it does not have the highest bid and $(u_i - v_i)$ if it does. Thus,

$$EU_i(v_i | \#agents = k) = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \text{Prob}\left[\bigwedge_{j \neq i} v_i \geq v_j\right] = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \prod_{j \neq i} \text{Prob}[v_i \geq v_j]$$

Since $v_j = g(u_j)$, it follows that

$$\text{Prob}[v_i \geq v_j] = \text{Prob}[v_i \geq g(u_j)] = \text{Prob}[g^{-1}(v_i) \geq u_j] = F_Q(g^{-1}(v_i))$$

and therefore,

$$EU_i(v_i | \#agents = k) = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \left(F_Q(g^{-1}(v_i))\right)^{k-1} \quad (6.5)$$

Hence,

$$EU_i(v_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \pi_k \cdot EU_i(v_i | \#agents = k) \Rightarrow$$

$$EU_i(v_i) = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \sum_{k=1}^{N} \pi_k \cdot \left(F_Q(g^{-1}(v_i))\right)^{k-1} \quad (6.6)$$

Let us set,

$$\Phi(x) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \pi_k \cdot (F_Q(x))^{k-1}$$

Then for $x \geq Q$ it is

$$\Phi(x) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \text{big}\{C(N-1, k-1) \cdot (F(Q))^{N-k} \cdot (1 - F(Q))^{k-1} \cdot \left(\frac{F(x) - F(Q)}{1 - F(Q)}\right)^{k-1} \} =$$

$$\sum_{k=1}^{N} \{C(N-1, k-1) \cdot (F(Q))^{N-k} \cdot (F(x) - F(Q))^{k-1}\} \Leftrightarrow$$

$$\Phi(x) = (F(x))^{N-1}$$
If $x < Q$, it is

$$\Phi(x) = 0$$

because for $x < Q$, $F_Q(x) = 0$. Thus$^2$

$$EU_i(v_i) = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) \quad (6.7)$$

The bid $v_i$ that maximizes $EU_i(v_i)$ can be found by setting

$$\frac{dEU_i(v_i)}{dv_i} = 0 \iff$$

$$-\Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + (u_i - v_i) \cdot \Phi'(g^{-1}(v_i)) \cdot (g^{-1}(v_i))' = 0 \iff$$

$$(u_i - v_i) \cdot \Phi'(g^{-1}(v_i)) \cdot \frac{1}{g'(g^{-1}(v_i))} = \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i))$$

Since we assumed that the optimal solution is $v_i = g(u_i)$, the previous equation becomes

$$(u_i - g(u_i)) \cdot \Phi'(u_i) \cdot \frac{1}{g'(u_i)} = \Phi(u_i)$$

The function $g(u)$ that satisfies this equation is (use lemma 4 with $T(u) = \Phi(u)$)

$$g(u) = u - \frac{1}{\Phi(u)} \cdot \int_C^u \Phi(\omega) \cdot d\omega$$

and, since the boundary condition is $g(Q) = Q$,

$$g(u_i) = u_i - \frac{\int_Q^{u_i} (F(\omega))^{N-1} \cdot d\omega}{(F(u_i))^{N-1}}$$

**Corollary 1.** The expected utility is

$$U(u_i, Q) = \int_Q^{u_i} (F(\omega))^{N-1} \cdot d\omega \quad (6.8)$$

$^2$Note that this equation is the same as in the case that $Q = 0$. 
Proof. The expected utility of agent $i$ is

$$U(u_i, Q) = EU_i(v_i)\big|_{v_i=g(u_i)}$$

and using Equations (6.7) and (6.2), we get

$$U(u_i, Q) = \left(u_i - g(u_i)\right) \cdot \Phi(u_i) = \int_Q^{u_i} \left(F(\omega)\right)^{N-1} \cdot d\omega \cdot \left(F(u_i)\right)^{N-1} \iff$$

$$U(u_i, Q) = \int_Q^{u_i} \left(F(\omega)\right)^{N-1} \cdot d\omega$$

Note that $U(u_i, Q) = 0, \forall Q > u_i$, since the agent does not participate in that case.

**Theorem 4.** If the starting price is $Q = 0$, a second round of bidding exists with probability $(1 - p)$ ($p \neq 0, 1$) and the utility of the agents in the second round is drawn from the same distribution $F(u)$ (and each agent $i$ in fact has utility of a similar value to the utility $u_i$ of the first round), then the equilibrium strategy is the solution of the differential equation

$$\left(u_i - g(u_i)\right) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(u_i)}{g'(u_i)} = \Phi(u_i) \cdot \Psi(g(u_i)) \quad (6.9)$$

where

$$\Phi(x) = \left(F(x)\right)^{N-1}$$

$$\Psi(x) = 1 + \frac{1 - p}{p} \cdot \left(F(x)\right)^{N-1}$$

and the boundary condition is $g(0) = 0$.

Proof. If the auction closes at the first round, then the expected utility is

$$U_i^{(1)} = \left(u_i - v_i\right) \cdot \left(F(g^{-1}(v_i))\right)^{N-1}$$

(see derivation of Equation 6.5). Once again, we assume that the strategy $v_i = g(u_i)$ is a Bayes-Nash equilibrium for all agents at the first round.
To compute the expected utility after the second round $U_i^{(2)}$, the price $Q$ after the first round must be computed. The probability distribution of an agent’s bid is:

$$
Prob[V \leq v] = Prob[g(U) \leq v] = Prob[U \leq g^{-1}(v)] = F(g^{-1}(v))
$$

Therefore, the probability distribution of the highest bid $B^{(1)}$ among all other $N - 1$ agents is

$$
Prob[B^{(1)} \leq v] = (F(g^{-1}(v)))^{N-1}
$$

(see lemma 1).

The price $Q = v_i$, if $v_i \geq B^{(1)}$

and $Q = B^{(1)}$, if $v_i < B^{(1)}$.

Hence,

$$
Prob[Q < v_i] = 0
$$

$$
Prob[Q = v_i] = Prob[v_i \geq B^{(1)}] = (F(g^{-1}(v_i)))^{N-1}
$$

and

$$
Prob[Q \leq v] = Prob[B^{(1)} \leq v] = (F(g^{-1}(v)))^{N-1}, \forall v > v_i
$$

As a result, we can now compute $U_i^{(2)}$:

$$
U_i^{(2)} = \int_0^{+\infty} U(\omega) \cdot Prob[Q = \omega] \cdot d\omega = 0 + U(v_i) \cdot Prob[Q = v_i] + \int_{v_i}^{+\infty} U(\omega) \cdot Prob[Q = \omega] \cdot d\omega = U(v_i) \cdot (F(g^{-1}(v_i)))^{N-1} + \int_{v_i}^{+\infty} U(\omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} (F(g^{-1}(\omega)))^{N-1} \cdot d\omega
$$

Let us set

$$
\Phi(x) = (F(x))^{N-1}
$$

Then,

$$
U_i^{(1)} = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i))
$$
and

$$U_i^{(2)} = U(v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + \int_{v_i}^{u_i} U(\omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} \Phi(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega$$

The expected utility is, therefore,

$$U_i(v_i) = p \cdot U_i^{(1)} + (1 - p) \cdot U_i^{(2)} =$$

$$p \cdot (u_i - v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + (1 - p) \cdot U(v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + (1 - p) \cdot \int_{v_i}^{u_i} U(\omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} \Phi(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega \Leftrightarrow$$

$$U_i(v_i) = (p \cdot (u_i - v_i) + (1 - p) \cdot U(v_i)) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + (1 - p) \cdot \int_{v_i}^{u_i} U(\omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} \Phi(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega$$

and the bid $v_i$ that maximizes $U_i(v_i)$ can be found by setting

$$\frac{dU_i(v_i)}{dv_i} = 0 \Leftrightarrow$$

$$(u_i - v_i) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(g^{-1}(v_i))}{g'(g^{-1}(v_i))} = (1 - \frac{1 - p}{p} \cdot U'(v_i)) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i))$$

We also have that $v_i = g(u_i)$, and it should also be noted that the function $U$ is actually a function both of $Q$ and $u_i$, so $U'(v_i)$ in the above equation is actually

$$\frac{\partial U(u_i, Q)}{\partial Q} \bigg|_{Q=v_i} = -\Phi(v_i) = -\Phi(g(u_i))$$

and, therefore, we get

$$(u_i - g(u_i)) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(u_i)}{g'(u_i)} = (1 + \frac{1 - p}{p} \cdot \Phi(g(u_i))) \cdot \Phi(u_i)$$

and if we set

$$\Psi(u, Q) = 1 - \frac{1 - p}{p} \cdot \frac{\partial U(u_i, Q)}{\partial Q}$$

then the equation we need to solve is

$$(u_i - g(u_i)) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(u_i)}{g'(u_i)} = \Phi(u_i) \cdot \Psi(g(u_i)) \quad (6.10)$$
Figure 6.1: The graphs from top to bottom represent the solution of Equation 6.11, when \( \frac{1-p}{p} \) takes values 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 respectively.

As a special case, we can examine this equation when only \( N = 2 \) agents participate and their valuations \( u_i \sim U[0, 1] \), which means that \( F(u) = u, \forall u \in [0, 1] \). We need to compute \( v_i = g_p(u_i), \forall u_i \in [0, 1] \). Equation 6.9 becomes:

\[
g_p'(u_i) = \frac{u_i - g_p(u_i)}{u_i \cdot \left(1 + \frac{1-p}{p} \cdot g_p(u_i)\right)} \quad (6.11)
\]

Even this equation, which is the simplest form that we can have for the two round auction, has no known closed form solution. In Figure 6.1, we graph the solution for various values of \( \frac{1-p}{p} \). We provide this figure in order to contrast with the Bayes-Nash equilibrium, for the case that \( p = 1 \), which is \( g_1(u_i) = \frac{u_i}{2} \). One may notice that as the probability \( 1 - p \) of a second round increases, the equilibrium strategy suggests that the agent should bid less. However, we can at least remove the parameter \( p \) from this computation. We can easily verify that

\[
g_p(u) = \frac{p}{1 - p} \cdot \tilde{g}(\frac{1-p}{p} \cdot u)
\]

where \( \tilde{g}(u) \) is the solution of differential equation

\[
\tilde{g}'(u) = \frac{u - \tilde{g}(u)}{u \cdot (1 + \tilde{g}(u))}
\]
6.1.4 Bayes-Nash Equilibria For a Multi-unit Auction

In this section, we examine the general case of an auction where $m$ identical goods ($m > 1$) are sold and the goods are sold to the agents which submitted the $m$ highest bids at a price equal to the lowest winning bid. For Theorem 7, we assume that in the second round, the utilities are drawn from $F(u)$ and that $\tilde{u}_i \simeq u_i$. In Theorem 8, we assume that the agent knows that its own utility $\tilde{u}_i$ in the second round, is drawn from $G(u)$ and everyone else’s from $H(u)$; this is the most general case that we can examine for the two-round auction. We will use the equations from Theorems 7 and 8 in Section 6.2, in order to provide the equilibria for the $R$-round auction.

**Theorem 5.** If the starting price is $Q = 0$, and the bidding lasts for exactly one round ($p = 1$), the equilibrium strategy is

\[
g(u) = u - \frac{e^{\int_0^u \frac{Y'(z)}{Y(z)} \, dz}}{\Phi(u) - Y(u)} \cdot \int_0^u \frac{\Phi(z) - Y(z)}{e^{\int_0^z \frac{Y'(\omega)}{Y(\omega)} \, d\omega}} \cdot dz \tag{6.12}
\]

**Proof.** The probability distribution of an agent’s bid is:

\[
Prob[V \leq v] = Prob[g(U) \leq v] = Prob[U \leq g^{-1}(v)] = F(g^{-1}(v))
\]

Therefore, the probability distribution of the $(m - 1)^{th}$ and $m^{th}$ highest bids ($m > 1$), named $B^{(m-1)}$ and $B^{(m)}$ respectively, among all other $N - 1$ agents are:

\[
Prob[B^{(m-1)} \leq v] = \sum_{i=0}^{m-2} C(N - 1, i) \cdot (F(g^{-1}(v)))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1 - F(g^{-1}(v)))^i
\]

and

\[
Prob[B^{(m)} \leq v] = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} C(N - 1, i) \cdot (F(g^{-1}(v)))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1 - F(g^{-1}(v)))^i
\]

(see lemma 1).

Then,

\[
Prob[B^{(m-1)} \leq v] = Y(g^{-1}(v))
\]
and

\[ \text{Prob}[B^{(m)} \leq v] = \Phi(g^{-1}(v)) \]

If \( B^{(m)} > v_i \), then the agent gets utility 0 (does not win).

If \( B^{(m-1)} > v_i \geq B^{(m)} \), then the agent submitted the \( m^{th} \) price, so it gets 1 unit (of the \( m \) available units) and pays \( v_i \) getting a utility of \( u_i - v_i \).

If \( v_i \geq B^{(m-1)} \), then the agent gets 1 unit and pays \( B^{(m-1)} \) (which is now the \( m^{th} \) price) getting a utility of \( u_i - B^{(m-1)} \).

Hence, the expected utility is

\[ EU_i(v_i) = (u_i-v_i) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} > v_i \geq B^{(m)}] + \int_0^{v_i} (u_i-\omega) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} = \omega] \cdot d\omega =
\]

\[ (u_i-v_i) \cdot \left( \text{Prob}[B^{(m)} \leq v_i] - \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq v_i] \right) + \int_0^{v_i} (u_i-v_i) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} = \omega] \cdot d\omega \]

\[ + \int_0^{v_i} (v_i-\omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq \omega] \cdot d\omega =
\]

\[ (u_i-v_i) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m)} \leq v_i] + v_i \cdot \int_0^{v_i} \frac{d}{d\omega} \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq \omega] \cdot d\omega - \int_0^{v_i} \omega \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq \omega] \cdot d\omega \]

\[ \Leftrightarrow \quad EU_i(v_i) = (u_i-v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + v_i \cdot Y(g^{-1}(v_i)) - \int_0^{v_i} \omega \cdot (Y(g^{-1}(\omega)))' \cdot d\omega \]

Note that,

\[ \int_0^{v_i} \omega \cdot (Y(g^{-1}(\omega)))' \cdot d\omega = v_i \cdot Y(g^{-1}(v_i)) - \int_0^{v_i} (\omega)' \cdot Y(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega \]

thus,

\[ EU_i(v_i) = (u_i-v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + \int_0^{v_i} Y(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega \quad (6.13) \]

The bid \( v_i \) that maximizes \( EU_i(v_i) \) can be found by setting

\[ \frac{dEU_i(v_i)}{dv_i} = 0 \Leftrightarrow \]
\[-\Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + (u_i - v_i) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(g^{-1}(v_i))}{g'(g^{-1}(v_i))} + Y(g^{-1}(v_i)) = 0\]

Since \(v_i = g(u_i)\), the previous equation becomes

\[-\Phi(u_i) + (u_i - g(u_i)) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(u_i)}{g'(u_i)} + Y(u_i) = 0\]

The function \(g(u)\) that satisfies this equation considering the boundary condition \(g(0) = 0\) is (use lemma 4 with \(T(u) = \Phi(u) - \Psi(u)\))

\[g(u) = u - \frac{\int_0^u \Phi(z) - Y(z)}{\Phi(u) - Y(u)} \cdot \int_0^u \frac{\Phi(z) - Y(z)}{\Phi(z) - Y(z)} \cdot dz\]

**Theorem 6.** If the starting price is \(Q \geq 0\), and the bidding lasts for exactly one round \((p = 1)\), the equilibrium strategy is

\[g(u) = u - \frac{\int_0^u \Phi(z) - Y(z)}{\Phi(u) - Y(u)} \cdot \int_0^u \Phi(z) - Y(z) \cdot dz\]  
(6.14)

**Proof.** \(Q \geq 0\) because some bids may have already been placed, and thus, (i) some agents might have stopped participating in the auction, since the current price \(Q\) exceeds their private valuation \(u_i\), and (ii) the probability distribution of the valuations \(F(u)\) has changed, since now we know that the valuation of agents that still participate is \(u_i \geq Q\).

The new probability distribution is given once more from Equation 6.3

\[F_Q(u) = \frac{F(u) - F(Q)}{1 - F(Q)}, \text{ if } u \geq Q \text{ & } F_Q(u) = 0, \text{ if } u < Q\]

We also know the probability \(\pi_k\) of the event that exactly \(k \in [1, N]\) agents participate in the auction at price \(Q\); it is the probability that exactly \(k - 1\) of the other agents’ valuations\(^3\) \(u_i\) are \(u_i \geq Q\), which is once more given by Equation 6.4

\[\pi_k = C(N - 1, k - 1) \cdot (F(Q))^{N-k} \cdot (1 - F(Q))^{k-1}\]

\(^3\)Because from the point-of-view of a participating agent, it does not know whether the other \(N - 1\) agents participate.
The probability distribution of an agent’s bid is:

\[ \text{Prob}[V \leq v] = \text{Prob}[g(U) \leq v] = \text{Prob}[U \leq g^{-1}(v)] = F(g^{-1}(v)) \]

Therefore, the probability distribution of the \((m - 1)\)th and \(m\)th highest bids \((m > 1)\), named \(B^{(m-1)}\) and \(B^{(m)}\) respectively, among all other \(N - 1\) agents are:

\[ \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq v] = \hat{Y}(g^{-1}(v)) \]

and

\[ \text{Prob}[B^{(m)} \leq v] = \hat{\Phi}(g^{-1}(v)) \]

where

\[ \hat{\Phi}(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} C(k-1, i) \cdot (F_Q(x))^{k-1-i} \cdot (1 - F_Q(x))^i \]

and

\[ \hat{Y}(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-2} C(k-1, i) \cdot (F_Q(x))^{k-1-i} \cdot (1 - F_Q(x))^i \]

(see lemma 1).

If \(k \leq m\), then the expected utility is:

\[ EU_i(v_i | \#agents = k) = u_i - Q \]

If that is not the case, meaning that \(k \geq m\) and \(B^{(m-1)} \geq Q\), then:

If \(B^{(m)} > v_i\), then the agent gets utility 0 (does not win).

If \(B^{(m-1)} > v_i \geq B^{(m)}\), then the agent submitted the \(m\)th price, so it gets 1 unit (of the \(m\) available units) and pays \(v_i\) getting a utility of \(u_i - v_i\).

If \(v_i \geq B^{(m-1)} \geq Q\), then the agent gets 1 unit and pays the \(m\)th price, which is \(B^{(m-1)}\), getting a utility of \(u_i - B^{(m-1)}\).

The expected utility is

\[ EU_i(v_i | \#agents = k) = \]

\[(u_i - v_i) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} > v_i \geq B^{(m)}] + \int_{Q}^{v_i} (u_i - \omega) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} = \omega] \cdot d\omega = \]
\[(u_i - v_i) \cdot (\text{Prob}[B^{(m)} \leq v_i] - \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq v_i]) + \int_Q^{v_i} (u_i - v_i) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} = \omega] \cdot d\omega + \int_Q^{v_i} (v_i - \omega) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} = \omega] \cdot d\omega = (u_i - v_i) \cdot (\text{Prob}[B^{(m)} \leq v_i] - \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq v_i]) + (u_i - v_i) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq v_i] + \int_Q^{v_i} (v_i - \omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq \omega] \cdot d\omega = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m)} \leq v_i] + v_i \cdot \int_Q^{v_i} \frac{d}{d\omega} \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq \omega] \cdot d\omega - \int_Q^{v_i} \omega \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq \omega] \cdot d\omega \Rightarrow \]

\[EU_i(v_i|\text{agents} = k) = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \tilde{\Phi}(g^{-1}(v_i)) + v_i \cdot \tilde{Y}(g^{-1}(v_i)) - \int_Q^{v_i} \omega \cdot (\tilde{Y}(g^{-1}(\omega)))' \cdot d\omega \]

Note that
\[\int_Q^{v_i} \omega \cdot (\tilde{Y}(g^{-1}(\omega)))' \cdot d\omega = v_i \cdot \tilde{Y}(g^{-1}(v_i)) - \int_Q^{v_i} (\omega)' \cdot \tilde{Y}(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega \]

thus,
\[EU_i(v_i|\text{agents} = k) = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \tilde{\Phi}(g^{-1}(v_i)) + v_i \cdot \tilde{Y}(g^{-1}(v_i)) + \int_Q^{v_i} \tilde{Y}(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega \quad (6.15)\]

This equation also covers the case that \(k \leq m\), since then it is
\[\tilde{\Phi}(u) = \tilde{Y}(u) = 1, \forall u \geq Q\]

The total expected utility is therefore:
\[EU_i(v_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \pi_k \cdot EU_i(v_i|\text{agents} = k) \Rightarrow \]
\[EU_i(v_i) = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + \int_Q^{v_i} Y(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega \quad (6.16)\]

where
\[\Phi(x) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \pi_k \cdot \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} C(k-1, i) \cdot (F_Q(x))^{k-1-i} \cdot (1 - F_Q(x))^i = \]
\[
\sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{k=i+1}^{N} \pi_k \cdot C(k-1, i) \cdot (F_Q(x))^{k-1-i} \cdot (1 - F_Q(x))^i
\]

and

\[
Y(x) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \pi_k \cdot \sum_{i=0}^{m-2} C(k-1, i) \cdot (F_Q(x))^{k-1-i} \cdot (1 - F_Q(x))^i =
\]

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{m-2} \sum_{k=i+1}^{N} \pi_k \cdot C(k-1, i) \cdot (F_Q(x))^{k-1-i} \cdot (1 - F_Q(x))^i
\]

It is \(C(k-1, i) = 0\), if \(k \leq i\), and this is the reason why we changed the lower bound of the sum for \(k\) from 1 to \(i+1\).

We will use the fact that \(C(k-1, i) \cdot C(N-1, k-1) = C(N-1-i, N-k) \cdot C(N-1, i)\).

Substituting from Equations 6.3 and 6.4 and for any \(i \in [0, m-1]\) and \(x \geq Q\) it is:

\[
\sum_{k=i+1}^{N} \pi_k \cdot C(k-1, i) \cdot (F_Q(x))^{k-1-i} \cdot (1 - F_Q(x))^i =
\]

\[
\sum_{k=i+1}^{N} C(k-1, i) \cdot C(N-1, k-1) \cdot (F(Q))^{N-k} \cdot (1 - F(Q))^{k-1} \cdot \left(\frac{F(x) - F(Q)}{1 - F(Q)}\right)^{k-1-i} \cdot \left(\frac{1 - F(x)}{1 - F(Q)}\right)^i
\]

\[
= \sum_{k=i+1}^{N} C(N-1-i, N-k) \cdot C(N-1, i) \cdot (F(Q))^{N-k} \cdot (F(x) - F(Q))^{k-1-i} \cdot (1 - F(x))^i
\]

\[
= C(N-1, i) \cdot (1 - F(x))^i \cdot \sum_{k=i+1}^{N} C(N-1-i, N-k) \cdot (F(Q))^{N-k} \cdot (F(x) - F(Q))^{k-1-i}
\]

\[
= C(N-1, i) \cdot (1 - F(x))^i \cdot \sum_{\lambda=0}^{N-i-1} C(N-1-i, N-i-1-\lambda) \cdot (F(Q))^{N-i-1-\lambda} \cdot (F(x) - F(Q))^\lambda
\]

\[
= C(N-1, i) \cdot (1 - F(x))^i \cdot (F(x))^{N-1-i}
\]

Therefore,

\[
\Phi(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} C(N-1, i) \cdot (F(x))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1 - F(x))^i
\]

and

\[
Y(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-2} C(N-1, i) \cdot (F(x))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1 - F(x))^i
\]
Note if \( x < Q \), then \( \Phi(x) = Y(x) = 0 \) and thus \( EU_i(v_i) = 0 \).

The bid \( v_i \) that maximizes \( EU_i(v_i) \) can be found by setting

\[
\frac{dEU_i(v_i)}{dv_i} = 0 \iff -\Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + (u_i - v_i) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(g^{-1}(v_i))}{g'(g^{-1}(v_i))} + Y(g^{-1}(v_i)) = 0
\]

Since \( v_i = g(u_i) \), the previous equation becomes

\[
-\Phi(u_i) + (u_i - g(u_i)) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(u_i)}{g'(u_i)} + Y(u_i) = 0
\]

The function \( g(u) \) that satisfies this equation, given that the boundary condition is \( g(Q) = Q \) is (use lemma 4 with \( T(u) = \Phi(u) - \Psi(u) \))

\[
g(u) = u - \frac{\int_u^Q \frac{g'(v) - g'(u)}{g'(v) - g'(u)} dv}{\Phi(u) - Y(u)} \int_{Q}^{u} \Phi(z) - Y(z) \cdot \frac{g'(z)}{g'(u) - g'(z)} dz
\]

Note that Equation 6.16 can be written as

\[
EU_i(v_i) = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + \int_{Q}^{g^{-1}(v_i)} Y(u) \cdot g'(u) \cdot du
\]

and the maximal expected utility \( U(u_i, Q) \) of agent \( i \) is therefore,

\[
U(u_i, Q) = EU_i(v_i) \bigg|_{v_i = g(u_i)} \iff \\
U(u_i, Q) = (u_i - g(u_i)) \cdot \Phi(u_i) + \int_{Q}^{u_i} Y(\omega) \cdot g'(\omega) \cdot d\omega \quad (6.17)
\]

We will use this utility in the next theorems.

**Theorem 7.** If the starting price is \( Q_s \geq 0 \), a second round of bidding exists with probability \( (1 - p) (p \neq 0, 1) \), the utility of the agents in the second round is drawn from distribution \( H(u) \), and each agent \( i \), in fact, has utility in the second round \( \tilde{u}_i \simeq u_i \), that is similar to the utility in the first round. Then the equilibrium strategy is the solution of the differential equation

\[
(u_i - g(u_i)) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(u_i)}{g'(u_i)} = (\Phi(u_i) - Y(u_i)) \cdot \Psi(u_i, g(u_i)) \quad (6.18)
\]
where
\[
\Psi(u_i, Q) = 1 + \frac{1 - p}{p} \cdot \tilde{\Phi}(Q) \cdot \tilde{Y}(Q) - e^{u_i} \cdot \tilde{\Phi}(u_i) \cdot \int_Q^{\tilde{Y}(\omega)} \frac{\Phi(\omega)}{\Phi(\omega) - \tilde{Y}(\omega)} \cdot d\omega
\]
and the boundary condition is \( g(Q_s) = Q_s \).

**Proof.** If the auction closes at the first round, then the expected utility is given by Equation 6.16
\[
U_i^{(1)}(v_i) = (u_i - v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + \int_{Q_s}^{v_i} Y(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega
\]
In the second round, the agent’s expected utility \( U(u_i, Q) \) is given by Equation 6.17, where \( g(u) \) is the equilibrium strategy (given by Equation 6.14), which is used to maximize the utility. Note that in this case, we must substitute \( \Phi(x) \) and \( Y(x) \) with \( \tilde{\Phi}(x) \) and \( \tilde{Y}(x) \), since in the second round the utilities are drawn from \( H(u) \).

The price \( Q \) at start of the second round depends on the bids placed in the first round:
- If \( B^{(m)} > v_i \) then \( Q = B^{(m)} \).
- If \( B^{(m-1)} > v_i \geq B^{(m)} \), then the agent submitted the \( m^{th} \) price, so \( Q = v_i \).
- If \( v_i \geq B^{(m-1)} \), then \( Q = B^{(m-1)} \).

Note that (see derivation of Equation 6.13)
\[
Prob[B^{(m-1)} \leq v] = Y(g^{-1}(v))
\]
and
\[
Prob[B^{(m)} \leq v] = \Phi(g^{-1}(v))
\]
and that
\[
Prob[Q = v_i] = Prob[B^{(m-1)} > v_i \geq B^{(m)}] = Prob[B^{(m)} \leq v_i] - Prob[B^{(m-1)} \leq v_i] = \\
\Phi(g^{-1}(v)) - Y(g^{-1}(v))
\]
It is also \( U(u_i, Q) = 0, \forall Q > u_i \), since the agent does not wish to participate in that case. In addition \( Q \geq Q_s \), since the agents cannot subtract bids, and thus, can only
increase the bid price of the auction.

As a result, we can now compute $U_i^{(2)}$ as follows:

$$U_i^{(2)} = \int_{Q_s}^u U(u_i, \omega) \cdot \text{Prob}[Q = \omega] \cdot d\omega =$$

$$\int_{Q_s}^{v_i} U(u_i, \omega) \cdot \text{Prob}[Q = \omega] \cdot d\omega + U(u_i, v_i) \cdot \text{Prob}[Q = v_i]$$

$$+ \int_{v_i}^{u_i} U(u_i, \omega) \cdot \text{Prob}[Q = \omega] \cdot d\omega =$$

$$\int_{Q_s}^{v_i} U(u_i, \omega) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} = \omega] \cdot d\omega + U(u_i, v_i) \cdot \text{Prob}[Q = v_i]$$

$$+ \int_{v_i}^{u_i} U(u_i, \omega) \cdot \text{Prob}[B^{(m)} = \omega] \cdot d\omega \Leftrightarrow$$

$$U_i^{(2)} = \int_{Q_s}^{v_i} U(u_i, \omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} Y(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega + U(u_i, v_i) \cdot \{\Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) - Y(g^{-1}(v_i))\}$$

$$+ \int_{v_i}^{u_i} U(u_i, \omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} \Phi(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega$$

The expected utility for both rounds is thus,

$$EU_i(v_i) = p \cdot U_i^{(1)} + (1 - p) \cdot U_i^{(2)} \Leftrightarrow$$

$$EU_i(v_i) = p \cdot \{ (u_i - v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + \int_{Q_s}^{v_i} Y(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega \}$$

$$+ (1 - p) \cdot \{ \int_{Q_s}^{v_i} U(u_i, \omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} Y(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega + U(u_i, v_i) \cdot \{\Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) - Y(g^{-1}(v_i))\}$$

$$+ \int_{v_i}^{u_i} U(u_i, \omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} \Phi(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega \}$$

(6.19)

The bid $v_i$ that maximizes $EU_i(v_i)$ can be found by setting

$$\frac{dU_i(v_i)}{dv_i} = 0 \Leftrightarrow$$

$$p \cdot \{(u_i - v_i) \cdot \frac{d}{dv_i} \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) - \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + Y(g^{-1}(v_i))\}$$

$$+ (1 - p) \cdot \frac{\partial U(u_i, v_i)}{\partial v_i} \cdot \{\Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) - Y(g^{-1}(v_i))\} = 0 \Leftrightarrow$$
\[(u_i - v_i) \cdot \Phi'(g^{-1}(v_i)) \cdot \frac{g'(g^{-1}(v_i))}{g'(u_i)} = (1 - \frac{1 - p}{p} \cdot \partial U(u_i, v_i)) \cdot (\Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) - Y(g^{-1}(v_i)))\]

Since \(v_i = g(u_i)\) we get

\[(u_i - g(u_i)) \cdot \Phi'(u_i) \cdot \frac{g'(u_i)}{g'(u_i)} = (1 - \frac{1 - p}{p} \cdot \partial U(u_i, v_i) \bigg|_{v_i=g(u_i)}) \cdot (\Phi(u_i) - Y(u_i))\]

and if we set

\[\Psi(u_i, Q) = 1 - \frac{1 - p}{p} \cdot \frac{\partial U(u, Q)}{\partial Q} =
\]

\[1 + \frac{1 - p}{p} \cdot \frac{\bar{\Phi}(Q) - \bar{Y}(Q)}{\bar{\Phi}(u_i) - \bar{Y}(u_i)} \cdot e^{\int_Q^u \frac{-\bar{Y}'(\omega)}{\bar{\Phi}(\omega) - \bar{Y}(\omega)} \cdot d\omega} \cdot (\bar{\Phi}(u_i) + \int_Q^u \frac{\bar{Y}(\omega) \cdot \bar{\Phi}'(\omega)}{\Phi(\omega) - \bar{Y}(\omega)} \cdot d\omega)\]

the differential equation becomes

\[(u_i - g(u_i)) \cdot \Phi'(u_i) = (\Phi(u_i) - Y(u_i)) \cdot \Psi(u_i, g(u_i))\]

If \(u_i = Q_s\), then the agent must bid \(v_i = Q_s\), hence, the boundary condition.

**Theorem 8.** *If the starting price is \(Q_s \geq 0\), a second round of bidding exists with probability \((1 - p)\) \((p \neq 0, 1)\), the utility of the other agents in the second round is drawn from distribution \(H(u)\), and each agent \(i\) knows (more accurately for itself) that its own utility \(\bar{u}_i\) is drawn from distribution \(G(u)\), then the equilibrium strategy is the solution of the differential equation*

\[\left(\frac{u_i - g(u_i)}{g'(u_i)} + \frac{1 - p}{p} \cdot U_L(g(u_i))) \cdot \Phi'(u_i)\right) = \left(\Phi(u_i) - Y(u_i)\right) \cdot \Psi(g(u_i)) \tag{6.20}\]

where

\[\Psi(Q) = 1 + \frac{1 - p}{p} \cdot \left\{ \int_Q^{+\infty} \frac{\bar{\Phi}(z) - \bar{Y}(Q)}{-\bar{\Phi}'(\omega) \cdot \Phi(z) - \bar{Y}(z)} \cdot e^{\int_Q^z \frac{-\bar{Y}'(\omega)}{\Phi(\omega) - \bar{Y}(\omega)} \cdot d\omega} \cdot \bar{\Phi}(z) + \int_Q^z \frac{\bar{Y}(\omega) \cdot \bar{\Phi}'(\omega)}{\Phi(\omega) - \bar{Y}(\omega)} \cdot d\omega \right\} \cdot dz +
\]

\[\sum_{k=0}^{m-1} \frac{N \cdot (m-k)}{m \cdot (N-k)} \cdot C(N-1,k) \cdot \{(N-1-k) \cdot H'(Q) \cdot (H(Q))^{N-2-k} \cdot (1-H(Q))^k \} \cdot \int_Q^Q G(\omega) \cdot d\omega - k \cdot H'(Q) \cdot (H(Q))^{N-1-k} \cdot (1-H(Q))^{(k-1)} \cdot \int_Q^Q G(\omega) \cdot d\omega + (H(Q))^{N-1-k} \cdot (1-H(Q))^k \cdot G(Q)\}\]

\[\tag{6.21}\]
and

\[ U_L(Q) = -\sum_{k=0}^{m-1} \left\{ \frac{N \cdot (m-k)}{m \cdot (N-k)} \cdot C(N-1, k) \cdot (H(Q))^{N-1-k} \cdot (1-H(Q))^k \cdot \int_0^Q G(\omega) \cdot d\omega \right\} \]

(6.22)

The boundary condition is \( g(Q_s) = Q_s \).

**Proof.** Initially, we must compute the expected gain of utility (actually it’s negative, so it’s a loss) \( U_L(Q) \), if the agent is a winner in the first round, and in the second his utility \( \tilde{u}_i < Q \). The agent is forced (by the rules) to keep a bid of at least \( Q \) in the auction; so it puts a bid \( \tilde{v}_i = Q \).

Let us assume that exactly \( k \) of the other agents wish to buy the goods.

If \( k \geq m \), there is no problem, and the utility difference is 0.

However if \( k < m \), there are \((m-k)\) units that must be sold randomly to some of the previous winners. We can compute that the probability of the event \( B \), that any of the \((m-k)\) winners in the first round (including our agent) will be forced to buy a ticket equal to

\[ \text{Prob}(B) = \frac{N \cdot (m-k)}{m \cdot (N-k)} \]

In order to compute this probability, we must assume that \( j : 0 \leq j \leq k \) out of those \( k \) agents were winners also in the first round. The probability of this event \( A_j \), that exactly \( j \) out of the \( k \) winners in the second round were also winners in the first round, can be computed as follows. Since our own agent was also a winner in the first round, there are \((N-1)\) other agents from which \((m-1)\) won the first round. Since the probability distributions for the utilities of the other \((N-1)\) agents are identical, this means that each possible combination of winners has the same probability, which is \( \frac{1}{C(N-1,m-1)} \).

However, for the case that we are interested in, we know that exactly \( j \) out of the group of \( k \) winners in the second round, and exactly \((m-1-j)\) out of the remaining \((N-1-k)\)

\[ \text{This is bigger than} \ \frac{m-k}{m}, \text{because some of the} \ k \text{agents might have been winners on the first round as well.} \]
agents were winners in the first round. Therefore, the number of combinations that fit our desired event is $C(k, j) \cdot C(N - 1 - k, m - 1 - j)$. Thus, the probability that exactly $j$ out of the $k$ winners in the second round were also winners in the first round is

$$Prob(A_j) = \frac{C(k, j) \cdot C(N - 1 - k, m - 1 - j)}{C(N - 1, m - 1)}$$

Note that (see lemma 3)

$$\sum_{j=0}^{k} \frac{C(k, j) \cdot C(N - 1 - k, m - 1 - j)}{C(N - 1, m - 1)} = 1$$

There are $(m - j)$ initial winners left that do not wish to purchase an item in the second round; the remaining $(m - k)$ items must be divided among the $(m - j)$ agents randomly, with the same probability to each agent. Therefore, the probability that an agent will have to purchase an undesirable item in the case that $j$ agents were winners in both rounds is

$$Prob(B|A_j) = \frac{m - k}{m - j}$$

Hence, the probability of the event $B$ that any of the $(M - k)$ winners in the first round will have to buy a ticket is

$$Prob(B) = \sum_{j=0}^{k} Prob(B|A_j) \cdot Prob(A_j) \Leftrightarrow$$

$$\sum_{j=0}^{k} \left(1 - \frac{k - j}{m - j}\right) \cdot \frac{C(k, j) \cdot C(N - 1 - k, m - 1 - j)}{C(N - 1, m - 1)} =$$

$$\sum_{j=0}^{k} \frac{C(k, j) \cdot C(N - 1 - k, m - 1 - j)}{C(N - 1, m - 1)} - \sum_{j=0}^{k-1} \frac{k - j}{m - j} \cdot \frac{C(k, j) \cdot C(N - 1 - k, m - 1 - j)}{C(N - 1, m - 1)}$$

From Lemma 3, we know that

$$\sum_{j=0}^{k} \frac{C(k, j) \cdot C(N - 1 - k, m - 1 - j)}{C(N - 1, m - 1)} = 1$$
and also it is
\[ \sum_{j=0}^{k-1} \frac{k-j}{m-j} \cdot \frac{C(k,j) \cdot C(N-1-k, m-j)}{m} = \]
\[ \sum_{j=0}^{k-1} \frac{k}{N-k} \cdot \frac{C(k-1,j) \cdot C(N-k, m-j)}{m} \cdot \frac{N-m}{m} = \]
\[ \frac{k}{N-k} \cdot \frac{N-m}{m} \sum_{j=0}^{k-1} \frac{C(k-1,j) \cdot C(N-k, m-j)}{m} = \]
\[ \frac{k}{N-k} \cdot \frac{N-m}{m} \]
(because of lemma 3)

Thus,
\[ Prob(B) = 1 - \frac{k}{N-k} \cdot \frac{N-m}{m} \Leftrightarrow \]
\[ Prob(B) = \frac{N \cdot (m-k)}{m \cdot (N-k)} \]

The probability that \( k \) of the other agents will have utilities \( \tilde{u}_j \geq Q \) is (see Lemma 2)
\[ C(N-1,k) \cdot (H(Q))^{N-1-k} \cdot (1 - H(Q))^k \]
and, if selected, the utility difference is
\[ \tilde{u}_i - Q \]

Thus, the expected utility difference \( U_L(\tilde{u}_i, Q) \) is
\[ U_L(\tilde{u}_i, Q) = \sum_{k=0}^{m-1} \left\{ \frac{N \cdot (m-k)}{m \cdot (N-k)} \cdot C(N-1,k) \cdot (H(Q))^{N-1-k} \cdot (1 - H(Q))^k \cdot (\tilde{u}_i - Q) \right\} \]
if \( \tilde{u}_i < Q \).

If \( \tilde{u}_i \geq Q \), then we can’t have this case, since the agent would wish to participate. Since the value of the utility \( \tilde{u}_i \) is not known, but the distribution \( G(u) \), from which it is drawn, is the total utility difference (loss actually), because of forced bidding of the agents that won the first round, is
\[ U_L(Q) = \int_0^Q U_L(\tilde{u}_i, Q) \cdot Prob[\tilde{u}_i = \omega] \cdot d\omega \]
Note also, that
\[
\int_0^Q (\bar{u}_i - Q) \cdot \text{Prob}[\bar{u}_i = \omega] \cdot d\omega = \int_0^Q G(\omega) \cdot d\omega
\]

It is therefore,
\[
U_L(Q) = - \sum_{k=0}^{m-1} \left\{ \frac{N \cdot (m - k)}{m \cdot (N - k)} \cdot C(N - 1, k) \cdot (H(Q))^{N-1-k} \cdot (1 - H(Q))^k \cdot \int_0^Q G(\omega) \cdot d\omega \right\}
\]

The expected utility for the agent at the second round (without the inclusion of the utility difference stated in Equation 6.22) is
\[
\bar{U}(Q) = \int_Q^{+\infty} U(\omega, Q) \cdot \text{Prob}[\bar{u}_i = \omega] \cdot d\omega
\]

This is because, if \( \bar{u}_i < Q \), then the utility gained is 0.

If \( \bar{u}_i \geq Q \), then the utility gained is \( U(\omega, Q) \), and it is computed by Equations 6.14 and 6.17, in which \( \Phi(x) \) and \( Y(x) \) are replaced by
\[
\bar{\Phi}(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} C(N - 1, i) \cdot (H(x))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1 - H(x))^i
\]

and
\[
\bar{Y}(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-2} C(N - 1, i) \cdot (H(x))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1 - H(x))^i
\]

Both utilities \( \bar{U}(Q) \) and \( U_L(Q) \) depend on the price \( Q \) at the start of the second round, which in turn depends on the bids placed in the first round.

If \( B^{(m)} > v_i \), then \( Q = B^{(m)} \); in this case, the agent does not win in the first round, so there is no utility loss in the second round.

If \( B^{(m-1)} > v_i \geq B^{(m)} \), then the agent submitted the \( m^{th} \) price, so \( Q = v_i \), and if \( v_i \geq B^{(m-1)} \), then \( Q = B^{(m-1)} \); in both of these cases, there is an expected loss in the second round.

Note that (see proof of Theorem 6)
\[
\text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq v] = Y(g^{-1}(v))
\]
and

\[ \text{Prob}[B^{(m)} \leq v] = \Phi(g^{-1}(v)) \]

and that

\[ \text{Prob}[Q = v_i] = \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} > v_i \geq B^{(m)}] = \text{Prob}[B^{(m)} \leq v_i] - \text{Prob}[B^{(m-1)} \leq v_i] = \Phi(g^{-1}(v)) - Y(g^{-1}(v)) \]

As a result, we can now compute the expected utility, if a second round does exist, \( U_i^{(2)} \) as follows:

\[
U_i^{(2)} = \int_{0}^{u_i} U(\omega) \cdot \text{Prob}[Q = \omega] \cdot d\omega = \\
\int_{0}^{v_i} (\tilde{U}(\omega) + U_L(\omega)) \cdot \text{Prob}[Q = \omega] \cdot d\omega + (\tilde{U}(v_i) + U_L(v_i)) \cdot \text{Prob}[Q = v_i] \\
+ \int_{v_i}^{u_i} \tilde{U}(\omega) \cdot \text{Prob}[Q = \omega] \cdot d\omega \Rightarrow \\
U_i^{(2)} = \int_{0}^{v_i} (\tilde{U}(\omega) + U_L(\omega)) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} Y(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega \\
+(\tilde{U}(v_i) + U_L(v_i)) \cdot \left\{ \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) - Y(g^{-1}(v_i)) \right\} + \int_{v_i}^{u_i} \tilde{U}(\omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} \Phi(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega
\]

The expected utility if the auction closes at the first round \( U_i^{(1)} \) is given by Equation 6.16, when \( Q \) is replaced by \( Q_s \) is inserted, since the price is \( Q_s \) at the beginning of the first round.

The expected utility for both rounds is

\[
EU_i(v_i) = p \cdot U_i^{(1)} + (1 - p) \cdot U_i^{(2)} \iff \\
EU_i(v_i) = p \cdot \left\{ (u_i - v_i) \cdot \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) + \int_{Q_s}^{v_i} Y(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega \right\} + (\tilde{U}(v_i) + U_L(v_i)) \cdot \left\{ \Phi(g^{-1}(v_i)) - Y(g^{-1}(v_i)) \right\} + \int_{v_i}^{u_i} \tilde{U}(\omega) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} \Phi(g^{-1}(\omega)) \cdot d\omega
\]

(6.23)
We find the equilibrium by setting
\[ \frac{dU_i(v_i)}{dv_i} = 0 \]
and then substituting
\[ v_i = g(u_i) \]
In the end, we get the differential equation
\[ (u_i - g(u_i) + \frac{1-p}{p} \cdot U_L(g(u_i))) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(u_i)}{g'(u_i)} = (1 - \frac{1-p}{p} \cdot (\tilde{U}'(g(u_i)) + U_L'(g(u_i)))) \cdot (\Phi(u_i) - Y(u_i)) \]
Let us set
\[ \Psi(Q) = 1 - \frac{1-p}{p} \cdot (\tilde{U}'(Q) + U_L'(Q)) \]
therefore,
\[ \Psi(Q) = 1 + \frac{1-p}{p} \cdot \left\{ \int_Q^\infty G'(z) \cdot \frac{\Phi(Q) - \tilde{Y}(Q)}{\Phi(z) - \tilde{Y}(z)} \cdot e^{Q \int_Q^\infty \frac{-\Phi'(\omega)}{\Phi(\omega)} \cdot d\omega} \cdot (\tilde{\Phi}(z) + \int_Q^z \tilde{Y}(\omega) \cdot \tilde{\Phi}'(\omega) \cdot d\omega) \cdot dz + \sum_{k=0}^{m-1} \frac{N \cdot (m-k)}{m \cdot (N-k)} \cdot C(N-1, k) \cdot ((N-1-k) \cdot H'(Q) \cdot (H(Q))^{N-2-k} \cdot (1-H(Q))^k \cdot \int_0^Q G(\omega) \cdot d\omega - k \cdot H'(Q) \cdot (H(Q))^{N-1-k} \cdot (1-H(Q))^k \cdot G(Q)) \right\} \]
where (as stated earlier)
\[ \tilde{\Phi}(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} C(N-1, i) \cdot (H(x))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1-H(x))^i \]
and
\[ \tilde{Y}(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-2} C(N-1, i) \cdot (H(x))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1-H(x))^i \]
Then the differential equation becomes
\[ (u_i - g(u_i) + \frac{1-p}{p} \cdot U_L(g(u_i))) \cdot \frac{\Phi'(u_i)}{g'(u_i)} = (\Phi(u_i) - Y(u_i)) \cdot \Psi(g(u_i)) \]
The boundary condition is \( g(Q_s) = Q_s \), as the agent only has the choice of bidding
\[ v_i = Q_s, \text{ when } u_i = Q_s. \]
6.2 Bayes-Nash Equilibria for Multiple Round Auctions

In this section, we present the extensions of the equilibria that were computed for the two-round auction to the $R$-round auction, where $R \geq 2$.

By following the methodology that we applied in Section 6.1, we can derive the systems of differential equations that are necessary, in order to compute an equilibrium for an auction that closes at multiple possible times, and not just two, as was the case in the theorems that were presented. We break the auction into more rounds, compute the utility for the last two rounds (e.g. solving Equation 6.20 and then substituting in Equation 6.23), and then recursively compute the expected utilities for the previous rounds, using the last utility function as the next round’s utility function, until the first round is reached.

6.2.1 Formal Definition of the Problem

We assume that $N$ risk-neutral agents wish to buy 1 unit each of a certain good. An independent seller sells $m$ units of the desired good in an $m^{th}$ price auction, i.e., the good is sold to the agents which submitted the $m$ highest bids at a price equal to the lowest winning bid. The agents have valuations (utilities) $u^r_i$ at each round $r$ which are i.i.d. with probability distribution $F_r(u)$. Each agent knows its own valuation and the distribution $F_r(u)$. The probability that a round $r$ will be the final one (when the auction closes), is known and equal to $p_r$; therefore, there can be one or more later rounds with probability $(1 - p_r)$. At each round, the agents can submit new bids as long as they are greater or equal to the bid price $Q_r$, from the end of the previous round. Once more, we can make the same assumptions about what each agent $i$ knows about its utility $u^r_i$ in a later round $r'$, when it is currently evaluating its bid for round $r$.

- $u^r_i, \forall r' > r$ can be assumed to be similar to the utility $u^r_i$ of the current round
Theorem 9 provides the system of differential equations that define the most general equilibrium for this case.

We implement this equilibrium solution and compute it for both the uniform and experimentally derived distribution of utilities for functions $F_r(u)$ in Section 6.2.3.

- The agent might not know anything about $u'_i$, $\forall r' > r$, other than that they are drawn from $F_r(u)$ (this is the same information that it has about the other agent’s valuations). Theorem 10 provides the system of differential equations that define the most general equilibrium for this case, when $G_r(u)$ is substituted by $F_r(u)$.

- The agent might know that its future utilities $u'_i$, $\forall r' > r$ are drawn from a more “tight” and accurate distribution $G_r(u)$ instead of $F_r(u)$. Theorem 10 provides the system of differential equations that define the most general equilibrium for this case.

We implement this equilibrium solution and compute it for both the uniform and experimentally derived distribution of utilities for functions $F_r(u)$ and $G_r(u)$ in Section 6.2.3.

Once more the agents may not subtract bids, and therefore, must bid for any room they were winning in the previous round at a price $v'_i \geq Q_r$, where $Q_r$ is the current price at this round. Thus, any undesired rooms are awarded randomly to winners from the previous rounds.

We will use the following functions in the theorems that follow:

$$
\Phi_r(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} C(N - 1, i) \cdot (F_r(x))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1 - F_r(x))^i
$$

and

$$
Y_r(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{m-2} C(N - 1, i) \cdot (F_r(x))^{N-1-i} \cdot (1 - F_r(x))^i
$$
6.2.2 Computing the Equilibria

The following Theorems (9 and 10) are based on Theorems 7 and 8. The derivation process, almost the same, with the only difference being that the expected utility of the next round is not substituted into the equations. In the end, when we solve the \( R \)-round equilibrium, we get a system of ordinary differential equations, the solution of each depending on the solution of the next round. Note also, that the differential equations of both theorems are dependent on \( Q_r \), only because of the boundary condition, which is \( g(Q_r, Q_r) = Q_r \) for any given \( Q_r \).

**Theorem 9.** If the starting price of the current round \( r \) is \( Q_r \geq 0 \), the next round of bidding \((r+1)\) exists with probability \( (1 - p_r) \) \((p_r \neq 0, 1)\) and the utility of the agents in round \( r \) is drawn from the distribution \( F_r(u) \) (and each agent \( i \) in fact has utility \( u_i^* \) of a similar value to the utility \( u_i \) of the first round) then the equilibrium strategy \( g_r(u_i, Q_r) \) is the solution of the differential equation

\[
(u_i - g_r(u_i, Q_r)) \cdot \frac{\partial^2 u_i}{\partial u_i^2} = (\Phi_r(u_i) - Y_r(u_i)) \cdot \Psi_r(u_i, g_r(u_i, Q_r)) \tag{6.24}
\]

where

\[
\Psi_r(u, x) = 1 - \frac{1 - p_r}{p_r} \cdot \frac{\partial U_{r+1}(u, x)}{\partial x}
\]

and \( U_{r+1}(u, Q_{r+1}) \) is the expected utility at round \((r+1)\), when the agent’s utility is \( u_i \) and the starting price is \( Q_{r+1} \).

The boundary condition is \( g(u_i, Q_r) = Q_r \), when \( u_i = Q_r \).

The expected utility at round \( r \) given that \( g_r(u_i, Q_r) \) has been computed is

\[
U_r(u_i, Q_r) = p_r \cdot \left\{ (u_i - g_r(u_i, Q_r)) \cdot \Phi_r(u_i) + \int_{Q_r}^{u_i} Y_r(\omega) \cdot g_r(\omega, Q_r) \cdot d\omega \right\} \nonumber
\]

\[
+ (1 - p_r) \cdot \left\{ \int_{Q_r}^{u_i} U_{r+1}(u_i, g_r(\omega, Q_r)) \cdot Y_r(\omega) \cdot d\omega + U_{r+1}(u_i, g_r(u_i, Q_r)) \cdot \left\{ \Phi_r(u_i) - Y_r(u_i) \right\} \right. \nonumber
\]

\[
\left. + \int_{u_i}^{g_r^{-1}(u_i, Q_r)} U_{r+1}(u_i, g_r(\omega, Q_r)) \cdot \Phi_r'(\omega) \cdot d\omega \right\} \tag{6.25}
\]
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 7, with the exception that the utility of the next round is not substituted into the equations. The expected utility $U_r$ is then computed by substituting the solution $g_r(u_i, Q_r)$ into Equation 6.19. It should be noted that because of the boundary condition, $g_r$ as it appears in Theorem 7 is also dependent on the value of $Q_r$, so it is really $g_r(u_i, Q_r)$.

It is now possible to compute the strategy at any round $r, r \in \{1, \ldots, R\}$. At the beginning, the agent computes the strategy $g_R(u, Q)$ and utility $U_R(u_i, Q)$ of round $R$ (last round), using Equations 6.24 and 6.25 as it is suggested in Theorem 9. We then apply the same equations one more time to compute the strategy and utility at round $(R - 1)$ using $U_R(u_i, Q)$, etc. until round 1 is reached.

Theorem 10. If the starting price of the current round $r$ is $Q_r \geq 0$, the next round of bidding $(r + 1)$ exists with probability $(1 - p_r)$ ($p_r \neq 0, 1$), and the utility of the agents in round $r$ is drawn from the distribution $F_r(u)$ (and each agent $i$ knows more accurately that, in fact, its utility $u^r_i$ is drawn from distribution $G_r(u)$) then the equilibrium strategy $g_r(u^r_i, Q_r)$ is the solution of the differential equation

$$(u^r_i - g_r(u^r_i, Q_r) + \frac{1}{p_r} \cdot U^r_L(g_r(u^r_i, Q_r))) \cdot \frac{\Phi'_r(u_i)}{\partial g_r(u^r_i, Q_r)} = (\Phi_r(u^r_i) - Y_r(u^r_i)) \cdot \Psi_r(g_r(u^r_i, Q_r))$$

(6.26)

where

$$\Psi_r(x) = 1 - \frac{1 - p_r}{p_r} \cdot \frac{d}{dx} (\tilde{U}^{r+1}(x) + U^{r+1}_L(x))$$

and

$$U^{r+1}_L(Q) =$$

$$- \sum_{k=0}^{m-1} \left\{ \frac{N \cdot (m - k)}{m \cdot (N - k)} \cdot C(N - 1, k) \cdot (F_{r+1}(Q_{r+1}))^{N-1-k} \cdot (1 - F_{r+1}(Q_{r+1}))^k \cdot \int_0^Q G_{R=1}(\omega) \cdot d\omega \right\}$$
and the expected utility at round \( r \) when \( u^r_i \) is drawn from \( G_r(u) \) is

\[
\tilde{U}^r(Q_r) = \int_{Q_r}^{+\infty} U_r(\omega, Q_r) \cdot \frac{d}{d\omega} G_r(\omega) \cdot d\omega
\]  

(6.27)

The boundary condition is \( g(u_i, Q_r) = Q_r \), when \( u_i = Q_r \).

\( U_r(u^r_i, Q_r) \) is the expected utility at round \( r \), when the agent’s utility is \( u^r_i \) and the starting price is \( Q_r \) and given that \( g_r(u^r_i, Q_r) \) has been computed it is

\[
U_r(u^r_i, Q_r) = p_r \cdot \{ (u^r_i - g_r(u^r_i, Q_r)) \cdot \Phi_r(u^r_i) + \int_{Q_r}^{u^r_i} Y_r(\omega) \cdot g'_r(\omega, Q_r) \cdot d\omega \} + (1 - p_r) \cdot \{ \int_{Q_r}^{u^r_i} \tilde{U}^{r+1}(g_r(\omega, Q_r)) \cdot Y'_r(\omega) \cdot d\omega + \tilde{U}^{r+1}(g_r(u^r_i, Q_r)) \cdot \{ \Phi_r(u^r_i) - Y_r(u^r_i) \} \}
\]

\[
+ \int_{u^r_i}^{u^r_i-1} \tilde{U}^{r+1}(g_r(\omega, Q_r)) \cdot \Phi'_r(\omega) \cdot d\omega \}
\]

(6.28)

**Proof.** The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 8, with the exception that the utility of the next round is not substituted into the equations. The expected utility \( U_r \) is then computed by substituting the solution \( g_r(u_i, Q_r) \) into Equation 6.23.\(^5\) It should be noted that because of the boundary condition, \( g_r \) as it appears in Theorem 8, is also dependent on the value of \( Q_r \), so it is really \( g_r(u_i, Q_r) \).

Another issue that is important to note is that \( \Psi_r, \tilde{U}^r \) and \( U_L^r \) may depend also on \( u^r_{i-1} \); this only happens if \( G_r(u) \) depends on \( u^r_{i-1} \), as will be the case in the second part of the next section.

Once more, it is possible to compute the strategy at any round \( r, r \in \{1, \ldots, R\} \) by computing the solution for round \( R \) and then continuing to apply Theorem 10 for the previous rounds until round 1 is reached.

\(^5\)Note that \( \tilde{U}^r(Q_r) \) is given by Equation 6.27 and that this integration can be taken out of the other integrals in Equation 6.23 and performed after all the other integrations are completed.
\[ E U_{r+1}(u, Q) := 0, \forall u, Q \]

for \( r := 8 \) to 1 do

\[ \Psi_r := \frac{\partial}{\partial Q} E U_{r+1}(u, Q), \forall u \]

\( \forall Q \) compute \( g_r(u, Q) \) by solving Differential Eq.

\( \forall u, Q \) compute \( E U_r(u, Q) \)

end for

---

Figure 6.2: Algorithm for solving the system of Theorem 9.

6.2.3 Numerical Evaluation Of Equilibrium Strategies

To apply the equilibria that we described in Section 6.2.2, we implemented the algorithms described by Theorems 9 and 10 using Matlab. Figure 6.2 provides the algorithm for this process for Theorem 9. We also applied Theorem 10, by considering that \( G_r(u) \) is equal to

\[ G_r(u) = F_r(u|u \geq u_{r-1}) \]

, meaning that we disregard any value of \( u \) that is smaller than the utility in the previous round; this is reasonable for TAC, since utilities rarely decrease between rounds. We only need to add one step to the algorithm of Figure 6.2: at the end of the “for loop”, we add one more step (see Equation 6.27) in order to compute the utility of this round when the utility \( u^*_i \) is only known to be drawn from distribution \( G_r(u) \).

We computed both of these equilibria for three different cases:

1. Uniform distribution, \( N = 2 \) agents buying \( m = 1 \) item; this case was used in order to compare the results of the algorithm with the known solution (e.g. for 2 rounds as shown in Figure 6.1).

2. Uniform distribution, \( N = 64 \) agents buying \( m = 16 \) items; this uses the uniform
Figure 6.3: The experimental distribution $F_r(u)$ for round $r$ ($r$ takes values between 1 and 8 as shown by the lines from top to bottom respectively) that we used for our experiments. It has been created by sampling the utilities from a large number of real TAC games.
distribution, and the proper number of agents and items for a real TAC game.

3. Experiment derived distribution, $N = 64$ agents buying $m = 16$ items. Since our stated goal was to apply these equilibria to a TAC agent in order to generate one more “partial” strategy, we collected the utilities of the hotel rooms from a large number of actual games and used these to create the distributions $F_r(u)$ and $G_r(u)$. The cdf of the distribution $F_r(u)$ that we use in the formulas for the equilibria is presented in Figure 6.3. We make sure that the distributions and their derivatives are continuous, so that we can apply a Runge-Kutta method. To do this, we group all the samples in buckets of size 2, and then to make it continuous, we expand each bucket to a normal distribution with $\sigma = 2$ and center equal to the center of the bucket.\(^6\)

In the next pages, we graph the bid functions $g_r(u, Q)$ and expected utilities $EU_r(u, Q)$ for the 3 cases mentioned.

**Uniform Distribution, $N = 2$ agents, $m = 1$ item**

Figures 6.4 through 6.18 show the equilibria computed, based on both Theorems (9 and 10), as well as the expected utilities for some of the rounds. The rounds not presented here have equilibria which have similarities to the previous and next rounds, and thus, we omit them.

Note also that the equilibrium for round 8 is the same for both versions (based on both theorems) since the utility of the next round is 0 (a next round does not exist).

In addition, we observe that the equilibrium solution given by Theorem 10 is lower for $\forall u, Q$ at every round, which is something that we expected.

\(^6\)This is the most common way for turning sampled discrete distributions into continuous ones used in statistics.
Figure 6.4: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 8 in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$. The equilibrium from Theorem 10 is the same.

The last observation that can be made is that the solution at each round is very similar to the solution that we would get if instead of several later rounds (with probability $(1 - p)$ that the auction will close later), we only have one possible later round (again with probability $(1 - p)$ that the auction does not close at this round, but at the next one).
Figure 6.5: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 7, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$.

Figure 6.6: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 7, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$. 
Figure 6.7: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 5, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$.

Figure 6.8: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 5, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$. 
Figure 6.9: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 3, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$.

Figure 6.10: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 3, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$. 
Figure 6.11: Equilibrium strategy \( g_1(u, Q) \) of Theorem 9 for round 1, in the case of a uniform distribution with \( N = 2 \) and \( m = 1 \).

Figure 6.12: Equilibrium strategy \( g_{r_1}(u, Q) \) of Theorem 10 for round 1, in the case of a uniform distribution with \( N = 2 \) and \( m = 1 \).
Figure 6.13: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 9 for round 8, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$.

Figure 6.14: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 10 for round 8, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$. 
Figure 6.15: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 9 for round 5, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$.

Figure 6.16: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 10 for round 5, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$. 
Figure 6.17: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 9 for round 1, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$.

Figure 6.18: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 10 for round 1, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 2$ and $m = 1$. 
Figure 6.19: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 8, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. The equilibrium from Theorem 10 is the same.

**Uniform Distribution, $N = 64$ agents, $m = 16$ item**

Figures 6.19 through 6.33 show the equilibria computed, based on both Theorems (9 and 10), as well as the expected utilities for some of the rounds. The rounds not presented here have equilibria which have similarities to the previous and next rounds, and thus, we omit them.

An interesting observation that can be made here is that, because of the fact that many more agents participate, compared to the number of items offered, the equilibrium solution in all rounds is to bid very close to the actual utility. In this case, the agent makes a profit by the fact that its bid is likely not to be the $m^{th}$ price, and thus, pays less most of the time than its actual bid, if it wins.
Figure 6.20: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 7, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.21: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 7, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.22: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 5, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.23: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 5, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.24: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 3, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.25: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 3, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.26: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 1, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.27: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 1, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.28: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 9 for round 8, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.29: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 10 for round 8, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.30: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 9 for round 5, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.31: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 10 for round 5, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.32: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 9 for round 1, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.33: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 10 for round 1, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.34: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 8, in the case of a uniform distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. The equilibrium from Theorem 10 is the same.

**Experiment Derived Distribution, $N = 64$ agents, $m = 16$ item**

Figures 6.34 through 6.56 show the equilibria computed, based on both Theorems (9 and 10), as well as the expected utilities for some of the rounds.

In this section, we give the bid function $g_r(u, Q)$ for all rounds; the fact that the utility distribution $F_r(u)$ is different in every round causes the bid function to vary significantly between different rounds. In the later rounds, it is advisable to bid close to the utility that the agent has, but in the early rounds, it is preferable to bid closer to the current price $Q$.

We used the results of the equilibrium from Theorem 9 in our agent to generate a “partial” strategy that bids in the way that is directed by function $g_r(u, Q)$. 
Figure 6.35: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 7, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.36: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 7, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.37: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 6, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.38: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 6, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.39: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 5, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.40: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 5, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.41: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 4, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.42: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 4, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.43: Equilibrium strategy \( g_r(u, Q) \) of Theorem 9 for round 3, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with \( N = 64 \) and \( m = 16 \).

Figure 6.44: Equilibrium strategy \( g_r(u, Q) \) of Theorem 10 for round 3, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with \( N = 64 \) and \( m = 16 \).
Figure 6.45: Equilibrium strategy \( g_r(u, Q) \) of Theorem 9 for round 2, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with \( N = 64 \) and \( m = 16 \).

Figure 6.46: Equilibrium strategy \( g_r(u, Q) \) of Theorem 10 for round 2, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with \( N = 64 \) and \( m = 16 \).
Figure 6.47: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 9 for round 1, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.48: Equilibrium strategy $g_r(u, Q)$ of Theorem 10 for round 1, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.49: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 9 for round 8, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.50: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 10 for round 8, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.51: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 9 for round 6, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.52: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 10 for round 6, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Figure 6.53: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 9 for round 4, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.54: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 10 for round 4, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 

Figure 6.55: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 9 for round 2, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$.

Figure 6.56: Expected utility $EU_r(u, Q)$ from Theorem 10 for round 2, in the case of the experiment derived distribution with $N = 64$ and $m = 16$. 
Chapter 7

Experiments
In this chapter, we describe how the second part of our methodology is applied, and we present the controlled experiments we performed in order to determine the overall best combination of partial strategies for both instances of the TAC game. We present the conclusions we drew from them, concerning the tradeoffs and the performance of the strategies described in Chapter 5. After all the experiments have been presented in each case, we discuss which version of the agent was used in each TAC competition, and the performance of our agent against the agents of other research teams.

7.1 Performance Evaluation Between Competing Agents

In Chapter 3, we did not mention what statistical test is appropriate for evaluating the performance difference between competing agents. Since we are interested in the difference in score between agents that participate in the same games (same experiment), the most relevant statistical test is the paired t-test. Given that, in most experiments we use pairs, and, in general, we have more than 1 instance of a each version participating in every experiment, we compute the t-test for all possible combinations of instances. This means that 8 t-tests will be computed if we have 2 instances of version A and 4 of version B. We consider the difference between the scores of the two versions to be significant, if all the tests produce values below 10% and, furthermore, if most of these values are less than 5%. In most experiments that we present later on, we have run enough tests to have the values be well below 5%. Determining that an agent is performing better than another is very important for our conclusions.

On the other hand, in order to conclude that the differences are relatively similar, we are considerably less strict. The reason for this is that, on a number of experiments,
applying a paired t-test on the scores of two different instances of the same agent, yields probabilities of the two distributions being equal, which can be as low as 50%.\textsuperscript{1} Furthermore, determining similarity in performance is somewhat less important than determining difference. Therefore, in general, we decided that the performance of two agents is relatively similar, if all the probabilities given by the t-test for all possible combinations of agents of those types, is above 50%\textsuperscript{2}.

7.1.1 Reducing the Number of Required Runs By Estimating the Effect of Random Parameters

The biggest drawback in our methodology is probably the fact that in order to get results with a reasonable amount of confidence for each experiment, we need to run a large number of games. In general, even in the related work of other researchers, e.g. [73, 96, 99], it is suggested that the best way to achieve statistical significance is to run a large number of games. If one also considers the fact that quite a few experiments are needed in order to explore the strategy space, this leads to a huge number of games and that takes a very long time to run. The large number of games, which is needed, is mostly due to the fact that the TAC game has an overwhelming number of randomness involved. So even when two instances of the same agent are running, they can get considerably different results in the same experiment, if only a few games are played. This is more of a problem during the finals of the Trading Agent Competition, when a very small number of games are played. To partially alleviate this problem, the University of Michigan group decided to perform a linear regression of the scores an agent gets over the finals

\textsuperscript{1}Usually this value is around 70 to 75%, but in one instance it fell to 30%; this happened in the last experiment presented in Section 7.3.1.

\textsuperscript{2}We might make an exception for one value, and allow it to be as low as 30%, if all the rest (at least 3 more combinations) are above 60%. That value is considered an outlier.
against a number of parameters that affect the scores; based on [48], we expect the bias in this method to go to 0 as the number of games increases. This was an interesting idea and a good starting point. However, we did not want to assume that two different games can be characterized just by these random parameters. In the case of our experiments, we have enough data to do more. Given that in most of our experiments we run pairs of the same agent, we can run a linear regression in order to minimize the difference between the scores of two instances of the same agent in the same game. This is the "least imposing" assumption that one could make about the scores in any game: that the same agent should perform similarly under similar conditions. We used this idea and we calculated the regressions and the adjustments for the experiment presented in Table 7.7. The average adjustments are presented next to the corresponding scores in the table. We also did the same for the experiment of Table 7.8. In both cases, the adjustments made by the agent were rather small, and it did not entirely succeed in equalizing the scores of the agents. However, an examination of the results demonstrates that, in most cases, the statistical confidence after adjusting the scores has increased (particularly in the first case), which indicates that we could get more accurate results with fewer experiments. Given that the adjustments that this process makes to the scores are rather small, we can reasonably argue that we are justified in doing this, while not altering the results of each experiment. For the record, the parameters found in each of the experiments to be the most relevant to the score (among the 10 parameters that we used) were:

1. the sum of the number of days an agent’s clients want their trips to last,

2. the sum of the rooms, per day, that an agent wants, weighted by the total demand for each day among all clients, and

3. the sum of the $n$ highest valuations of its clients’ entertainment preferences, where

---

3They have since refined their analysis. For the latest details on how they do this see [99].
Another parameter that was included, in some cases, was the sum of the hotel bonuses for each client. The correlation of the linear regression predictions against the actual values was between $R = 0.3$ to $R = 0.35$ in all these cases, which is quite good, considering the high number of randomness of the TAC game.

We also applied the same process on the experiments presented in Table 7.9. While this increases, to some degree, the statistical significance of the results, we got the impression that it was a bit less accurate than in the previous cases that we had used this method. The correlation of the linear regression predictions against the actual values was between $R = 0.27$ to $R = 0.34$ in all the experiments of that table. For more information on this see Section 7.3.1.

### 7.2 Experiments for Determining TAC 2001-2003 Agent

Since in the TAC 2001 game, we have two possible tradeoffs. We need to explore the strategy space in both dimensions by varying the strategies for both tradeoffs. We also evaluate the performance difference when adding three individual features:

1. Modeling the flight auctions’ prices and estimating the expected prices increase for each flight auction;

2. Using historical average prices when determining the Price Estimate Vectors;

3. Using the prices that constitute a Walrasian equilibrium as the values of the Price Estimate Vectors.

In the next sections, we provide the experimental results in each of these cases.
Notation

To distinguish between the different strategies (or versions) of the agent, we use the following notation:

- \(WB - xyz\), if it is a version based on our TAC 2001 agent;
- \(WB * xyz\), if it is a version based on our TAC 2002 and 2003 agent;\(^4\)

where the parameters \(x, y, z\) denote

- \(x\) denotes the features being used in the optimizer (mainly), and can be
  1. \(x = N\), if none of the features are used,
  2. \(x = M\), if modeling of flight auctions’ price is used,
  3. \(x = A\), if, in addition to modeling, the historical average prices are used in the price predictions, and
  4. \(x = W\), if, in addition to modeling and use of historical average prices, the agent used the prices from the Walrasian equilibrium at the beginning of the game.

- \(y\) denotes the strategy used for the flight ticket auctions and can be
  1. \(y = 0\), if all tickets are bought at the beginning of the game (early bidder), which is one of the two boundary strategies,
  2. \(y = 2\), if the other boundary strategy is used, which causes the agent to buy all tickets after two hotel room auctions have closed.\(^5\)

\(^4\)The reason why the two agents have different notations is because there was a significant number of changes and bug fixes between the two agents, which may or may not affect the results of the experiments.

\(^5\)Not taking into account that this might be modified by feature \(x = M\) (price predictions of flight auctions).
3. \( y = 1 \), if the agent uses the strategy that causes it to buy all tickets after the first hotel auction closes, and

4. \( y = S \), if the strategy based on strategic demand reduction is used.

- \( z \) denotes the strategy used for the hotel room auctions and can be

1. \( z = L \), if the strategy of lowest aggressiveness is used, that is the agent bids reasonably close to the current bid price of the auction,

2. \( z = H \), if the other boundary strategy of highest aggressiveness is used, which causes the agent to bid progressively closer to the marginal utility,

3. \( z = M \), if the strategy of medium aggressiveness is used, which mixes the behavior of the boundary strategies based on the marginal utility,

4. \( z = P \), if the strategy, which places bids at a price equal to a weighted sum of bids that would be placed by the boundary strategies, is used, and

5. \( z = E \), if the equilibrium strategy from Chapter 6 is used.

### 7.2.1 Modeling the Flight Auctions’ Prices

The first set of experiments was aimed at verifying our observation, that modeling the plane ticket prices improves the performance of the agent. We expected an improvement⁶, since the agent uses this information to bid later for tickets whose price will not increase much (therefore, achieving a greater flexibility at low cost), while bidding earlier for tickets whose price increases faster (reducing its cost). We ran 2 experiments with the following 4 versions: WB-N2L, WB-M2L, WB-M2M and WB-M2H. In the first, we ran 2 instances of each agent, while in the second we ran only one, and the other 4 slots were filled with the standard agent provided by the TAC support team. The

---

⁶A gain of 120 to 150 was expected, according to a rough estimate.
Table 7.1: Average scores of agents WB-N2L, WB-M2L, WB-M2M and WB-M2H. For experiment 1, the scores of the 2 instances of each agent type are also averaged. *The number inside the parentheses is the total number of games for each experiment, and this will be the case for every table.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>WB-N2L</th>
<th>WB-M2L</th>
<th>WB-M2M</th>
<th>WB-M2H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent 1</td>
<td>2087</td>
<td>2238</td>
<td>2387</td>
<td>2429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent 2</td>
<td>2087</td>
<td>2274</td>
<td>2418</td>
<td>2399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>2087</td>
<td>2256</td>
<td>2402</td>
<td>2414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(144)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(200)</td>
<td>3519</td>
<td>3581</td>
<td>3661</td>
<td>3656</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.1: Average scores for some agents that do, and some that do not, model the flight ticket prices. Two different experiments are presented. For the exact scores see Table 7.1.
Figure 7.2: Changes in agents’ average scores as the number of aggressive agents participating in the game increases. For the exact scores see Table 7.2.

results are presented in Table 7.1, and in Figure 7.1. The agents which model the plane ticket prices perform better than agent WB-N2L, which does not do so. The differences between WB-N2L and the other agents are statistically significant, except for the one between WB-N2L and WB-M2L in experiment 2. We also observed that WB-M2L is outperformed by agents WB-M2M and WB-M2H, which in turn achieve similar scores; these results are statistically significant for both experiments. Having determined that this modeling leads to significant improvement, we concentrated our attention only to agents using this feature. This means that in all the remaining experiments all the agents use this feature.

7.2.2 Evaluating the Aggressiveness Tradeoff

The next experiment was designed to explore the tradeoff of bid aggressiveness in the hotel room auctions. As proposed by our methodology, we used agents WB-M2z (z=L,M,H), keeping all other partial strategies fixed, and we used a constant number of 2
Table 7.2: Scores for agents WB-M2L, WB-M2M and WB-M2H as the number of aggressive agents (WB-M2H) participating increases. In each experiment, agents 1 and 2 are instances of WB-M2M. The agents above the stair-step line are WB-M2L, while the ones below are WB-M2H. The averages scores for each agent type are presented in the next rows. In the last rows, ✓ indicates statistically significant difference in the scores of the corresponding agents, while × indicates statistically similar scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#WB-M2H</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (178)</td>
<td>2614</td>
<td>2638</td>
<td>2490</td>
<td>2463</td>
<td>2421</td>
<td>2442</td>
<td>2526</td>
<td>2455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (242)</td>
<td>2339</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>2269</td>
<td>2265</td>
<td>2229</td>
<td>2241</td>
<td>2347</td>
<td>2371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (199)</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td>2073</td>
<td>2072</td>
<td>2029</td>
<td>2046</td>
<td>2098</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>2033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (100)</td>
<td>1112</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>898</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#WB-M2H</th>
<th>WB-M2L</th>
<th>WB-M2M</th>
<th>WB-M2H</th>
<th>M2L/M2M</th>
<th>M2M/M2H</th>
<th>M2L/M2H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (178)</td>
<td>2466</td>
<td>2626</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (242)</td>
<td>2251</td>
<td>2344</td>
<td>2359</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (199)</td>
<td>2051</td>
<td>2101</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (100)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1138</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
instances of agent WB-M2M, while the number of agents WB-M2H was increased from 0 to 6. The rest of the slots were filled with instances of version WB-M2L. The result of this experiment are presented in Table 7.2, and in Figure 7.2. By increasing the number of agents which bid more aggressively, there is more competition between agents and the hotel room prices increase, leading to a decrease in scores. While the number of aggressive agents WB-M2H is less or equal to 4, the decrease in score is relatively small for all agents and is approximately linear with respect to the number of aggressive agents WB-M2H participating. The aggressive agents (WB-M2H) do relatively better in less competitive environments, and the non-aggressive agents (WB-M2L) do relatively better in more competitive environments, although the latter still do not perform good enough, compared to the WB-M2M and WB-M2H agents. Overall, WB-M2M (medium aggressiveness) performs comparably or better than the other agents in almost every instance. Agents WB-M2L are at a disadvantage compared to the other agents, because they do not bid aggressively enough to acquire the hotel rooms that they need. When an agent fails to get a hotel room it needs, its score suffers a double penalty: (i) it will have to buy at least one more plane ticket at a high price in order to complete the itinerary, or else it will end up wasting at least some of the other commodities it has already bought for that itinerary, and (ii) since the arrival and/or departure date will probably be further away from the customer’s preference, and the stay will be shorter (hence, less entertainment tickets can be assigned), there is a significant utility penalty for the new itinerary. On the other hand, aggressive agents (WB-M2H) will not face this problem and they will score well in the case that prices do not go up. In the case that there are a lot of them in the game though, the price wars will hurt them more than other agents. The reasons for this are: (i) aggressive agents will pay more than other agents, since the prices will rise faster for the rooms that they need the most in comparison to other rooms, which are needed mostly by less aggressive agents, and (ii) the utility
penalty for losing a hotel room becomes comparable to the price paid for buying the room, so non-aggressive agents suffer only a relatively small penalty for being outbid. Agent WB-M2M performs “reasonably well” in every situation, since it bids enough to maximize the probability that it is not outbid for critical rooms, and avoids ”price wars” to a larger degree then WB-M2H. Based on these results, we did not use low aggressiveness agents in the next experiments, when we keep this part of the strategy fixed; we concentrate primarily on the medium aggressiveness ($z = M$) agents and secondarily on the high aggressiveness ($z = H$) agents.

### 7.2.3 Evaluating the “Paying For Flexibility” Tradeoff

The next set of experiments intended to further explore the trade-off of bidding early for plane tickets against waiting longer in order to gain more flexibility in planning. Initially, we ran a smaller experiment with 2 instances of each of the following agents: WB-M2M and WB-M2H together with WB-M1M (which bids for most of its tickets at the beginning), and WB-M0H (which buys immediately all the plane tickets that it

---

**Table 7.3:** Scores for agents WB-M2M and WB-M0H as the number of early bidding agents (WB-M0H) participating increases. The agents above the stair-step line are WB-M2M, while the ones below are WB-M0H.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#WB-M0H</th>
<th>Agent Scores</th>
<th>Average Scores</th>
<th>Diff.?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>M2M</td>
<td>M0H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (343)</td>
<td>1607 1522 1564 1523 1497 1517 1531 1501</td>
<td>1517</td>
<td>1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (282)</td>
<td>1398 1425 1401 1387 1292 1333 1265 1341</td>
<td>1403</td>
<td>1308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (69)</td>
<td>1570 1602 1278 1178 1241 1289 1151 1207</td>
<td>1586</td>
<td>1224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.3: Changes in agents’ average scores as the number of early bidders participating increases. For the exact scores see Table 7.3.

needs and bids aggressively for hotel rooms. We ran 78 games and observed that WB-M2M scores slightly higher than the other agents, while WB-M2H scores slightly lower. These results are, however, not statistically significant. A larger experiment was done to examine the behavior of the two main strategies against each other. We varied the mixture of agents WB-M2M and WB-M0H (also called early-bidders, because they buy everything as soon as possible), as shown in Table 7.3, and in Figure 7.3. When only 2 of the agents were WB-M0H, the WB-M0H’s scored on average close to the score of the WB-M2M’s, but as their number increased, their score dropped and, when they are the majority, the WB-M0H’s performed much worse than the WB-M2M’s. In this case, the WB-M2M’s try to stay clear of rooms whose price increases too much (usually, but not always, successfully), while the early-bidders do not have this choice, due to the reduced flexibility in changing their plans. One interesting result, which we did not

\footnote{An early-bidder must be aggressive, because if it fails to get a room, it will pay a substantial cost for changing its plan, due to the lack of flexibility in planning.}
Table 7.4: The effect of using historical averages in the PEVs. Early bidding agents benefit the most from this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WB*xSM</th>
<th>WB*xSH</th>
<th>WB*x2M</th>
<th>WB*x2H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x=A</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>1744</td>
<td>1677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x=M</td>
<td>1729</td>
<td>1645</td>
<td>1686</td>
<td>1706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference?</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

expect, is that the score of the WB-M2M’s increases when there are 2 instances of them, compared to the case when there are 4. However, hotel room prices are higher in the former case, so this result seems contradictory! The explanation for this is that the prices tend to increase quite fast for the rooms that are needed by the early-bidders, so the 2 WB-M2M’s avoid these rooms when possible and try to position themselves mostly on the other rooms, so they do not have to pay so much. This behavior also happens in the case that there are 4 WB-M2M’s, but in this case there are many WB-M2M’s, and when they try to move away from the rooms that the early-bidders want, they end up with similar rooms (so the reason it’s harder to find the good deals is because they stop being “deals” much more often, once the other WB-M2M’s go after them).

### 7.2.4 Using Historical Averages In Price Predictions

These results would normally allow us to conclude that it is usually beneficial not to bid for everything at the beginning of the game, but there is a minor catch: without using historical prices, the early-bidding agents buy goods “blindly”. Therefore, we introduced this feature, and ran an experiment in which we examined the benefit that agents WB*M2M, WB*M2H, WB*MSM and WB*MSH gain if historical prices are used. Note that we did not use WB*M0z, because the agent WB*MSz also buys the
Figure 7.4: The effect of using historical averages in the PEVs. For the exact scores see Table 7.4.

vast majority of its tickets at the beginning (but not all). The results are presented in Table 7.4, and in Figure 7.4. We observed that the agents that bid earlier, are the ones who benefited from the use of this feature, while the benefits for WB*M2M and WB*M2H are virtually non-existent. The increase of the price estimate has the effect that the planner generates itineraries, which use slightly fewer rooms than before. This decreases the price wars between agents and improves their scores.

7.2.5 Re-evaluating the “Paying For Flexibility” Tradeoff

The last experiment extends the experiment presented in Section 7.2.3. This time, we examine the effect on agents WB*AyM and WB*AyH (the medium and high aggressiveness with historical prices in the PEVs at the beginning of the game) when $y = 0$, $y = 2$ and $y = S$. Since $y = S$ is the intermediate strategy, we always keep 2 agents WB*ASz ($z=M,H$) in the mixture of agents and change the number of the other agents (which use the boundary strategies), as described by our methodology; half of these are
Table 7.5: Scores for agents WB*A2z, WB*ASz and WB*A0z (where z=M or H), as the number of early bidding agents (WB-A0z) participating increases. In each experiment, agent 1 is WB*ASM and 2 is WB*ASH. The agents above the stair-step line are WB*A2z, while the ones below are WB*A0z (the scores when z=M are presented in italic). In the last rows, we compared the scores for the M and H aggressiveness of the two versions; so M✓ in the A2z/Asz box means that the difference between A2M and ASM is significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#WB*A0z</th>
<th>Agent Scores</th>
<th>Statistically Significant Difference?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WB*ASM</td>
<td>WB*ASH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (413)</td>
<td>2175</td>
<td>2213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (650)</td>
<td>2115</td>
<td>2110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (438)</td>
<td>2404</td>
<td>2419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (1023)</td>
<td>2430</td>
<td>2442</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#WB*A0z</th>
<th>Average Scores</th>
<th>Statistically Significant Difference?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2M A2H A0M A0H</td>
<td>A2z/ASz ASz/A0z A2z/A0z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (413)</td>
<td>1936 1904 N/A N/A</td>
<td>M✓ H✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (650)</td>
<td>2023 1862 2103 2130</td>
<td>M✓ H✓ M× H× M✓ H✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (438)</td>
<td>2261 2207 2347 2385</td>
<td>M✓ H✓ M× H× M✓ H✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (1023)</td>
<td>N/A N/A 2367 2382</td>
<td>M✓ H✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.5: Changes in agents’ average scores as the number of early bidders participating increases. For the exact scores see Table 7.5.

of medium and half of high aggressiveness. The results are presented in Table 7.5, and in Figure 7.5. We observed that the strategy $y = 2$, which leaves the highest number of unpurchased tickets, performs worse than the other two. The other two perform similarly overall. The only case, in which the WB*ASz’s performance is statistically better than that of the early bidders, is when there are lots of early bidders. From these results, we determine that the strategic demand agent is performing most consistently, and that is the reason we used it in the TAC. Another observation is that the scores of all agents tend to go up as the prices go higher. We believe that this is a result of the fact that the historical prices are used in the PEVs mainly at the beginning of the game and, when some auctions have closed, we do not any more. The later bidding agents ($y = 2$) observe the lower prices and try to purchase more rooms, which in turn drives the prices up; this happens only in the case that a lot of these agents participate. On the other hand, as their number decreases the economy becomes more efficient and all the agents profit.
Table 7.6: Scores for agents WB*AyM and WB*AyH (where y=S or 0) as the number of aggressive agents (WB*AyH) participating increases. The agents above the stair-step line are WB*AyM, while below are WB*AyH (the scores when y=0 are presented in italic).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#WB*AyH</th>
<th>Agent Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (428)</td>
<td>2458 2423 2412 2394 2418 2400 2474 2377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (421)</td>
<td>2577 2591 2575 2560 2545 2615 2520 2515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (318)</td>
<td>2503 2330 2387 2382 2353 2355 2424 2366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#WB*AyH</th>
<th>Average Scores</th>
<th>Stat. Significant Difference?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WB*ASM</td>
<td>WB*A0M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (428)</td>
<td>2431</td>
<td>2404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (421)</td>
<td>2584</td>
<td>2568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (318)</td>
<td>2503</td>
<td>2330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.6 Re-evaluating the Aggressiveness Tradeoff

Having determined that the strategic \((y = S)\) and early bidding \((y = 0)\) agents are the best strategies for the plane tickets, we need to revisit our experiment for the hotel room bids, since in Section 7.2.2, we did it with the agents using strategy \(y = 2\), which as was concluded from the last experiment is not the best strategy. We vary the number of aggressive agents (H) from 2 to 6, while reducing the number of medium aggressiveness agents (M). It should be noted that due to the fact that agents of low aggressiveness do not perform competitively in this setting, we only used agents of medium and high aggressiveness. We remedy this in the next experiment (Table 7.7), where we perform this test again with two intermediate strategies. Furthermore, half of them use strategy
Figure 7.6: Changes in agents’ average scores as the number of aggressive agents participating in the game increases. For the exact scores see Table 7.6.

\[ y = 0 \] and half \( y = S \). The results are presented in Table 7.6, and in Figure 7.6. One can notice that, in most cases, the agents perform quite similarly to each other. Furthermore, agent WB*ASM outperforms the other agents when the aggressive agents are in the majority, and does statistically similar or better in all other cases. Another observation is that the overall scores remain similar, even when the number of aggressive agents increases (as opposed to the experiment presented in Table 7.2), mainly due to the fact that these agents use historical prices in the optimizer. Since, overall, agent WB*ASM performs at least as good as the other agents, both when we vary the strategy for the hotels and for the plane tickets. \textit{It follows that we have explored the strategy space that we had, and we should use agent WB*ASM in TAC}, which we did.

Later, based on initial evaluation of the equilibria strategies presented in Chapter 6, we generated a different intermediate strategy for the hotel bids, that submits a bid equal to a weighted sum of the boundary strategies \( y = P \). As our methodology suggests, in order to evaluate it, we need to keep a fixed number of agents using the intermediate
Table 7.7: Scores for agents WB*ASL, WB*ASM, WB*ASP and WB*ASH as the number of aggressive agents (ASH) participating increases. In each experiment, agents 1 and 2 are WB*ASP and 3 and 4 are WB*ASM. The agents above the stair-step line are WB*ASL, while the ones below are WB*ASH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#ASH</th>
<th>Agent Scores</th>
<th>Average Scores</th>
<th>Significant Difference?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (279)</td>
<td>3308 +6 3316-14 3310 -7 3304+12</td>
<td>3312 3307 3092 3245</td>
<td>× ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (285)</td>
<td>2776 -5 2830-16 2798+19 2705 +8</td>
<td>2720-12 2732-17 2609+10 2689+14</td>
<td>× ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.7: Changes in agents’ average scores as the number of aggressive agents participating in the game increases. For the exact scores see Table 7.7.
strategies $y = M$ and $y = P$ (we use 2 of each), while varying the number of agents using the boundary strategies $y = L$ and $y = H$. However, we decided not to run an experiment with 4 agents using strategy $y = L$, because from our experiments and our experiences in TAC, we know that it is unlikely to find many agents that use a non-aggressive strategy. The results of this experiment are presented in Table 7.7, and in Figure 7.7. We can see that the new strategy performs quite similarly to the medium aggressiveness agent. In fact, one might argue that this is expected, given that they both bid higher as time passes. Furthermore, as auctions close, and the probability $p$ that the current round will be the last for an auction increases, the bids that agent WB*ASP places increase, and the same happens to the bids of agent WB*ASM because the marginal utility tends to increase significantly as time passes, even though the two versions do not increase their bids at the same rate. The number of games that we have run is not enough to guarantee statistical significance for all comparisons, however once the scores have been adjusted (see Section 7.1.1), the scores of WB*ASP and WB*ASM become statistically similar, and the difference between the scores of WB*ASP and WB*ASM on one side, and WB*ASH becomes significant. Based on the fact that WB*ASP and WB*ASM perform very similarly, either agent can be considered to have an “overall best strategy”.

7.2.7 Using Walrasian Equilibrium In Price Predictions

One of the areas where we have not put much effort, as far as our agent design is concerned, was the prediction of the closing prices for the hotel auctions. Most other agents have spent considerable effort in this area, whereas we tried to discount the effect of our lack of a good prediction, as a result of the bidding strategies that we have chosen. It was, however, our intention to implement some better prediction, in order to examine the result on the performance of the agent. To this effect, we chose to implement
Table 7.8: Evaluating the use of prices derived from a Walrasian equilibrium at the beginning of the game.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#games</td>
<td>WB*ASM</td>
<td>2279</td>
<td>2265</td>
<td>2224</td>
<td>2279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(239)</td>
<td>WB*WSM</td>
<td>2285</td>
<td>2211</td>
<td>2255</td>
<td>2240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the price prediction algorithm of the Walverine team (it uses tatonment to compute the prices, for more details see [100]), since the authors show it to give some of the best predictions among all TAC agent implementations, and it does not use any knowledge of who the opponents are or how they behave (unlike most other methods used). We have tested this method by running four instances of agent WB*ASM using this prediction to set the prices used by the optimizer at the beginning of the game (let us call this agent WB*WSM) and four others that did not use this. We ran 239 games and the performance of the two agents was actually quite similar; even after adjusting the scores, we could not observe much of an appreciable difference between the two versions. The results of this experiment are presented in Table 7.8. The average scores for agents WB*ASM and WB*WSM were 2262 and 2248 respectively, which were statistically similar. This seems to indicate that the strategy we selected deals successfully with the errors (which are not catastrophic) in the price predictions that the optimizer uses. We only use this prediction at the beginning of the game though, because we believe that it is there, that accurate prices are the most useful in order to make a good guess about what plane tickets to buy, and also because this method requires a considerable amount of running time, so perhaps the agent might show some improvement if we allow this algorithm to set the price predictions throughout the game.
7.2.8 Agent Design For TAC Competition

In the 2001 TAC, the WhiteBear variant we used in the competition was **WB-M2M**. The reason for this is that we had only performed the first two experiments described in this section. The 4 top scoring agents (scores in parentheses) that year were: livingagents (3670), ATTac (3622), WhiteBear (3513) and Uralub01 (3421).

In the finals of TAC 2002 and 2003, we used version **WB*ASM**, which performed the most consistently in our experiments. By that point, we had performed all of the experiments except the ones presented in Table 7.7 and 7.8. The performance of our agent in all the competition rounds that followed would seem to indicate that our choice was the correct one, since it managed to achieve the highest scores in almost all the rounds that followed and was always one of the top scoring agents (the exception being the finals of TAC 2003).

In 2002, the agent won the semi-finals and finals. The 4 top scoring agents were: WhiteBear (3556), SouthamptonTAC (3492), Thalis (3351) and UMBCTAC (3320).

In 2003, it won the preliminary rounds, and the semifinals with a significant score difference (a score of 3729 compared to the second ranked agents score of 3536), and was 3rd in the finals. This was partly due to a problem with the local server on which the agent was running. The 4 top scoring agents were: ATTac01 (3200), PackaTAC (3163), WhiteBear (3142) and Thalis (3133).

In the 2001 TAC, the agents who performed the best were those that were buying almost everything at the beginning, e.g. livingagents [19], which followed a strategy similar to WB-A0H. This agent capitalized on the fact that the other agents were careful not to be very aggressive and that prices remained quite low. This strategy works well within the confines of an “efficient economy”. This was observed in our experiments as well. In the 2002 and 2003 competitions, more balanced agents (like ours) were performing better. Another observation that can be made is that the level of competence
of all agents has improved each time, so that in 2003 all finalists achieved comparable results. The agents would bid more aggressively and they would buy most of the plane tickets at the beginning. However, this did not lead to an inefficient economy, as most agents were more adaptive and restricted their itineraries to somewhat fewer rooms (in the same way that the inclusion of historical average prices in the optimizer produced the same effect on our agent).

### 7.3 Experiments for Determining TAC 2004-2005 Agent

Since in the TAC 2004 game we only have one tradeoff to examine, we need to explore the strategy space in just one dimension; thus we vary the strategies for the hotel auctions.

As notation, we are only going to use the $z$ parameter (see notation in Section 7.2), which takes values $L$ (i.e., low aggressiveness), $H$ (i.e., highest aggressiveness), $M$ (i.e., moderate aggressiveness), $P$ (which mixed the boundary strategies with weight equal to probability $p$ of the current round being the last one), and $E$ (which is based on the equilibrium strategy).

#### 7.3.1 Evaluating the Aggressiveness Tradeoff

The rule changes in 2004 leave only one tradeoff to be examined: the hotel bidding strategy. Therefore, only one experiment set is necessary in this case, one in which the strategy for the hotel room bidding is varied. We use 2 agents of moderate (M) bidding aggressiveness and vary the number of agents of low (L) and high (H) aggressiveness. The results are presented in Table 7.9, and in Figure 7.8. The differences between the different versions of the agent are now much smaller; this is a result of the fact that the agents no longer buy the flight tickets early, and thus, are able to change their plans...
Table 7.9: Scores for agents of low (L), moderate (M) and high (H), bidding aggressiveness as the number of aggressive agents participating increases. In each experiment, agents 1 and 2 are of moderate (M) aggressiveness. The agents above the stair-step line are of low aggressiveness (L), while the ones below are the most aggressive (H). The average scores for each agent type are presented in the next rows. In the last rows, ✓ indicates statistically significant difference in the scores of the corresponding agents, while × indicates statistically similar scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#H ag.</th>
<th>Agent Scores</th>
<th>Average Scores</th>
<th>Stat. Significant Difference?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of agents</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (259)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3310-15 3275-17</td>
<td>3264+15 3295-21 3260-8 3276+1 3258+21 3223+24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (350)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3262-11 3292-15</td>
<td>3209-7 3228+4 3226-7 3187+5 3264+20 3240+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (405)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3192+3 3191+12</td>
<td>3160-6 3199-12 3214+22 3268-11 3240-16 3193+9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (413)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2899-31 2855-9</td>
<td>2818+15 2842+23 2815+16 2934-20 2854-1 2847+6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.8: Changes in agents’ average scores as the number of aggressive agents participating increases. For the exact scores see Table 7.9.

much more easily, which in turn reduces the performance difference between the various strategies. From this experiment set, we can conclude that the low aggressiveness strategy is still dominated by the other two, but less so than in the case of TAC 2003. It is unclear which strategy (moderate or high aggressiveness) is best, as they perform quite similarly and the differences are not statistically significant. In fact, in most cases, there is a high probability of similarity in the score distributions. Once the method presented in Section 7.1.1 was applied to account for the randomness in the scores the results became statistically significant. However, the improvement was less than in the case of the TAC 2001 game. In TAC 2004, we used the moderate strategy, but based on these experiments the aggressive strategy would have performed quite well.

Once the equilibrium strategy was computed, we had 3 intermediate strategies to test, in addition to the two boundary ones. According to our methodology, we must organize a tournament among the intermediate strategies in order to determine the best strategy.
Table 7.10: Scores for agents of low (L), moderate (M) and high (H) bidding aggressiveness, as well as the equilibrium (E) agent, as the number of aggressive agents participating increases. In each experiment, agents 1 and 2 are equilibrium (E) agents, and agents 3 and 4 are of moderate (M) aggressiveness. The agents above the stair-step line are of low aggressiveness (L), while the ones below are the most aggressive (H). The average scores for each agent type are presented in the next rows. In the last rows, ✓ indicates statistically significant difference in the scores of the corresponding agents, while × indicates statistically similar scores. (The performance of the equilibrium agent is dominated by the performance of both the H and M agent, thus is not included in the last rows.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Scores</th>
<th>#H agents</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (600)</td>
<td>3290</td>
<td>3294</td>
<td>3359</td>
<td>3364</td>
<td>3326</td>
<td>3327</td>
<td>3322</td>
<td>3335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (599)</td>
<td>3238</td>
<td>3242</td>
<td>3305</td>
<td>3342</td>
<td>3271</td>
<td>3257</td>
<td>3327</td>
<td>3352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (626)</td>
<td>2952</td>
<td>2955</td>
<td>3040</td>
<td>3051</td>
<td>3011</td>
<td>3013</td>
<td>3015</td>
<td>3007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Scores</th>
<th>Statistically Significant Difference?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#H agents</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (600)</td>
<td>3292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (599)</td>
<td>3240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (626)</td>
<td>2954</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the first phase, we used intermediate strategies $M$ and $E$. The results are presented in Table 7.10, and in Figure 7.9. Based on this, we can see that the $M$ agents outperform the $E$ agents. The most probable reason why this happens is because the equilibrium strategy assumes that the other agents do not deviate from the equilibrium, which is clearly not the case in this setting. This is a general problem with the Nash equilibrium, as opposed to dominant strategies, which is a stronger solution concept, and does not have this problem. Another possible reason is the fact that we assume that each agent is represented by 8 sub-agents, each of which wishes to buy 1 hotel room and these do not know the valuation of the other sub-agents, which in reality is not the case. It should be noted that the difference between the $M$ and $H$ agents is not statistically significant, but it looks like, with more experiments, it probably would be, thus is denoted by $✓$. This is not important however, as we found out what we wanted from this phase, namely that we should promote the $M$ agent to the next phase of the tournament.

Thus, in the last phase, we used intermediate strategies $M$ and $P$. The results are
Table 7.11: Scores for agents of low (L), moderate (M) and high (H) bidding aggressiveness as well as the P agent, as the number of aggressive agents participating increases. In each experiment, agents 1 and 2 are P agents, and agents 3 and 4 are of M agents. The agents above the stair-step line are of low aggressiveness (L), while the ones below are the most aggressive (H). The averages scores for each agent type are presented in the next rows. In the last rows, ✓ indicates statistically significant difference in the scores of the corresponding agents, while × indicates statistically similar scores. (The performance of the L agent is dominated by the performance of the P and the M agent in most cases, thus is not included in the last rows.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#H agents</th>
<th>Agent Scores</th>
<th>Statistically Significant Difference?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (545)</td>
<td>3408</td>
<td>3399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (573)</td>
<td>3269</td>
<td>3282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (603)</td>
<td>2995</td>
<td>3004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#H agents</th>
<th>Average Scores</th>
<th>Statistically Significant Difference?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (545)</td>
<td>3403</td>
<td>3417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (573)</td>
<td>3275</td>
<td>3242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (603)</td>
<td>2999</td>
<td>2981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.10: Changes in agents’ average scores as the number of aggressive agents participating increases. For the exact scores see Table 7.11.

Presented in Table 7.11, and in Figure 7.10. Based on this, we can see that the M and the P agents outperform the L agents. The other agents seem to perform reasonably similar between themselves, and in fact, the performances were statistically similar for most cases as denoted in the table. The only exceptions to this rule were the performance of the P agents as opposed to that of the M and H agents in the case that 2 agents of each type participated. It looks like the results are similar (as half the t-test values are at about 50% or higher). It should be noted that in this experiment, we observed some rather low values when the t-test was applied to instances of the same agent; in one case, the value was 30%! Based on this, we can say that the P agent is probably performing best, but that the M and H agents are also performing rather similarly.

### 7.3.2 Agent Design For TAC Competition

In the 2004 TAC, the WhiteBear variant we used in the competition was the M agent. The agent won every round from the seeding round through to the finals with over-
whelming differences in score. In fact, in the finals the score difference between our agent and the second one was statistically significant, as the t-test value was less than 1%, which has never happened before in a TAC final; this happened despite the fact that only 35 games were run. The 4 top scoring agents (scores in parentheses) that year were: WhiteBear04 (4122), Walverine (3849), LearnAgents (3737) and SICS02 (3708).

In TAC 2005, we started by using once more agent M, but we are also experimenting with agent P, since it performed very well in our controlled experiments. So far WhiteBear05 has been on top of both preliminary rounds.
Chapter 8

Conclusions

Here we would like to summarize the work presented in this dissertation and provide directions for future work.

Our thesis statement was that by fully decomposing the problem faced by an agent participating in several auctions, it is easier to analyze each component individually and generate strategies for the various components that lead to the creation of an extremely competent agent. We prove this by applying our methodology, the end result being agent WhiteBear, which has had undeniably the most consistent (and best) performance of any other agent in the TAC competition.

In chapter 3 the main contribution is the novel methodology that we provide, accompanied by the corresponding agent architecture. We describe precisely the information that the various modules exchange and are thus able to analyze each component individually. We describe the methodology for generating strategies and the experimental process through which the strategies are evaluated. Further work in this direction examines how the methodology can be extended to the case in which the utility of the acquired set of goods is not guaranteed but depends on various other parameters. An example of this case would be if this utility depends on the ability of other agents to provide better offers to our agent’s clients.

In chapter 4 we formulated the optimization problem faced by our agent and presented the work we did on the optimizer component of our TAC agent. As is the case with all the other modules, we designed the optimizer with scalability and speed in mind. We showed that an optimal algorithm is not necessary for competitive performance and we explored to a limited degree the effect of better price predictions when forming the optimization problem. This is the direction in which further work should proceed too,
namely to further explore the effect of a more accurate price prediction. An example of this would be to apply the Walrasian equilibrium algorithm to the whole game, despite the fact that it has a significant run time, or to examine the effect of a better learning algorithm.

In chapter 5 we elaborated on how strategies for the various strategic tradeoffs that the agent faces may be generated in a more systematic way, than the mostly “heuristic” approaches that were prevalent in the literature. We presented the strategies generated for the various versions of the TAC games. Although we generated enough strategies to cover, to a sufficient degree, the entire strategy space, we are also examining the possibility of further automating this process and “focusing” the choices of an agent’s designer. However we are not discounting the importance of empirical observations as they help to concentrate the search on the part of the strategy space where the most efficient candidate strategies lie.

In chapter 6 we provided several novel Bayes-Nash equilibria for the case of $m^{th}$ price auctions, when the closing time is randomly selected from a set of possible closing times. Furthermore we extended our methodology to incorporate candidate strategies based on such equilibrium strategies. We solved this equilibrium for experimentally derived input distributions and applied this to our TAC agent. Even though its performance was dominated, this was done by the agent that won the 2004 TAC competition. However we are currently exploring ways of improving this strategy. We are trying to extend the equilibria to cover the case that an agent wishes to buy several units of the commodity sold in each auction. This is the setting of an individual hotel room auction, with almost no simplifications. Some limited initial work on this shows that, even for the case of a single round, one would probably need to solve a system of differential equations in order to compute the equilibrium.

In chapter 7 we elaborated on how our proposed systematic method for exploring the
entire strategy space of our problem and determining the best combination of strategies, can be applied. We limited, to a very large extent, the significant number of experiments that are needed in order to accomplish this, especially compared to related work. We also provided a complete set of experiments for determining our TAC agent entry which performed very competitively. We also discussed various issues about comparing the performances of various agents and dealing with the inherent randomness of these problems. Further work would involve identifying further sources of randomness in the experiments and a more efficient method for reducing the statistical variance and thus the number of experiments needed in order to determine the best strategy.

Overall we believe that we examined the problem setting presented in section 1.1 from almost every angle possible, and we made smaller or larger contributions in most directions taken by previous related work.
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